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and crushing dullness of life. It is
scarcely
less of a mistake for
anybody who has to live
most of the year in one spot to pitch his tent
in a surpassingly beautiful country.
The
country seats of great people may be wisely
placed in the richest scenery that can be found,
because great people are constantly moving
about from place to place.
tint rich sceneiy is apt to become cloying.—
A house between a fir-wood and a dark heath

Clothing._
Under-Shirts & Drawers:!

Nov. 16, 1865.

LFrom Mm. Stowe’* Clumuty-Cjmei' in Wo
November Atlantic Monthly.J
“Here we arc,twelve miles out from Boston,
in

n

country villa

so

convenient that every

part of it might almost do its own work,—everything arranged in the most convenient,
contiguous, selfeadjusting, selftacting, patentright, perfective manner,—and yet, I teli you,

subscribers
under

nerslii
THE

geo.

Marianne will die of that house. It wiU yet
be recorded on her tombstone, ‘died of conveniences.’ For myself, what 1 languish far
is a log cabin, with a bed in one corner, a
trundle-bed underneath for the children, a tire
place only six feet off, a tabic, four chairs, one
kettle, a oofle-pot and a tin baker,—that’s all.
1 lived deliciously in an establishment of this
kind last summer, when X was up at lake Superior and 1 am convinced that if i could
move Marianne into it at
once, that she would
become a healthy and happy woman. Her
lilt* is smothered out of her with comforts—we
have too many rooms, too many carpets, too
many vases and knieknack3, too much china
and silver; she has too many laces and dresses
and bonnets; the children have too
many
clothes; in fact, to put it Scripturally, our
riches arc corrupted, our garments are inotheaten, and our gold and our silver is cankered
—and in short, Marianne is sick in bed, and i
have come to the agency lor distressed women
to take you out to attend to her.
“The fact is,” continued Bob, “ that since
our cook married and Alice went to
California,
there seems to
no possibility pF
our

putting

domestic cabinet upon any permanent basis.
The number of female persons that have been
through our house and the ravages they have
wrought on it for the last six months, pass
belief. I had yesterday a bill of
sixty dollars’
plumbing to pay for damages of various kinds
which had to be repaired in our very convenient water-works, and the blame of each
particular one had been bandied like a shuttlecock among our three household divinities.

Biddy privately

assured my wife that Kate was
in the habit of emptying dust-pans of rubbish
hit) the main draiu from the
chambers, and
washing any little extrabits down through the
bowls; and in fact when one of the bathineroorn bowls had overflowed so as to
damage
the frescoes below, my wife, witii great delicacy and precaution, interrogated Kate as to
whether she bad followed her directions in
the care of the wafer pipes. Of course she
protested the most immaculate care and circumspection. ‘Sure, and she knew how careful one ought to be, mid wasn’t of the likes of
them as wouldn’t mind what throuble
they
made,—like Biddy, who would throw trash
and hair hi the pipes, and niver listen to her
fellin’; sure, anti hadn’t she broke the pipes In
the kitchen, smd lost the stoppeis, as it was a
shame to see in a Chris tain bouse ?’ Ann, the
third girl, being privately questioned, blamed
Biddy on Monday and Kate on Tuesday; on
Wednesday, however, she exonerated both;
but on Thursday, being in a high quarrel with
both, 3he departed, accusing them severely of
not only all the evil practises
aforesaid, but of
lying, and stealing, and all other miscellaneous wickedness that came to hand, Whereat
the two thus accused rushed in, bewailing
themselves and cursing Ann in alternate
stroplies, averring that she had given tnc baby laudanum, and taking it out riding, had
stopjKid for houi-s witii it in a lilthy lane,
where the scarlet fever was said to be rife,—in
short, gave so fearful a picture that Marianne
gave up the child's file at ouco, and has taken
to her bed. I have endeavored all X could to
quiet her by telling her that the sciuiot fever
story was probably an extemporaneous work
of fiction, got up to gratify the Hibernian anger at Ann, and that it wasn’t in the least
worth while to believe one tiling more than
another, from the fact that any of the tribe
said it. But she refuses to be comforted, arid
is so Utopian as to lie there, crying—‘Oil, if I
could only get one that I could trust,—one
that would really speak the tr uth to me,—one
that I might know really Went where she said
she went, and really dill as she said she did 1’
To Imve to live so, she says, and bring ,p iitUe children with those she can’t trust out of
sight, whose word is good for nothing,—to fee)
that her beautiful house and her lovely things
are all going -to rack and ruin, and she, can't
take care of them, and can’t see where or
when or bow the mischief is done,—in short,
the poor child talks as women do who arp violently attacked witii housekeeping fever, tending to congestion of the brain. Kite actually
told me yesterday that she wished, on the
the whole, that she had never got married,
which 1 take to be tlio most positive indication of mental alienation.”
“Here,” said I, “behold at this moment two
women dying for the want of what they can

NO.
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Having

Stocks

ABEL M.

FORE

of the LARGEST and

one

of

Country Life.

A great many people go and and bury them-

selves in remote solitudes, with the idea tiiat
they are taking the best means to lead a simple and contemplative life. And most of us,
when on a spring or autumn waik through a
fine country, have ielt a passing desire to do
the same. All looks so fresh snd tranquil.
Yet there are few cases in which this plau of
life does not prove a failure. Not every man

Gklr* Particular attention paid to Custom Work.
GEO. W. RICH,
RUSSELL LEWIS,
BI5NJ. LEWIS.
»
xr
Portland, Niv.l, 18C5,

iora work ©f this

The Key Note is complete in all its departments, and Is printed on clear, large type, one part
pu a staff.
Price, $150.

«

a

Gents’

'(

stupid perphilosopher or a thoroughly
with success.
son, he may try the experiment
the moUut it he is only of' ordinary temper,
he lias not alnotony of a rural life to which
the worst ciifect.
ways been accustomed lias
Hi' furnishes his library with good books, and
orders his papers and reviews to be sent regularly, and lias a garden* and a cow or two,
and a pig or two, and he means to ask a friend
to stay with him twice or thrice a year. The
whole tiling is delightful for a month. He
reads and takes his exercise, and gazes meditatively at the cows at tlieir grazing, and the
pigs grubbing in their troughs, ahd he feels
and
that he is communing with nature,
is leading the life of one of her truest sons.
Uut by and by communing with nature beThe cows and
comes a bore.
pigs are all very
well, but they have no views, amt they c mnot
ideas.
The
interchange
newspaper, which at
first was lather snubbed, gets more and more
and the advertisements of the
precious,
play
and the operas and the railway trips ream the
most valuable part of it. Finally, tl)e foolish
man who had thought he itad much goods
laid up for himseil gives up the remote solitude or else, if he is perverse as well as foolish, be clings to it, and brings ills gray hairs
With sorrow to the grave by sheer monotony
great

r|

I'

Furnishing

Last Work.

.1

»

Jj

,i-

Goods

Wholesale and Retail!
offer

the largest and choicest stock of the
WEbest qualities
oi goods to be found in the State.

The Nmv Hook for this Season.

CHARLES CUSTIS& CO.,

Tkc Praise of 2ion«—A Coilectwi of Music

lor

Singing Schools,Ch .irsar.d Musical Conventions;
consisting of, I. A System oi Musical Notation. II!
A variety of Exercises and Gleos for
Singing Schools.
111. An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants.
By

Solon Wilder and Frederics, davenport.
The publishers invite attention to this new
book,
with great confidence that it will prove very attract
and useful to Sinaing Schools,Cboirs and Conventions. The authors have had at their command many
new compositions by the most
popular and distinguished composers, foreign and American. A feature of this work is the presentation or a number of
hitherto unpublished
compositions ol Charles
Zeuner, *s well as some bv Novelli and Neukomm, now first published from their manuscripts
in addition to the rich contributions of
living Au
tiors. The contents of the Praise of Zion are char
acterized by freshness, variety and
practicability,
and the publishers confidently predict lor it a
very
wide popularity and use. price, $1.50.
+
MASON BROTHERS arc also pu! Ushers of the
New Cannina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell
Mason, $1,50.—
The Jubilee, by William B. Bradbury, $1,50. The
Sabbath Bell,
George F. Tto.it, $1.50. The Shawm,
by Bradbury, Root and Hastings, $1,50.
Wets'*
Church Music (tor tlie Episcopal Service,)
by Charles
Weis, bS.fiO: and also of many other Music Books in
all departments.
Copies by mail postpaid at the
pr.ces.
MASON HllOTff&R*,
ocl4 Th&S3w&w3w
5CC Broadway, New York.

THE

Fine Steel

293 Congress Street.
Portland,

11,18GS.-

Not.

Regular

Prices.
Sherman at Savannah, 20x32, framed,
$15 oo
length Portrait of Martha Washington,

24x36, framed,
length Portrait of George Washington,
framed,
Full length Portalt ol President Lincoln,
Signing the Compact on board the May Flower,
from the original picture by E.
White,
N.A.,
Departure of Pilgrim Fathers for America, 1620,
framed,
Landing or Pilgrim Fathers in America, 1620,
framed,
Portrait of Lt. Gen. U. S. Grant, in oval frame.
10X22,
Portrait of M^j. Gen. W. T. Sherman, In oval
frame,
Portrait of Moj. Gen. P. If. Sheridan, in oval
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. O. O Howard, in oval

by

33.

P.

frame,

94

of the first artists
any
in the
for a Portrait of yourself, framed worth
$4. It will be noticed, that no one fails to get a picture worth all they pay, and everything considered,
but in addition to that many
cheap at the
lucky ones wul get from #1 to $15 worth. Our customers are assured that every article in the stock
will be tai ly distributed on these terms, without
favoritism, and each person purchasing an envelope
will have a lair chance with his neighbor.
Call and
see for yourselves, at

pare.! to furnish

trimming,

and

Goods Purchased

I a ail tlie Various
Styles i
SUCH

cent Advance !
Ami

UXOLISH FROCKS,

BOTTOM TRICES.

Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
CLOTHS adapted for Ladies wear.
(•^"Particular attention paid ^(Cutting and Flttan.'i, aud perfect satiafaciion guare^teed.
(iaroieutj

on

Call and See Our Stork
AND PRICES!

RdiiiMtion.

Oct 19, 18G5.

*

ociiOoodlm

BEFORE

GOOLD7

NATHAN

131 Middle

KEEPS
MENT of

band A

on

St.,

141 and 143 Middle St*
12—cod& w4w

Oct

Custom

FINE ASSORT-

Broadcloths,
Doeskins,
Cassimeres,
Wnicli be manufactures to order in tbe
ST ILLS, aud at FA1U PRICES.

-THAT-

N. S.
&c.

LATEST

(iA U DINE11 ’8

Clothing Establishment
--is at-

superintends bis work bimsoU,
and guarantees satistaction in oU cases.

are

Portland,

invited to CALL.

Oct

26,18C5.

WINTER
MRS.

Where he keeps

Full

eod2m

OPENING !
A.

COLBY,

passage,

perform

a

Embracing

ov

and

Fancy,

81 Middle Street*
DON’T FORGET ME NUMBER.
Oct 2»—eod6w

C LO T
And

a

Castinets,

lull

variety

500
50 44
100 44
60 44
60 44
50 44
20 44
6> 44
20 do*.
10 44
100 each

Ladies'Gold

Enameled Hunt-

&

ing-Case Watches,
35 to
Hunting Case Silver
35 to
Watches,
200 Diamond Bings,
50 to
5t>00 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
C to
*2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardChalns,5 to

70

44

70
100
30
8
10
20
10
S

44

Gents*

Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
Opal and Emerald Brooch*s,
4 to
Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine

44
44
44
44
44
44

Send 25 Cent* for Certificate.
all transactions by mai1, we shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Bcgiment.
and in every Town and
County in tho Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor evevy certificate, and remit 15 cents to
us,
or

Postage

S amps.

Winter
In

r“rk ti,y*

!_Cloaks

!!

Cloaks

Great

Variety!

Now£pening at
B.

F.

HAMILTON

&

Aa

CHEAP

the

CHEAPEST,

CO’S,

Corner of Congress and Preble St.

ax

aa

A

Exchange

t

Short

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Case..
N.
Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

St.

Manner,

IVotioe,

C.
B.—Special attentionfcald

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

PARKER.
to cleasingBed and

a

Gloves and

-A.11

Our Groods

BOUGHT FOR CASH,
AND

WE SELL THEM AT THE

Smallest Possible
So that ad who buy

A

SPLENDID

lm5fie0^sn*m<l8P*cknes»

SALE

C U ST 1 S

Have lust received

$ C O.

THFIR

We invite all who

Store, and
buy.

assure

THE

Business.

-AT.SO,of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENaud
Si* (6) warranted CONCORD
NY BINDS,
WAGONS.
Pur particulars enquire of
JP. II. RAND ALL, on the promisee.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf,

are

them

visiting Boston to call at our
they will never be urged to
TERMS CASH.

THOMAS E. MOSELEY & CO,
SUMMER

STREET,

O

S T O

Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store,
No. 353

AT

Congress

SAMUEL

be

found

BELL’S

one

B.

JONES,

jVo.

Ill

Rubbers,

Federal

PORTLAND,

CUSTOM

St.,

First Class Hoots Made
WitU Fair 8tltch.

All

None but the best workmen
employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr.
J.^L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establish*
ment, and all work ready for delivery when prom-

a

CO.,

Copartnership.
have iurnicd

8

Exchange

TilE^RKlersigned
der the

name

a

and firm of

copartnership

un-

KING & DEXTER.
Anil having purchased the stock of Chase^LitHefteld

Co., will continue the genera) HARDWARE Bl'SINE-B at the old stand, 1T5 Middle and 118 Federal

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s1,- Boys’ and Youths'
Calf and Thick Boots, with a good stock ol
Women’s, Misses’ and Children's Boots and Shoes.

KING,

For Sale

J. D. DEXTER.

Portland, Sept. 32,1865.
¥*•

D. Chase, so long and favorably known
w> the
Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
tire new firm
’65 tf

gep29

TOi^OF FRENCH,
PANT
Nov 1-dtf

ENGLISH

GOODS.

to Let.

HOUSE, Barn, and One Acre of Land, situated
in Faltuouth, one-half mile from Atlantic and
St. Lawrence Depot, and oue-fourih mile from Casco Bay.
For terms apply"at No. 5 Chapel Street.

A

Nov. 7—dtf

ANI>

A* D* REEVES*, Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange 8t.

or

To

To nil of which they invite the attention of their
old cu.domers and the public generally.
Oct 13—d2mos

J. M.

Apply

Novw—dtt

STORE 144 CongrcoBB.
Good
or Barber Shop.
E. P. NASON,
No. 10

Washington

location
Street.

A nice Black Sack

$ACKS

for $9.00

FROM $9 TO $301

Ca3socks from $9 to $45!
Thqsc goods
than

are

fresh, and

Regular prices,

are

30 per cent,

less

at

No.

OPPOSITE MECHANICS’

HALL,

select from anew and fesldonable stock ot
Ladies, Misses, Gents, Boys and aud Childrens
wear ol every description.
Having for seme years past been in the employ of
Messrs. A. & S. SliuriJeft’«S: Co., Shoe Manu&clurers
and Wholesale dealers In this city, feel confident that
1 can sell as low as the lowest; and by strict attention and &ir dealing, hope In a short time to gain a
good share of public patronage.
Not 9—d4w

ANI)

Shawls, Shawls, Shawls!

GOOD assortment of hand made SHAWLS, to
be sold cheap at
PAINE'S,
Not. S, d2w*
No. 13 Market Square.

CHASE, CRAM

Wldgory’s Wharf,
POBTLAND, ME.

ocrlGJtl

UA TST.A. &

and Al-

F i

JOHN P. SHAW,
SHAW.
nov2dtf

Portland. Mnlae.
Work executed is erery port ot the State.
Juneldtf

Are

receiving a

now

lot of

avoid scattering and dust.
6tli. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
and the costings are heavier and fiuer than those at
other manufacture.
7tli. and last. These Stoves are warranted In respect to working, cracks, imperfections, &?., <&c.

DRY

GOODS!

&

HOWARD,

166 Middle

undersigned have
rpHE
A
to
TO

ROOM

(i oodw !
FOR

Street,

STOBE EOBMERLY OCCUPIED BY

THE

MESSRS.

GOODS.

Hoop Sk*rt8 made from Washburn and Moen's
best wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit

everybody.
£jf" Don’t forget the number, 168 Middle Street,
next above Hay's Drug Store.
W. R. HOWARD,
Nov 10—dtt

THIS!

A.T
-FOB--

Second-Hand Clothing,
0.f all description*, by
BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

dill,!

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing between H.
F. Lroke
Horatio Staples, under the hrm
name of LOCKE & CO., is this day absolved by mu
b“J

THE

c™sent.
lAJClVJLi.

All accounts to be settled by H. F.

A

Portland, Nov, 11th, 1885.

H. F. L< iCKE,
HORATIO STAPLES.

nolldsw

Office.—No. 13 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
Consignment solicited.

liefers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrisli <fc Pearson; .John Dennis & Co.;
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.
inayiad6in

Removal.
E have this day removed to

"yy

t>. T.

ill

kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
notice. MWCM

sold-_b‘ipl'illlltl

UBLS. EXTRA KENNEBEC CUANBER-

;

I KIES

for sale

tow

1

by

M-

RAKKR.

Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets.
Bovl3dtf

Xeiv Goods, Jlist Received !
AT
Not 3.

CHASE.

Oct.

ESQ.,

cl2nt

2,18T4.

BRADB URY A S WEAT,

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

Office

Law,

117 Middle Street*

ffYEfSKT’)

PORTLAND, ME.
novS’Codtf

JOHN F. AJfDEBSOJf.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
mcli

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

IT diwtl'

Tcmt •'« Sticct.

DAVIS, ME8ERVE, HASKELL&CO..
Importers

Dry

nnd Jobbers

.fe«5SSS^J

Woolens,

and

Goods

Arcade
F. DAVIS,
1
o. n. meskeve, I

18

I’m*

Slrccl,

PORTLAND, ME.
_

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINESI
WOODMAN,
N«a*

TRUE k CO.,

54 and 5G

iBw*

PAINE’S.
No. 13 Market

on

band.

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION.
—

Gravel

AND

—

Roofing

FOR FLAT HOOFS.
E. II3RSEV, ABcnt,

No 1« Union Street.

.l&nSfcltf

« liirr

Pattern*t

CtJT FI!OM MEASURE,
A CO.
jjy CHARLES CCSTI8

May 3—<ltf

_Morton

Block.

want of any kiwi ol PRINTING
U
Offlee.
call at the Dally Praaa

~Xjg- V»n

Square,

Middle Street.

Needles and Trimming always
marlRtf

afloat short
goSffi
Ing bought nnd

Cranberries.
Dissolution of

on

Northern account.

Aleuts,

LOOK

WM.

Forwarding

MERCHANT.
S^* Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold

Nov 9—il2w

GREAT PRICES GIVEX

HOLIDAY

Commission and

McCarthy & merry.

AT COST!
MAKE

GENERAL
1

removed from No. 96 Ex-

EBEN C. STEVENS & SON.

Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls,

TO

a

Removal, Removal!
change Street,
No. 07 Middle

SKIRTS,

Fancy

sum

INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE, HO Eedermi St.
Nov 10—dlw*
Portland.

ot

NEXT TEN DAYS,

HOOP

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

Wait!!!

exa
per
profit, give
amine the RARE CHANCES which be oflfers to all
Casses of men to enter a business which requires but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, and is not laborious, but
on the contrary, gives one a pleasant employment,
and which pays from

Street,

TXTfOU LD respectfully announce to tbe Ladies
VV Portland that lie will sell for the

Sale Boorua, 110 aud 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mas*.
Juaettf

Portland,

capital,

No. }i Free Street Block.
NoV 7—c!2w

R.

Portland.

Such opportunities are seldom offered to the public. Any one wishing to be so fortunate as to secure
a chance to make money Quickly, Easily and Surely,
by investing from ten dollars to three hundred as
can do so by calling upon, or addressing the
subscriber immediately.
W. N. GOURLAY,

BOWEN,

ME.

Head of Long Wharf.
BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.

lOO to 300 Per Cent. Net Profit.

CHEAP.

'VICKERY

PORTLAND,

a

Which will be

SOLD

OUB STOVE STOKE.

a

W O O LENS !
4

PREBLE STREET,(Near Preble Houee.)

F. A C. B. NASH,
No. 174 Fora Strrrf,

Wait!!

OF

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

of money in
investing
large
BEFORE
business that is laborious and pays but small
the subscriber call and
cent, of

AND

W.

Cook Store until yoa bare
aud examined the

Wait!

KIMBALL,

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

short time,

3d. It consumes as little, if not actualIv leas, coal
than any stove mfw in use as a Cook Stove.
4th. It may bo regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was ever before considered possible.
If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th

oct£2U4\?

P.

MANUFACTURER

mediately.

VICKEB ¥ & BO WEN

SCHUMACHER,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

”

In no case has it failed to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have witnessed its w orking.
It has all the best points of our former favorite
do not posses*.
Stoves, besides others which
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping Into a aif.or beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
2d. It sifls ashos without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders arc ready to he used im-

AT

Woodbury 8. Dana,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

It has taken the lead of ev«ry thing in tin
Oookine Stove line.

FOUND

Salt,

MAINE.

John a. S. Dana.

( HAS. J.

New and Second Stoves of all kinds may be

octjodlw

CO.,

d

a n

Dana,

June ldtf

TIIB CIIAMPIOX OF THE DA Y!
a

1»

PORTLAND,

Eldorado!

Hti*eet.

s

Luther

Academy!

sold in this market only

STURTEVANT^

Commission Merchants,

€.

IS

k

GENERAL

SUPPLIED

“El Dorado Cook Stove

CO.,

Middle

ANT)

Congress Street,

orders bi town or country faithfully executed. All
kluds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all description*.
aprfeiu

c'^en in DRAWING, FRENCH,
GERMAN, Ac.
Please send for Circular.
tepJMrf

a
■ecu

IBB

JOHNSON’/8

320

VERY description of Wntet Fixtures lor DwelIpls ling House*.
Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
&c., arranged ana set up in ti e best manner, and all

C. O. FILES, 28 HANO VEIt ST.,
PHINCIPAI,.

Dou’t bay

A. G. OLJfEY £

TO

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

Bowls, Brass Sc Silver Plated Cocks.

they

EVER RECEIVED.

NEW

Lot.}

for Shoe Store
A SMALL
to

LADIES GARMENTS

cy Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and

Furniture and Glass Ware I

Streets.

We have this day opened the largest and best
selected assortment of

BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHIL-

QO

Portland

STREET,

MG.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

FRED E.

ITyet

——

Street.

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

PORTLAND,

tered*

lias been

CASSOCKS!

REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

Sew Stock of

Second-Hand Carpet*,
Feather Beds, Sic.,
Which they are selling at the LOWEST PRICES!
tST"Please call and examine our stock.
HOYT & CO., 43 & 47 Union St.
The highest prices paid lor second-hand Furniture,
Carpets, &c.
Portland, Not. 4.—d2w&w4w*

—AND—

ised.

No.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

copart-

B 08 TON.

CLOAKS, SACKS,

WORK,

For Ladieb and Gentlemen, from the very bent
stock to be found in the metropolitan and
foreign
market*, made to order, and warranted to give ensatisfaction.
tire

MAKER OP

Force Pumps and Water Closets,

—

Portland, Nov. 1,1865.

PEAJRCeT

PLUMB E II!

GOODS !

FUR

PORTLAND, MAINE.

10—dti

WILLIAM A.

INSTRUCTION

K. HORTON & CO.,

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

ME.

Aug

XU and 14 Franklin Street,

lowest
St.

Manufacturer and Dealer In

Boots, Shoes &

AND

LAW,

Xo. 105 Middle Street,
an-

HATS, CAPS,
—

AT

Solicitor of Patents,

BROTHERS,

^"Furs Exchanged, Repaired

V

H.

COUNSELLOR

At the*old stand of J. I*. SHAW,

Where they will he CONSTANTLY
with all the LATEST ST Sf LBS of

JCOXTLAXD.

WILLIAM-H. CLIFFORD,

<€• Sons, of Neiv York.

a

Middle St.,

Sept 7—Jtf

are

SHAW

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET,' FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

SAMUEL HK.Lt,

Oct 24—dtl

Edge

English Crapes,

Sept 4—d3m

EMPIRE SEWINO MACHINES for
State of Maine.

for

BS ttdd GO

130 MIDDLE: STREET,

Black & Colored Velvet Ribbons,

can

city, which will be sold at the
price, at 363 Congress Street, near Green

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents

All instruments sold by ns are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and uning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

of

Street.

of the best selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that
CAN
he
found in this
cash

among which

Furnishing Goods!

Manufacturers at and Dealers in

manufacturing aud

undersigned have this dav formed
X nor-ship under the firm style of

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

-WILLIAN

And Gents’

are
on hand

fDHE

A lull Stock oi Straw and Felt Goods, adapted to |City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale ajt the lowest market price to dealers only, by

TOWN

leave to

OT

Dry Goods, Woolens,

C opar tnersliip.

-ALSO,—

Oct 23 —codJmos

XTI3

undersigned begs

DRESS TRIMMINGS.
IST

J0BBER8

Piano Fortes,

RIBBONS !

Black

Suceeuon to 0.1. storrr f Co.,

witli all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased
elsewhere; ot the
same quality.
We have ma le arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

Steinway

GOODS]

Comprising a full Stock

Leering, Milliken & Co.,

Street,

lidonds,

they
CLkeep constantly

Fortes,

Belt Clasps, Sc., Sc.

FALL

NEW

(Corner qf Iliwliy),

IB.

Trimmings,

NETS,

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle-fit., Portland.

MONEY !

PRICE.

ONE

-Also-

JOSEPH A.

Carriage Mann factory No. 20 Preble
Street, with all llio tools and appurtenances necessary to carry on a first-class Carriage Manufacturing

&

^l0

of

October 2—d3m

JPOItTES.

noUnce that

GOODS,

Black and Colored Corded

Rubber Belts, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, fc.

HOYT

&

BARGAIN!

of getting

FURNITURE

ASSORTMENT,

Nov 11—dlw

norsm'T'i.Ivi!'™!''1
^is

it may be added to the list now
novlO-diw
JACOB

are sure

Value

Full
FOR

goods

HOYT'3 PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

For sale by

CHARLES

s

Iftat’es' sOTvfce1
“tag piL^i®’ t,!at
Mtd,Efj^^Tor

our

Advance,

CAPS.

WAREHOTTSE 1

rant, age, Ac, of each ami every oliicer,
r-., C,VU" n !lm.an>in the military or naval sendee,
eltj!, who lias died in the sendee or in conscincurred thereby, since
of ibe utmost
importance that
In’ i,Ji’HisC0™plcte
and mil as possible, a
1
■r,
Various
‘h.e
wards of the
and the Hsts ffc. V
<*» he Been at this
o/iie’c All
residents of
city in the United

PIANO

<

Aug. 26—dtf

UNION STREET

name,

pre-

Dealers in nil kinds

Hardware & Window Glass,

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures 63»00 a Dozcu, as good as
•
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—d*£w3m

For variety and comprehensiveness we think onr
stock eqnal to
auy tn our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

-ARE-

—Also,—

Mittens!

are now

af and

175 Middle and 118 Federal
Sts.

The public are requested to call and
give me a fry,
I aai bound to make as good work as can be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c., will be found

Complete Stock

HEAD

Beltings,

E3r’Co«afc-Makcr8 Wanted.
Nov 2—dim

and

Sncces'ors to Chase, Littlefield A
Co.,

Importers

as

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

GENTS’ XillSTEIN
Got up in the Best Possible

tile BEST THE MARKET AFFORDS, at the Store of
And

GOOD

aa

New and

FA 3ST C Y

A LARGE STOCK

44

4 to
8
Eardrops,
7600 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DiamondBreast-pin?2.60 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest
3 to
10 44
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
8 44
Studs, &c..
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
6 44
10000 Minature Lockets,
10 44
2.50 to
44
44
40 00
magic spring, 10 to 20 4144
3000 Gold Toothpick?, Crosses, &c,
2 to
8
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
1 to
10 44
10000 Stono Set and Signet Rings,
2.50 to
10 44
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 lo 10 ‘4
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
15 44
5 to
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, opal and other stones, 4 to 15
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
10 44
6 to
Holders,
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Ext* nsion
15 to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls,
5 to
10 44
Certificates of the various articles ai e first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to
choice, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance. On receipt of
the certificate, you will see what von are' to
have,
and then it is at your option to sencl the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or
any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

P. MORRELL & CO.

Mayor’s Office, Not. 9.19®.

A number

200 to

30 to
Chafing Dishes,
Ice Pi cbexs,.
20 to
44
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to
44
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
*4
15 to
Castors,
20oo 44 Fruit,Card &<CakoBaskets20 to
5000 Dor.: n Silver Tea Spoons.
10 to
44
44
10000
Tab!eSp6ons&Forks20 to
250 Gents’ GoldHunt’g-CaseWatchesOO to

complete repair,

Portland, Mr.

KING & DEXTER,

prices.

MERRILL & SMALL
inform their friends and the Trade
genWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is
In

T,

lfaatnrer of Mirror A Pierrure Frames.
No. » MARKET SQUARE,

tn

JmnelJtf

one wlalior
at reaaonable prices, lor as good work as is to )>o
had, at any
room in the dtv.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist dt the
rooms.
Especial attention paid (o Children’s pictures; also to pictures of sidt or deceased persons
out of town or In the
city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s
at mv
rooms, taken when lie was in business; fHends who
had them there wul find thorn
from which
here,
copies can be takan without recopying, at the lowest

Ing for pictures of themselves

WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOE SALE

44

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.

ol

bo found

at No. 122 Middle
MAYwhere he Is ready
to wait upon any

iir^ *

J. & C. J. BARBOUR,

HS,

ALL

ALL RIGHT AGAIN!

by fire, again
pared to show a

Vf

^

*

F ICK E T

E.

,

Photographic Uoods,
mirrors and Engravings.

PHOTOGRAPHER I

and 0-1

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
B. M. EASTMAN,
E. £>. EASTMAN.
uovlldtf
Portland, Nov 10,13C6.

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

AT

44

Nov 4—d2w

GENTS’ FUENISHING GOODS,

Ko. 113

AT A.

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and
Children.

9

JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor.

FOR

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!
Over and Under Garments, PORTLAND ClT? LAUNDRY,
No. 36 Hanover St.

quarantine Easterly

of the Adjutant Uoneial of the State,
B_listlcqi-st
Is being
prepared lor publication, comprising

X

DISPOSED OF

Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44

Cloaks

Which he will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. His stack of Furnishing Goods
is hu ge, embracing the best styles in the maiket.

8—d2w

cauvalr

BE

Nov4-d3mo!“,,cr‘TSt*’New

Doeskins,

City of Portland.
tne

500
500
1000
2500
5000
3000

Broadcloatlis,
Cassimeres,
Plain

Oxford Tic*, Ac., Ac.

J

Oeulcr in

h/dupee

I.

found at any other Store 1

be

Station

tow‘'^ K

0rdC™ hU“ ou*1,1

tyMay'^u'

recommended. Gratethe libei-al patronage of the last Tvronty years,
we hope for the coutluuanoo ol the tavore ot
otir old
friends and the public.
Boston, September 3J, 1
oclSdSmos

WOOL and COTTON and WOOL.
A choice selection of BALMOBALS ami NUBIAS.
Our goods being purchased at greatly reduced
prices we axe prepared to sell at aa
I.OW
BATES
can

PORTLAND, MB.
Coloring, Whitening and Wbite-Washinc

Fyory articli warrtMtod as
tul for

FFAlNISTELS !

*

BRYAN BROS. 4 CO.,

Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

Both

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

Street,

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
44
with Bells and

either in Cash

Attest:—J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
N

300
150

Moscow Overcoatings,

board.
Lead and pas3cd, sent down and Concurred.

Approved,

Cloths

of

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

line dran n from the buoy on
Spring Point
Ledge to the Block House on House Island, where
shall
l>e detained until discharged by a certifithey
cate signod by the City Physician and Harbor Master.
And the Harbor Master and Boarding Officer arc
hereby instructed to take all such vessels to such
place & Quarantine.
And the Pilots of the Port arc hereby directed to
to all vessels which
make known thisordtr
they may
*
from

a

Assortment

Soles,

plain and
ornamental

In ovary v&rlet', cannot Ctfl to command
thciavor ol
all m want of Furniture wlreiaer in regard to (dual-

ity, Style or Price.

FEEJVY,

STUCCO AND MASTIC
WORKERS,
Oak Street, between,
Congress and Free SU„

Furniture !

and Woolen Yarn; 10-1 all Wool
BLAN KETS, very CHEAP? Cotton and Linen G jods in all varieties;Russia and Scotch Crash.

1-1, 5-1,

Passenger

tC-

PlA.HTERER8,

solicit-

&_ BANCROFT.

Maine

consignments of all kinds
sepiXhllyr

to

__

Itoss

aug9dtl

Hsfiuarliel Square,

Gloves, Hosiery,

BALMORAL BOOTS,

In

Middle Street,

81

Cutting Dene fur Olbers 1» Make.

Tbe public

Tailoring!

PLEASE REMEMBER

He Onto aud

K. B.

PTJROH A.SING.

LEWIS, ROLLINS {BOND,

MERCHANT TAILOR!

middle

Ribbon-slides,'

Invite all to

We

single

Sprc.ai attention paid

°f Produce.

where we have opened with a new and Aesh stoek of
good:).
Our Stock, mostly manttHiciurecl by
ourselves, In
the most faithful manner, uf the Latent
ThwFrn.c’niprisW DRAWING ROOM, LIBRAP.\\* LINING
ROOM and CHAMBER

UNDER VESTS and DRAWERS,

As

N. B.—If not convenient to call, send BO cents and
your address, through the Post Office, and we will
forward one of the envelopes.
Nov 3—d4w

7000
5000
6000

Garments at

turnish

can

SACKS, Ac., Ac.

constantly

the Re-

Boston and

BROADCLOTHS,

of 8-4,7-S,

and

SINCE

Chinchilla Cloths of all Shades,

complete lino

DiUED APPLES, Ac.
No. 3 Lime Street,
Portland, Me.

IRON.

the recant Gre at our old
stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, wo have taken the
large and beautiful Halls over ttie

Cloaks, Capes & Cassocks,

Leathev

BOOTS AND SHOES,
unci

BUCKLEY

part of

LADIES CJLOTH, in all desirable Shades. ThibeU,
Poplins, Alpacas—plaid and plain; Mohair Goods of
every variety; Prints, Detained—a new style of silk
luster iinish.

Patent

order.

to

and German Doeskins
and Caasiuicres*

great variety of

Stove*,

HEAVE

J5d^" Orders from the Country respectfully
ed. Job Work done

LONG AND SQUARE;

A

WM. GRACE & CO.

500

before

i

OP

WHOLgSALi: DKALEH9 IS

Butter, C'lieesc, Eggs, Lard, Beans.

Mugec Furnaces and 8tovcs*

English, French,

PORTLAND, ME.

250

AS

CASSOCKS,

Sample

Coats,

-FROM-

Ladies' Out-side Garments!

a

in

ASD

RANGES,

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

price;

All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each l

"Manufacture,"

own

and

Calf

to receive.

Bants,
y Vests,
Of their

We ft’ik) have

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!

Sacks,

and is pre-

adelphia.

1'

Without Regard to Value. Xot to be Raid
for until you know what you are

Coats,
English Coats,

a

S H A. "W Xj S !

Phil-

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,

one

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

Over

LITTLEFIELD as Cutter, and that of MRS. JONES,
head of Rlrs. Chick’s Establishment, to

or

FOR

city

TO

Business

Said in Men York

as are

j

STYLES,

Half Million Dollars Worth

A FINE STOCK OF

late at the

superintend the making

Sacb

select and

OPENING

inform the Ladies of Portland and viWOULD
cinity that he has secured the services of MR.

MOST APPROVED

4 oo

OUR PLAN OF OPERATIONS:
We sell you an envelope for FIFTY CENTS, containing an ord. -r for one of our new and beautiful Melaino Pictures, retail price 50 cents, and a very large
proportion of envelopes in addition thereto, will contain an order for one of our engravings, valued from

1

Exchange Street,

We have all the

Double

JVo. 169

ARE NOW

Ladies,Misses & Children

CENTS EACH.

on

Consisting

4 oo

4 00

receiving

Boston and New York Markets,
for

4 oo

4 oo

now

Direct from

g oo

Portrait q; President Lincoln, in oval frame,
4 00
u
«
Mrs. Lincoln,
4 00
«•
President Johnson,
4 00
Together with over 500 other portraits ol Generals
and public men. Also, an Immense stock of other
pictures, both American and foreign, all to be sold at

dlw

Rollins & Bond;

FROST,

gOO
i
8 oo

Are

CHOICE LOT of ENTIRELY NEW GOODS

Constantly Making Addition*

8 00
8 00

PKODUCK

Commission Merchants,

PUMPS, LEAD PirE, SHEET LEAD,
all kinds of Tin, Copper and S£iect
iron, in quantities to suit.

129 Middle Street,

we jure

WORKERS

And

in advance.

ili GOVE & CO,

J. IDWA

soy.

Street,

Office and Parlor

0joking,

purebased the Stock of DRY GOODS
HAVING
taken the store formerly occupied
by S. B.
WJW

g oo

_

iye

Lewis,

Engravings!

ing:—
Gen.
Pull

FURNACES,

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

BOOTS AND SHOES,
To which

<c-

Exchanee

annum,

Business Cards.

Manufacturers of and
Dealers in

Large and Well Selected Stock

Anil other pictures, ou terms more liberal than ever
before ollbvedin Portland. These goods are all of the
most desirable kind, and such as will suit the most
fastidious taste, anil will be sold at prices within the
reach of all. The stock consists in part of the follow-

$l-to $15, or an order

#

$1,50.

■'

-Voyes

PORTLAND

£LL,

ill

-AT-

The l>i;i|»;nou,-A Collection of Church
Music,
to which are prefixed anew a;.* 1 eoxnorehensive view
of Mush-and its Notation; Excretes tor
eading
Music, and Vocal Training; Son:*. Part Songs,
Hounds, &c. For Choirs, Singing Schools, Conventions, <tec. By George F. Root. Price,

y.

No. 35

New, JNTew!

--OF-

subscribers propose to distribute among their
customers a large assortment of

50
'tu

Moseley & Co.,

per

—MbceHaneous.
A.

BOSTON,

STREET.

frame

the Custom and Ready-Made
Business, I would take this opportunity to
tenqer my thanks to my numerous customers for past
lavors, and cheerfully recommend them to my successors, Messrs. G. w. Rich & Co., as worthy ol
tlieir trust and
patronage.
A. M. SMITH.
xt
Nov. 9—d2w

Mason's Last Work

MIDDLE

Port»ait of Maj. Gen. A. E. Burnside, in oval

r-n?v
Glot

Asaph ; Or the Choir Look.—A new collection ol Sacred and Secular Music Tor Choirs, binging
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
of Music, and William Madox. The Elements ol
.Musical Notation are illustrated by a large variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part mmis*, glees, &c. The
Tune Department contains mostly new music, and
provides for every meter; and the Anthem Department Is full and attractive. Price $1,50.

resources within liitnseif
j1L3 such depth of
isolation from society withthat lie can endure
morose and dull,
if he is
out crowing deeply
a

tJw LOWEST

thein at

CAsllpS’cES

Last Work.

_

/

FINEST

G oocfsT

Fhrni.sh.ing
sUaUofl'or

SALE!

Full

*

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

one, too, it is.”

STREET.

CLOTHSULOTHING!

now
opening a IUCII ASSORTMENT of
mutually give one another,—each having a
IS WINTER
BONNETS, HATS, FEATHERS,
supply of vvbat the other needs, but held back FLOWERS,
RIBBONS, &c.
by certain invisible cobwebs,slight, tut strong,
No. 4£ Free St* Block, Up Stairs.
from coming to each other’s assistance. MaNov. 7—eodtf
rianne lias money enough, but she wants a
her
family such as all her.family
helper in
lias hitherto been unable to buy; and here close
is
a
woman
who wants home-shelter,
at hand
healthy, varied, active, cheerful labor, with
Dentist,
nourishing food, kind care, and good wages.—
What hinders these women from rushing to
No.
II
Clapp's Block, Congress St.,
the help of one another, just as two drops of
water on a leaf rush together and make one ?
PORTLAND, ME,
Nothing hut a miserable prejudice,—but a
4kpl29—eodti
prejudice so strong that woman will starve in
any other mode of life, rather than accept
CITY OF FOllTIANli.
competency and comfort in this.”
“Vou don’t mean,” said my wife, to propose
In Board op Mayor and
that our protege should go to Marianne as a
Aldermen, l
Nov. C, 1S65. I
servant.”
That until further order, all v<is/^EDERED,
“I do say it would be the best thing for her
KJ sels arriving at this Port, irom Porta infected
to do, the only
Cholera, or having liad cases oi Cholera during
opening that 1 sec,—and a very with
shall
their

good

copart-

co.,

St°re

kind.

Root's

w. rich &

a

gffflaffi-sasfifitejRiggBfiss
r,iccntly occupied by
SMITH***

Tlie tiey Note*—A new collection of Sacred And
Secular Music tor Choirs and Singing Schools, by
William B. Braduury. Mr. Bradbury’s last previous work in this department, “The Jubilee,” lias
a rea ly l.ftd a sale ol over 200,000 copies, showing a

Mr.

Notice!

have this day formed
the name of

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Li -ensed by U. S. Government.

Nov 11—dl«r

New Collections of Church Music.

Dr.

169

MORTON BLOCK. cOXaitESS^r.

This is much better for anybody who does
not want his mind to go to sleep than sequestered tlcils where you get the newspaper two
days old, where there are no railways, and
where your nearest friend lives a doven or
twenty miles away. Such places are only
meant lor tourists and farmers.—[Saturday
Press.

popularity ahuostunprecedented,

NOVELTY

CHARLES CITSTIS A CO.,

Copartnership

Terms

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

Under-Shirts & Drawers!

And sitting muilied in dark leaves, you hear
The windy clanging of tho minster clock.

ifc*8

GRAND

ENGLISH, SCOTCH and AMERICAN

wholly in the busy world nor quite
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is much more likely to be a place of permanent pleasure thau one placed iu the midst of
glorious trees and gracelui undulations, and
fine park-laud with superb views. All these
arc meant to stimulate the mind of the spectator, but they cease to stimulate when we
know every j>omt by heart,and see the same
splendor every morning before breakfast, and
at lunch, and in afternoon rides or walks all
the year Jong. On the whole, a wise mau will
not leave the city too iar away, but will say
with the poet:—
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An Inexcusable STuisanoe.

request of one of the most reputable
of our fellow-citizens—a physician ot high
to
standing, whose name we have permission
to the
use—we accompanied him yesterday
Brackett Street Grammar School for Girls, to
see with our own eyes the perfect cesspool,
close along
festering with disease and death,
By

FLOKID A.

Nov. 16, 1865.

—...-

Matter
J3T- Beading

wholesale dealers do less ? Can they afford
remain comparatively unknown in any portion of their own State? We ask the question ; it is for them to answer it.
to

the

are
side of that school house, and ftom which
to poison the
fetid

The State Convention of Florida met at
Tallahassee on the 25th ult. Dr. E. D. Tracy
of Nassau county was e’nosen President. The
this assembly by Promessage transmitted to
visional Governor Marvin is a document much
more ably and thoughtfully written than the
messages of provisional governors have always been. It is thoroughly loyal in tone,
and contains the views of a man who appreciates the magnitude of the questions now agitating the country, and is anxious to see his
in
own state place herself
right in the outset
relation to these questions, that she may be
her

necessity of going back upon
and steps. In regard to slavery, he says that it
air and render It unfit for the one hundred
is irrevocably dead, and that this foot should
that building
forty little misses congregated in
be fully recognized in the new constitution:
for educational purposes.
It is bad enough at best that girls of a dozen
In taking the amnesty oath you have aU
and needing all nature’s sworn to support the freedom of the former
years, while growing
It is expected, therefore, that you will
stimulants to promote that growth and make slave
affirmatively declare in the constitution, that
to
nor involuntary servitude, exand
and
strength,
give
it healthy,
elasticity
neither slavery
for crime, whereof tho
vigor to their delicate bodies, should be kept cept as a punishment
shall have been duly convicted, shall
in close quarters for six hours in each day, party
hereafter exist in this state. This clause has
with little exercise for their limhs, and with been incorporated into the constitution of the
in
states of Mississippi, Alabama and other
necessarily imperfectly ventilated rooms
Southern states which have lately held conwhich to exercise their lungs.
ventions. Slavery extinct, freedom revives;
Then, again, with nearly one humdred and for the
public law oi this country knows but
to a sinfifty children so constantly confined
the two conditions. But I would not leave the
bat
a
having
fact of the revival of freedom to argument or
gle building, and that building
its own
inference, but would plainly declare that all
very small margin to its lot beyond
the inhabitants of this state, without distincas much oi
walls, there must of necessity he
tion of color, are flee.
even with ail
nuisance as should be tolerated,
On the subject of negro sulfrage, the Govto
invention
the appliances of modem art and
ernor holds the following language:
which
naturally
evils
gather
overcome the
The subject of the elective franchise will
about such a place.
necessarily come before you for consideration
Grammar behoof!
constantly arising

gasses

spared

the

|jy*By order of

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED
The Richmond Enquirer recently revived, seems to h&ve improved by its suspenIt says : “The questijn of supremacy
sion.
between the State and Federal Governments

has been decided by the arbitrament of war,
to
and now we
acknowledge allegiance, firsc,
the Union;
to be due
obedience
held
we
before,
first to the State.”
^“Kabakuk Johnson, an old farmer living
four miles and a half from Indianapolis, having
been missed six weeks, was found a corpse, under the fioor of his own house. He was 76
who had just turned
years old, and his wife,
he had run oft with
thfct
reported
twenty-five,
Mrs. Habakuk Johnson
another man's wife.
been
auJ a juvenile'former in the vicinity have

arrested on suspicion.
The WorlJ considers the elections of
last week the Bunker Hill battle of the Democratic party, and thinks what looks like a deteat is in reality a triumph. Well—if it is able
to take that consolatory view, no humane person should object, but to us it looks vastly like
the kind of victory which Napoleon won at
Waterloo. We hear a good deal in these days
of “blessings in disguise.” We are glad if the

Democracy

can

think they have got

one.

^^"Bartholomew Corbett, aged 89, father of
Sergeant Corbett, who shot W iikes Booth, has
been conveyed to the Marylebone (London)
Infirmary so very ill and his head
so dreadfully swollen from erysipelas, that it
is thought he could not possibly survive many
Workhouse

For many years past, says a London
paper, the old man has lived in a small hack
room iu Chapel street, Edgeware road, and for
hours.

the last seven years no one hut himself bad entered the place. He was understood to be a
taxidermist, and was considered to be very
clever at his business.
When the earthquake occurred at San
Francisco, a nurse who was engaged in wasbiug an infant of very tender age ran screaming
into the street. She stood on the sidewalk for
some time swinging something in her hand,

which at first was taken for a dressed chicken
by the by-standers, but which began to speak
aud reflection. The present constitution confor itself in a langu ,ge which placed it at once
fers this privilege upon all male white persons
of the
of twenty-one years and upwards, in the category of a different class of animated
order of architecture, so that ventilation is who areage
citizens of the United States, and who
nature. She was holding it by the foot, head
necessarily imperfect; in fact, good ventilation have resided in the state one year and in the
and had forgotten all about the
downward,
is utterly impossible except by opening the
county six months, and on no others. Color- matter in hand.
ed
are excluded from voting. Whethare
such
the
Then
persons
piivies
very
bad,
windows.
fc3T-A lady in Boston, now nearly seventy
er you will add to or diminish the number of
as have no right to be tolerated for a single
years of age, can repeat all the Psalms of David
voters by changing the qualifications is a quesday. They are close to the main building, tion for you to consider and decide. In that and Solomon’s Proverbs by heart. No matter
with a single door to separate them lfom the decision the people of this state are mainly in- at what verse one may begin, she will take
for persons qualified
up the cue and proceed to the end of the
school rooms, necessarily more or less foul, terested, but not solely;
to vote tor members of the General Assembly
so
so
much
that
the
to
the
chapter.
smell,
very offensive
of the state will also he qualified, under the
Ki?" The Democrats claim to be the friends
opening of the privy door is sufficient to in- constitution of the United States, to vote for
of Andrew Johnson, and yet made the defeat
fect the whole atmosphere of the school room, Presidential Electors, and members of the
of the Constitutional abolition amendment the
House of Representatives. People of other
where upon an average one hundred and forty
states are. therefore, ..interested though in a great issue in the New Jersey campaign.
room
There
is
hours
a
six
day.
much less degree, in the decision you make.
girls are kept
President Johnson reciprocates this friendship
Shall the elective franchise be conferred
for thorough reform here, and no time should,
up- by making it a conditiou precedent to the reson the colored race, aud if so, upon what
No decent family in
be wasted In making it.
toration of the rebel States that they shall ratiterms and qualifications ? I am not advised
the city would submit for a single week to that the President
has expressed his views or
fy the same amendment.
such a nuisance as this In connection with its wishes on this subject, and I know no more
Massachusetts House of Eepreseudwelling place, and in the name of reason, of the views or wishes of the members of Con- tati ves will have no lack of candidates for the
than
is
known.
I
cannot
generally
think, Speakership. They are bobbing up in all parts
should our children—the future wives and gress
that if the convention shall abolish
of the state.
mothers of our city—be pent up under condi- however,and
ibr
the
slavery,
provide proper guarantees
{af-Tlic Boston Saturday Evening Gazette,
tions that a respectable man,—one having re- protection and security of the persons and
a weekly paper, has been sold for
of the freedmen, that Congress will
himself
and
comfort
of
for
the
#26,000. Mr.
property
family,—
gard
could not suhmit to, either for himse'f or fami- refuse to admit our senators and representa- P. B. Goodsell, a former proprietor, is the purtives to their seats because the freedmen are
chase?; Mr. Wm. W. Clapp, jr., who will conly, for a single week f
not allowed to vote at the state and other
tinue sole editor, is the seller.
But this evil Is not t/ie evil to which our elections. When the question shall arise, I
A Wisconsin copperhead who was arresfriend directed our attention, and to secure the think the main inquiry will be, not are the
freedmen allowed to vote, hut are they guar- 'ted along with nearly a hundred others for forhe invited us to ride with
of
which
exposure
antied in the constitution protection and secibly resisting the draft in 1862, brought a suit
him. On the northwest side of the house is a curity for their persons and their
against Governor Solomon for false imprisonproperty?
yard, perhaps twenty feet wide, running back It does not appear to me that the public good ment, hut after hearing the case Judge McArof
this
state
or of th : nation at iarge would be
This
with
ofthe
building.
nearly the length
thur of the Circuit Court directed the
jury to
promoted by conferring at the present time
a similar patch on the opposite side, affoids
return a verdict for Governor Salomon.
n the freedmen the elective franchise.—
the only out-door play ground for the school.
ther the white people nor the colored peo63^“A correspondent of the N. Y. Post says
This ground, on the side first named, is separple are prepared for so radical a change in that a Union surgeon, travelling in Barnwell
their
social
relations. N or have I any reason
ated from the adjoining grounds by a rough
(S. C.) district recently, was candidly told that
to believe that any considerable number of the
On the opposite side of
close board fence.
freedmen desire to possess this privilege. What ha “ought to begin to bleed all the niggers to
this fence, and close to it, are privies used aptliey desire, and what they have a right,in my death, for they had got to be killed off 'in some
to require, is that they shall be guarway.” Another man told him that “the fedarparently by several Irish families, and from
antied protection in the enjoyment of all the
als ought to kill off all the niggers before
the appearance we should judge the sink
:
they
rights which properly lie! ong to their condition
spouts are discharged into the same common a3 freedmen, and that this protection shall not went away, or the people here would have
to do it.” The people in that section of South
receptable of filth, with no vault, and the waste be dependent upon the varying and uncertain
action of the legislature. It is protection, not Carolina are especially bitter towards the coland refuse of the houses adjoining seem to be
privileges, that tliey need and desire; ored people.
garnered up in this spot, above ground, to ex- political
and the problem to be solved is, how to secure
IQ^Tiiere is a boy down East who Is accusis
not
This
hale poison for the neighborhood.
them that prctectiou without their participatomed to go out ou a railro ad track and imitate
all. The filthy, recking mass has worked under tion iu the business of the government. If
toe steam whistle so
as to deceive the
the fence, making a pool of corruption on the
they have the same protection for their rights officer at the station. perfectly
His last attempt proved
that
the
white
man
will
have
no
has, they
school house lot, and running lull half way
eminently successful; the depot master came
ground to complain.
from the fence to the wall of the school buildout and “switched him off.”
we
think
it would be difficult to
Though
under
the
windows
ing, and thi3 directly
Li/’*!'ho colored people of Alabama are goshow that a class thus excluded from all share
which must be opened in order to secure vento hold a State Convention, to meet in the
in the formation or execution of the laws un- ing
tilation for the school room!
of Mobile, on the third Monday of Novemcity
der which they live, can have “the same
prober.
What is the effect? Precisely what might
tection for their rights’’ as that class in whom
fci/'-The war that has broken out between
be expected. The whole building, especially
all such power is vested, yet we are too favoraSpain and Chili, is in consequence of demands
is
with
an
in warn days,
intolerable
filled
bly impressed by the honest intention and hu- made by the former power, to which Chili
stench, rendering the air unfit for respiration, mane
spirit exhibited in Governor Marvin’s would not accede. The Admiral in command
of
disease.
to
likely
engender thejworst types
of the Spanish fleet in South American waters
to feel disposition any captious critimessage
The b'ttle girls step out door and into their
has proclaimed the blockade of tbe Chilian
icism where his views may differ from ours.
play-ground, and often they return heaving
In relation to the admission of negro testi- ports, giving neutral vessels ten days to clear
with nau-ea if not actually vomiting. The
timony in the courts, we find this decided ut- in. Chili takes up the gauntlet with great
accomplished lady instructor stated these facts
The people subscribe liberally for the
terance, prefaced by the declaration thai if the spirit.
in our hearing, in answer to inquiries, and
of the government. Letters of marque
support
of
Florida
do
not
wish
to
see their dosaid she had suffered from sickness and nau- people
have been issued by the Chilian authorities, and
mestic affairs made a subject of legislation in
sea herself when attending to the duties of the
there is every prospect of a very lively time in
Congress, they must be ready themselves to that
An
unsame
cause.
of
the
the
result
school,
part of the world.
secure to the freedman the rights which Conusual amount of sickness is prevailing with
!ii/'*The Chicago Republican thinks it is
will demand for him:
wonderful how prompt the Southern Conventhe scholars of this school, and large numbers gress
Heretofore the negro, in a condition of
tions, the Southern aristocracy, and the Southare often kept away from school by complaints
was
to
a
extent
under
slavery,
the pow- ern women
large
..specially, are to apply for the pa:believed to be caused by the nuisance of which er and protection of his
master, who felt an In- don of
Jefferson Davis and of rebels in general.
terest in his welfare not only because he was a
we have spoken.
Who is in fault for the continuance of the dependent, and had been raised, perhaps, in If they were half as ready to do justice to the
his family, but because he was his
property. freedmen, the condition of tlia South would be
evils to which our attention has been called Now
he has no such
protector, and unless he much more encouraging.
we know not; we care not. We have spoken
finds protection in the courts of justice he bettST'Tliu New Bedford Mercury says, Bierplainly because the evil demands it. It is comes the victim oi every wicked, depraved stadt’s
“
The Storm in the
great painting,
and bad man, whose avarice may
one of those cases that forbids the use of ginprompt him
which
he has been engaged
to refuse the payment of his just
Mountains,” upon
and
wages,
gerly terms. If the exposure we have made whose angry and revengeful passions
for more than six months, will be finished in
may exshall result in purifying the air which has to
cite him to abuse and maltreat the
helpless be- about two months. It will then he exhibited
be breathed by those dear girls, our object will
ing, placed by his freedom beyond the pale of in the principal cities of the
Union, and afterprotection ot any kind. ***** wards taken to
be secured. If auy parent thinks wc have
England where It will be enThe admission of negro testimony should not
graved. It is larger than Mount Hood, and is
spoken with noedlees freedom and
be regarded as a privilege granted to the nea more
wc only ask him or her to go and see, as we
striking, if not a more meritorious
gro, but as the right of the state, in all crimhave done, and thou complain if still disposed inal prosecutions, to have his testimony, in work.
connection with other testimony, o assist to
Kp-'The St. John Evening Globe of the 10th
to do so. No gentleman would consent for a
establish the guilt of the accused, and it
ought inst., says, “Hon. Geo. Brown of Toronto, is
day to occupy any office equally exposed to reciprocally to be the right of the accused
to
liavei such testimony to establish his inno- expected here by the steamer to-night—osteninfection.
Fever is ever with us; cholera is
sibly on business connected with the Recicence.
threatening, and here is a depot of filth, a reserprocity Treaty.”
It will be seen by the following that
voir of malaria, a generator of disease, a hotJudge
f®"On the 31st uit., a carpenter’s apprentice
Marvin is not greatly troubled by any of those
bed for the wor»t fo/ms of disease. Let the
in Stratford, C. W., split his master’s head
purifying work be at once performed, belore anxieties in regard to a “war of races” which with an axe, because lie had chastised open
him.
the worst evils of neglect are experienced.— have so alarmed some of the timid ones; at He is not
expected to live.
least
lie
believes
that
the
true
If no other remedy can be found, transfer the
preventive
63/“General Baker, government detective,
school to a decent statblc, and the children, against these ills is to be found, and only to asserts that his account of the
attempt of Wirz’s
wife to poison the
with improving health, will express .heir grat- be found in doing justice:
prisoner, is true, notwithIf
the
coloreu race in this country can be
>
i
i
itude.
standing the denial on the part of Mr. Sehade,
fully aud fairly protected in the exercise and Wirz’s counsel.
of
their
enjoyment
newly acquired rights of
A Suggestion for Portland Merchants.
63?“It *s a very suggestive fact that Presifreedom, then in my judgement, they will he a
A gentleman of this city recently had occaquiet and contented people, unambitious of dent Johnson has appointed Gen. Logan, Minister, and Mr. Browning, Secretory of Legasion to make an official visit to all the leading any political privileges or of any participation
in the affairs of the Government. Protected tion, to the Republic of
Mexico, not to the Govtowns upon the coast, from Fort Popham to
in their persons and property, they may be
ernment of Maximilian.
Eastport. He travelled by private conveyance, stimulated to be industrious and economical
Li/* Kenneth Rayner is one of the Repreand stopped for a longer or shorter time, at
by a desire to acquire property in order to ed- sentatives to
Congress elect from North CaroItockiand, Belfast, Bucksport, Maeliias, East ucate themselves aud their children, and im- lina.
prove their physical, moral and intellectual
Macliias, Macliiasport, Columbia, Cherryfield, condition.
63/“The street railroads of St. Louis recentHarrington, Lubec, Eastport, and numerous
They may also be stimulated to labor by ly raised their fare; but so much popular inother towns of less note. In not one of these
making vagrancy an oftence, punishable by diguation was aroused thereby that they have
involuntary servitude. Feeling returned to their old rate.
•
places, at hotel or other establishment, could temporary of
the State over them to protect
the power
he find a Portland paper. He tried daily to do
65/“The Chiliau government has ordered all
them when they do right and to punish them
so, that he might know something of the lowhen they do wrong, they will soon learn to 'Spanish residents to the interior and confiscated their property.
venerate and
its
and under
cal news at home, but in
case
How is it at the Brackett
not of the latest
In the first place the house is

judgment

plainness,

every

without
avail until he arrived at Yarmouth Junction
tion on his return home. Every where ho
could find Boston papers, the Journal, Poet,
Advertiser &c.,—filled with advertisements ot
Boston merchants, and giving all desired information as to where merchandise may be
purchased in that city, but nothing was to be
found showing the existence of a Portland

merchant, or

that snch a

city as Portland has an existence. Indeed, the
gentleman
referred to informs us that even in Bangor, at
such houses ats the Bangor
House, no Portland paper is to be found in the
reading room,
even

while several Boston
papers are put on the
regularly as the daily mail arrives.
W e have made this statement of our
frlead

files as

for the purpose of giving the hint that he
suggests should be made to our Portland merchants, particularly the wholesale merchants
of Portland, which is this; that they should
see to it at once that every principal hotel at
least, and Beading Boom, be supplied with
the leading daily papers of ibis city.
He
thinks the merchants would find their interest in doing so at once. It would bring
them,
their city and their business before the attention of business men, whose interests should
be Jinked with those cf our own city. The hotels in ti." localities named, are, many of them,
supplied gratuitously, by Boston merchants,
with the papers obtaining the business advertisements of that city, Should Portland

respect
authority,
a wise administration of the government and
a vigorous enforcement of the laws, they will
have a lair chance to work out their destiny
in a condition of freedom, as God in His wisdom may li.ve appointed. What their condition as a race may he at the end of fifty or a
hundred years, I do not think any person is
wise enough to
predict. But we may reasonably hope and believe that they will progress

and improve in
intelligence and civilization,
and become, not
many years hence, the best
free agricultural
for our soil and clipeasantry
mate that tlie world has ever seen. But
if,
on tlic other
hand, thin protection, this equality of justice Is not carefully accorded to
them, they will be deprived of the ordinary
motives to industry and
economy. Industry
will be to them no more profitable than idleness.
Discontent will prevail, and in the end
the peace of society be disturbed and the wel-

fare of the state seriously affected.

The Gentleman who wrote the note
quoted by “Traxi,” in his communication
yes-

terday)

has called on us to
say that he is not
responsible for any advertisement of the “Gem
Sewing Machinethat he never advertised in
tlie Maine
Farmer, or any other paper out of
this city, and that
somebody else must have
used the number of his
place of business without
authority. He says he never sold a Gem
Machine, never received the money for but one
au<l that he returned.

We

are

o.

or

gian,

irKloliLed to Messrs. Allan Brothers
European papers per steamship Belat Quebec from

Liverpool.

6J/"'The new Legislature of the State of
politically divided as follows : Senate—
rejiuhlican, 43; opposition, 5. House—republican, 83; opposition, 15.
Republican majority
on joint ballot, 1C6.
Mr. Barnmn’s dwarf elephant died o
rough usage on the voyage to this country,
and the showman will have nothiug of the aniIowa is

mal to exhibit but liis stuffed skin.
Catf—A bale of cotton at the Central

Mills,

Southbridge, was opened a few days ago and
found to contain tour shells, one loaded, and
weighing fifty pounds in the aggregate.
gy Fourteen thousand animate are known
to have been attacked by the cattle plague
since its first appearance in Great Britain,
and of these nearly twelve thousand have
died.

gy Governor Morton of Indiana, has appointed the 7th day of December as the day oi
Thanksgiving.
gJf”The Mempliis-Grenada-Jackson-Atlanta-Montgomery-Macon Appeal has returned to
Memphis where it is printed on the identical
press which has accompanied it on all its journeying*.
C#“On a fence in Berkshire is painted in
glaring capitals, “Use Dr. Prior’s Cough Balsam,"’ and just below, “Buy your gravestones in
Pittsfield.”
S3T Ten scholarships of $1000 each, with an
annual income of $60 to $70, have recently been
founded at Dartmouth College.
gy Assets of .Etna Insurance Company of

Hartford, $3,850,351.78.

the

Secretary

of

War,

Pocskt-eook

the

military post on Staten Island, near New York
harbor, now known as Fort Richmond, will
hereafter be called Fort Wadsworth, in memory of tig; gallant and patriotic services of Brigadier-General James S. Wadsworth, who w»s
killed at the head of his command in the battle

Wilderness, Virginia, May 6,1864.
a
passenger by the
Persia, now daily expected at New York.
tyCharles Dickens will have an original

of the

&y Gen. McClellan is

Recotebed.—Early ir, SenHoBrSetli Scammqaf''of ScJBoro,’'5

te tuber

His real estate is not worth the for-

tion.

mality.
ITEMS OP STATE HEWS.

By The Augusta Farmer publishes a list of
the Income Taxes paid in the 3d
District, for
1863. The highest tax in the district, that
year,
amounting to $210, on an income of $7000, was
paid by W. B. S. Moor; Esq., of Waterville.
The highest tax paid in Augusta was $180, on
an income of $G000,
by Allen Lombard, Esq.
Ky Mr. Edward Fossett of Vassalboro, sold
recently a couple ot hogs fifteen months old, to
Cony & Farrar of this city, weighing together
843 lbs., and realizing at 20 1-2 cents per lb.,
the snug little sum of $17108.—[Farmer.
By The Farmer is glad to learn that Thomas S. Lang, Esq.,is slowly and
steadily improving. and there is every reason to anticipate his
complete restoration

health.
ByTlie Machias Union says “every. Democrat ought to feel thankful that he is not as
those men [Republicans] are”—in oftice. Every
loyal man i» thankful for this fact.
8®” Millbiidge, one of the pleasantest shore

et-book contained $35 in bank notes, and valuable papers, among others a note payable at a

on

axe factories, glass works, in short for various profitable enterprises, as soon as the way
is opened to bring capitalists to her region of
territory.—[Machias Union.

ries,

By The island towusof Mt. Desert ought to
subscribe at once $5000 at least to the steamboat stock now

being

taken up at Portland.—

[Union.
By The Machias Unionis laboring with zeal
and energy to secure the proper business relations and means of communication between
that locality and this city. Its efforts arc deserving of success, and we feel quite sure success will be realized.

ByTlie Machias Union says, “we regard it
favorable that the Democratic party have been
ina minority for the last four years; glad from
our inmost soul that so few Democrats have
held public oftice.” The grapes are very sour
and hang very high.
By The Whig says Hon. John A.‘Peters,
who has been seriously and even dangerously
ill for some time past, is now recovering and out
of danger. The Whig adds, Mr. Peters will
permit his friends to suggest that he taxes his
system too much by severe labor, and that he
should give himself more relaxation.
By The Lewiston Journal says the foundation of

a

small mill is being laid below the AnMill by the Androscoogiii Corpora-

droscoggin
tion.

By™Rev. E. C. Bolles ot this city, is advertised to deliver a lecture in Central Hall, Lev,

iston, on Monday evening next.
By George H. Leighton of Portland, arrested by Deputy Marshal Rice, charged with larceny of an overcoat at the Hatch House, was
examined on Monday and ordered to find bail
in $203. Failing in which he was committed to
jail.—[Bangor Whig.
By Hou. Donald McRuer of San Francisco,
Member of Congress elect from; California, is

visit to his father, Dr. McRuer of
Bangor, previous to the session of Congress.
ByTlie Bangor Whig says a dispatch to Dr.
Mills, from New York, states that Luther Mills,
eldest son of Luke S. Mills, formerly of Eddington, was accidentally killed on Monday.
He was about 16 years of age.
ByTlie oftice of the toll-keeper of the Au-

now on

a

gusta Bridge was entered some time during
the night of Tuesday last and a box- stolen,

containing about thirty dollars in Government
scrip. If the rogue had stolen tho toll gate he
would have rendered the public a good service.

By A wooden dwelling house near the Factory in Augusta, the property of Allen Lam-

bard, Esq., was badly damaged by fire on Thursday of last week. The Farmer says the fire
was undoubtedly the work of an
incendiary,
tracks in the

snow

leading to the

rear

of the

building, under which combustibles had been
placed for the purpose, having been discovered
when the alarm was first given.
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.

—Giuligni, the famous tenor, whose singul: r
madness has been commented upon in all the
papers, has just died at an insane asylum at
Pesaro, Italy.
—Mr. Frederick Itobinson, an English actor
who has been engaged for Wallack’s Theatre,
is among the passengers on the Atalanta, detained at quarantine in New York harbor.
—John P. Cooke, well known as a musical
composer, died in New York on Sunday morn-

ing.
—The once celebrated
Allan has died, in the

prima donna Caradori
sixty-fifth year of her

age. To the last generation she was what Grisi
has till lately been to the present. In 1840 she
visited this country, and sang in concerts. Her
voice was sweet and flexible, and she was noted
as one of the most accomplished sight readers
i n the musical profession. She has for twenty
years back lived in retirement.
—The new Surrey Theatre, London, will bo
opened by Miss Avonia Jones.
—Dr. Walter, organist of Trinity Chapel, an“Peace Anthem” for the apservice.
—The publication of the music of Mendelssohn’s “St. Paul” has been begun in
Dmyht’s
Journal of Music. The same periodical
lately
tinished publishing Haydn’s “Creation."' It is
nounces

a

new

proaching Thanksgiving

cheap

way of getting an oratorio in semi
monthly parts, if one only has patience enough
Oliver Ditson & Co., of
Boston, announce
an editiou of Costa’s new
oratorio, “Naaman,”
to be published in a
style uniform with
a

previ-

oratorio editions issued by this house.
They
have j ust published an edition of the “St. Paul”
of Mendelssohn.
ous

Charles Readc’s dramatic version of his
story, ‘"Never too Late to Mend,” is to be brought

out in New York.
—The once famous
has just died in great
Mr.

J^nch

—The German
had

a

meeting

a

grand jollification

at

Weimar. A report from Dr. Ulrici, the president, announced that the efforts of the society
to promote the study of the English language
and literature in German universities had been
very successful. The Shakspeare Society numbers one hundred and thirty-five members, and
has just had a considerable accession to its

funds by reason of subscriptions from the King
and the Grand Duchess of Saxony and the
Crown Princess of Prussia. A Shaksperian
library is being formed, and the first part of a
“Shaksperian Annual” has been issued.
—The London musical paper, the Orchestra,
has adopted “program" as the spelling of the

word.

Invigoratcr,

call at

a

Wine!

P H O.T

per

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,

*

United States.
Oct 23, 1863—s

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

-FOB-

-.VXD-

that it is among the most carefully constructed, in point of plot, of Dickens’
novels, while in the development of character,

bly surprise

will,

we

THE

DRESSING
PRICE

and in the blended huiuor and pathos of its
scenes and incidents it is in the writer’s best
vein. The danouehient of the story will proba-

readers, but

BEAUTIFYING, |

RESTORING,

reading the book in monthly installments will
not need to he told

most

LIFE I

Magical Preparation

A

think,

HAIR.

FIFTY CEYTS.
For sale at

&

CUSTIS

CHARLES

the natural

agents in the treatment of every kind of
consumption.
First, it is necessary to ascertain the producing
causes, and to remove them by the introduction of

BALSAM!

.__

RICE BROTHERS,

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

tempera-

and inclinations of the individual. But if it be
inconvenient or impossible to change every personal
habit and situation, then supply the system with
proper nourishment and sleep, fresh air, daily exercise, and the patient will certainly feel exhilarated
and refreshed, aided by the following directions [see
advertisement in another column of Bradford?s Medicated Tonic and L\fe Inv iff orator.]
In the first stage, when a patient is troubled with a
ment

69 and Tt Bad Water St.,

MILWAUKEE,

charge.

Flour aud Produce bought, stored and insured at
liberal rates.
marldeodly

rible disease becomes firmly seated.
In the second stage, when the disease has become
exacerbated, and the symptoms are night sweats,
hectic flushes, and I06B oi appetite, the patient must
know that hi3 disease is tast approaching to an alarm-

A Fact Worth Knowing,
Rubber Goods ca;i bo repaired in a neat and

Th»t

substantial manner, at
HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
■-

the

1

im-

C.

E.

Tt.

_IT.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Bestorer
Is warranted to do all that is claimed for it. Will
restore the Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Oures all eruptions of the
Scalp, trees it from dandruif, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist and glossy. I ts perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Tiy It. $1.
per bottle; 9old by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents lor Portland,
Me.

prin-

ocCsNfiw

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal

demand, is made from

the

choicest

materials,

is

mild

and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented

otherwise, to-

and

extremely

ward (he developement of personal disease and social
discord, the w orld of mind would soon unfold its Cur
and be autiful proportions in the souls and habitations of man.
I would have the patient impressed with the corviction that peisonal watchfulness, with the constant
exercise of reason in all habits and movements of
life*
is the certain precaution and sure cure ol disease.
And the foregoing treatment is adapted to those
who exert their powers to lire in accordance with
natural law, and to secure a healthy action cf body
and mind.

For

they do, ignorantly

as

and

Invaluable Medicinal Properties
Buchu are so fully known by the cures it has ef-

The

Of
fected in diseases

not

hausted

Its many and varied
wrestling with such

powers

appear exinvaders aud tres-

passers upon its quiet domain.
dences of unjust treatment often

Such are the evipresented upon examination, because the individual is ignorant of the
structure ol the stomach, of its capacity and functions, and of the limits qi its digestive power. But
if the individual has ascertained what is just in respect to his own organ, and if experience has taught
him the uses ol dietetics, and yet ho continues to
disobey them, it is because depraved dcslr; s and ap-

petites, growiug

out of

hereditary predisposition, or

indiscretions of youth, have comparatively mastered the intellect. This is a cond tion of the mind
in all resects melancholy and deplorable. Reason
weeps in the consciousness of Its own captivity**
Don’t fall to notice in another column Bradford’s
*
sure remedy for Consumption, Diphtheria, &c.
the

speak

DR.

Cough

and

of the

truly wdiKfei ftil

Croup Syrup!
or

ot ter difficulties of the Lungs or Air Passages.
For the above diseases this is the best remedy that
was ever offered to the public, as any person who lias
For CitOOi* It lias no
ever used a bottle will testify.
Cottons and Colds, one bottle will satequal. For
one that it must be Kept in the house.
For
any
isfy
Consumption it will give relief when all other remedies fail. PRICE FIFry CENTS.
Prepared an l sold by Du. E. F. Bascom, No. 15
Middle Street.
BCRGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.

Commercial Street, Portland,

Me.

Nov. 15.

~

A LARGE

dlwsn&w3tn*

—-■—

ASSORTMENT OF

Card Photographs, Fancy Articles,
CAILDREX’S BOOKS, GAMES, Si.c.
STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,
At the New Store, No. 33 Centre Street.
FIRST DOOR FROM CONGRESS STREET.

Not. 3.

dtt

H. L. BEAL.

Phalon’s Night Blooming Cevens,
FOE SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS.
At the Now Store,

.Not. 3. dtf.

_

Centre St.

in flavor of

cures

which this remedy hau effect-

And

Life Invigorator,

tlio only reliable and

Is

sure cure

for

Bronchitis, Sore

Cousumplioii,

of the dis-

Throat, Coughs and Colds.

d&wCm

List.
Buckles Board, Nov 15.

at the

a

and

Rachel

cud

49

twice the
any
market, and tho retail
is but ONE DOLLAR.
SOLD EVERYWHERE. BURLEIGH & ROGERS, Wholesale

are

price

Druggists, Boston, General Agents.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,

nolIdlwSJt

21

Market Square.

Vegetable Sicilian Hair Rcncwerr has proved itself to l>e the most perfect
preparation for tho hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
Hall’s

1

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses tho scalp and makes the hair’soft, lustrous and silken.
It is

a

splendid

hair

dressing.

No person, old or young, should fail to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY,
Ask for Hall’s bicilian Hair Renewer, and
take u$ ether.
R. P. IfALL tt TO..
Nashua, N. n., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips If Co
Wholesale Agents.

augl0snd&w6in

WINSLOW,

Soothing Syrup,
for

children

teething

which greatly facilitate.* the process of Teething, by
softening lie gams, reducing all intianunatloiui, w ill
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE ROWELS.

Depend upon It, mothers,
selves, and

it will

give

rest to your-

Relief and Health to you it Infants.
We have put up and sold this article ior over
thirty
years, and can say In confidence and tiilth ot it
wliat wo have never been able to
say of any other
medicine— Never has it failed m a single instance to
a
when
eject cure,
timely used. Never did we know
an Instance of dissatisfaction
by any one wbo use*!^'

contrary, all are delighted with Its operations,
speak in toms of commendation of Its magical
effects and mediAl virtues. We speak In this matter
“what wo do know,” after
thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
On the

and

we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from gain and exhaustion, rebel
will be brand in fifteen minutes alter ihe Syrup isadministered.
Full directions for using will accompany onch bottUe. None genuine unless the fao-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS. New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Frioe only 36 Cents par Bottle.

junoSsnd&wflm

vigor

the

vitality

friends would te realized.

is considered the greatest scourge to health in
New England States, because it has not been
treated iu a proper way. This I have learned by submitting to a general treatment for the disea-e and
realizii g no bcoefit whatever, but continued to grow
worse, until my case was considered hopeless.
I therefore,in consideration of my returning health
and oi tho agencies that have been the cause of its
restoration, do announce to the public that 1 am prepared to supply medicines to order, to any part of tho

D.iTF.

cjunlry,and also hold myself in readim kh to examine
treat personally or by letter any case of a consumptive tendency,!hat proves ol» tinate and uny tiding under other inodes oftreatinent.

Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Nov 16
18
America..New York. .Bremen.Nov 18
North Star.New York..New Orle u»s. .Nov 18Etna..New York. .Liverpool
Nov 18
Nov 18
Virginia.New York. .Liverpool
Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .Caliloruia.Nov 20
Cuba.Boston.Liverpool.Nov 22
25
South America_New York. .Rio Janeiro.. ..Nov 29
Nov ifl
Persia.New York. .Liverpool
Dec 4
Corsica.New York..Havana

and

Peruvian.Quebec.Liverdool.Nov

M.

Tbaartday, iioveoibrr 15.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Forest City, Donavan, Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Liscoinb, Boston.
Barque Christina, (Br) McAlister, Ragged Islands,
Bahamas.
Brig Geo W Chase, Dunning, Boston.
Sch Carrie Melvin, Watts, New York,
Sch Billow, Wass, New York.
Sch Waterloo, l’ickerlhg, Elizabethport.
Sch Gera of the Ocean, Stover, Freeport.
Sch Pcucinian, Turner, New York lor Bcliost.
Sch Vigilant, White, Boston for Bangor.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
Sch Belle, (Br) Edgett, Hillsboro NB—master.
Sch Uechab, (Bi) McNeil. St John NB—master.
Sch Ligonia, Stanley, St George NB— N J Miller.
Sch Harriet Baker, Webber, New York—Joseph H
White.
Sah Commodore, Clark, Ellsworth—master.
MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

Passed Holmes* Hole 14th, ship Ivanhoc, irom Bel-

|

Where all letters for advice or business should Le
directed.
1 may be found there every day to examine profc.'biouujiy coses of consumption, Bronchitis, or disease:; of a consumptive nature.
Advice jkee.
Board, with treatment, if desired, at #2.50 per day;
horse aDd carriage furnished daily in lhir weather
'or out-door exercise, t. eo oi'charge.
I would invite pallents from abr >ad l*ing afflicted
with tliis disease to visit me, where they can And a
home, and all the care and attention will be paid
them to make tl era at once roalize that they are
rai idly regaining tluiilst strength and health.
1 will warrant a cure in most case.-.
Call and lot
me examine yotir case, or writi
by letter, enclosing
two postage stamps, and I will inform
you at once.—
Clairvoyant examination given in ail cases It desired.
1 would also call the attention of tlu public to

Bradford’s

DOMESTIC PORT 3*
CHARLESTON—Ar 10th, sch J A Griffin, Foster,
Phil udelpbia.
NORFOLK—In Hampton Roads 10th, barque J
Godfrey, Cooper, from City Point for Marseilles, wtg
Prairie

Apalachicola.

Ar 14tk, barques Carlton, Trocar tin, Turks Island;
John Carver, from do.
Ar 14th, brig Lucia B Ives, Weeks, Rockland.
Cld 14th, barques Jaue A Bishop, Mct^uinlin, tor
Vera Cruz; Sagahoc, Hall, New Orleans; sehs Zampa, John sou, St Pierre; Percy, Copp, Havana; Lath

Rich, Leavitt, Apalachicola.

NEW LONDON—Ar 23tli, sehs Juno, Reel, Rockland for Norwich; Red Jacket, Averill, and Jenny
Lind, Green, do foi New York.
PUOVlUENCE—Ar 13th, sch Susan Taylor, Lord,

Irom Calais.
Ar 14th. sdiR S H Cadv, Crowell, Baltimore: Governor, Freethy, Elizabethport.
WAR KEN 141—Ar 13th,sch Yankee Blade,Coombs,
Bangor, iwith lo s of anchor and
Ar at Baker’s Landing 13ili, sch Zieova, Heath.

chain.)

Elizabethport.

Diphtheria Remedy!

Warranted a .are oure In all case*. Direction* given
with every package. The only sure
remedy used by
army surgeons during the war. ami am sale In warranting every casei/fhe directions arc followed.
Every iamdy should have it on hand, as this disoase ie most terrible, and sudden in it*
effect, and this
is the only remedy now known that gives Immediate
and substantial re’ief.

TUT IT 1

TRY IT ! 1

TRY IT 111

Order* received from any part of the country will
ba promptly attended to.
Every article Is put up and
packed in tne best manner.
Addrots all letter* to

fast for New Yoik.

Ar at Cardenas 4th inst, sch Kate Carlton, from
Portland.
CM at Havana 5th inst, brig Rover, Ryan, for Portland.

BRADFORD,

OFFICE—13 DOW STREET,

M A R I TST te NEW s
PORTLiNO,

A.

Portland..Maine.

Miniature Almanac.November IB*
Sun ngeg.6J53 Moon rises.C.oo AM
Sun sets.4.37 nil'll water.0.10 AM

for a crew.
BALTIMORE—Ar

It is certain to restore

cases.

to

ccs.*

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

FROM

tour

largo

the

Java.. .New York. .Liverpool.......Nov 15

OF

or
a

Through my whole sloknes* I have studied lully the
working of this terrible disease through all its various changes, and om
prepared to say that no one,
unless having the experience and ehance of study
that I have had, is as well prepared to manage and
cure the disease.
Therefore having merited the position 1 take, through actual experience, I announce
to tLe public my competency to warrant cure of Consumption in all Hs various forms. This terrible uis-

—

PORT

reduced,

cure of Consumption, that will
any where
approach it in efficacy or real merit.
Having budtred for two year* with the terrible disease—Bronchial Consumption—iu its worst form,and
having exhausted the iul ost resources of the medical
department for that special disease, employing the
be-a Doctors in tl<e city, a^.d my case given
up by
tliem as being perfectly hopeless, l then resorted to
the trial of patent medicines;
having tried them
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from
1
became
disheartened
and
them,
discourageJ, anticipating that the ftillcst expecta.ions of my Doctors

RAGGED ISLANDS.
Barque Christina C483
bushels salt, to Sam’l Darling.
WEYMOUTH NS. Sch Anna Lenora—45 ccris
wood, 24 doz pahs socks ami mittens, to order.*

FOR

much

near

years.
BP**Funeral services at Buxton, on Friday afternoon, at 1 o'clock.
In New Gloucester, Nov 7, Mrs Emma 11. widow
of the late James M Jordan, aged 2) years 11 mos.
In Gray, Sept 28, Mr Woodwjrd Latham, aged 03
years 9 months.
In Saco. Nov 8, Mr William R Avery, aged 55 yrs.
In Limington, Oct 26, Lucv, aged 12 years; same
of Jhas M Chick.
day, Sarah, aged 7
In West WatorviUe, Nov 4, Mr Lewis Burgess,a^od
66 years.

FROM

is

for the

this city, Nov 15, Mrs Cynthia, wife ot Janies

NA3IE

patient

system which will conquer and
throw ofl the disease, restoring the
patient to perfect
health and strength.
In offering those medicines to the
public I am not
speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that
there is nothing in the whole catalogue of remedies

12, Addison F Irish and Esther

Hutchins, aged 63 years.
In Biddeford, Nov 15, Alexander J Emory, aged

in most

cure

175
m2
95

died._
In

if the

system.
LUo Invigorator, accompanied
according to directions, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted to

In (his city, Nov 14, by Rev E Martin,
Capt Dan'l
White amt Miss Eliza A Johnson, both of Portland.
In Bid ieford, Nov 0. Jeremiah
of FreeWebber,
port, and Mary M Traitor, of Chatham.
In Auburn, Nov 7. Chas F Nason, of
A, and Miss
and

glass full of the Medicated Tonic three

the

_MARRIED,

In Lewiston, Nov
A Ames.

bo taken

should be taken with more care. A liali teaspuonftill
should be taken three times a
day, In a little water,
alter eating, it id
purely vegetable and is sure to add
tone and vigor to the whole
0»«e boltlle of

Company.’

J Black.

Medicated Tonic and Life
together. For an adult

the

cases

spoonful once in two or three hours.
The Lite Invigorator is a very powerful Tonic, and

small.looi

Frapce3 A Nason, of Kenduskeag.
In Bath, Nov 11, William Parshley

wine

timcH&tfcfy-;

Mij

Androscoggin Mills.
Saco Water Company.
Maine State Sixes, l&ji)./.

the above

Iu

Invigorator should

American Gold.. 1471
United States Coupons,. lilt
U. S. Coupon Sixes, l&hl,.
u&i
**
do
registered. 105i
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.
do
small. fce*
do
2d series. «o
do
3d series. 96|
United States Five-twenties, 1st issue. loll
do
United States Ten-lorties.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 27
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 7U
Illy Stephen Brown & Son.]
Boston and Maine Ltailro&d. 117]
Bates Manufacturing
175J

13th, brig
Rose, DoughSMOLANDER’S BUCKU
ty, Havana.
There is no Buchu preparation
is no humbug.
Ar 14th. ships Premier, Merithew, Boston; S P
known that can compare In medicinal value with it.
Hussey, from Seursport.
It is not necessary to till the papers with advertise- I
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, barque White Cloud,
ments, or line the streets with posters in its praise;
Freeman, Providence.
Ar 13th, brig Alamo, Steele, Boston; sebs Georgie
stands on its own merits.
Deering, Willard, Portland; Koret, Elliot, and JaSMOLA$DBR»8 BUCKU
I son,
Sprague, Boston.
is no watery compound got up to sell by advertising,
Cld 13th, brig Ellen Bernard, Collins, New Orleans,
but a valuable remedy,tested bv long experience in prisell Magnet, Perry, Boston.
wi
ll
do all it claims.
vate practice, and
The bottles
NEW YORK—Ar 11th, brig Leonard Myers,Wicks,
siz'of
in

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physiciun, pre.scnt.s to tlie attention of Mother* her

any

80

loudly

and
can-

ed in cases of DROPS
RHEUMATISM, weakness
of the URINARY ORGANS, IMPURE STATE ol
the BLOOD and SCROEULA, with its terrible train
of woes, are widely known.

BASCOM'S

Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption,

impure state of the

AN

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup. Bronchitis,

Congestion

more

MRS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

an

SMOLAIVDBR’8 Bt’CKU
than to say it is compounded mo3tly of this herb, and
of ingredients which add greatly to its efficacy. Tho

tional

In

arising from

blood—producing unsightly eruptions, blotches
pimples, and other more seriou9 evils—that wo

highly important that the great mass of mind,
now In pro found ignorance of the principles of life
and health, should be duly nstructcdin the laws of
personal existence. Indeed, there is no other possible way to arrest and effectually remove disease from
among men. The frequent violation of the laws of
utoro-gastation is the cause of a vast amount of individual wrc'chednecs.
All the imperfections of

particles.

beneficial in its act upon the s> in.

3ale By all Druggists cmd Fancy Oood?s Dealers

jnne31dlyr

It is

structure, and the constitutional tendencies to funcweakness and organic disease, proceed from
this source, because there exists so much ignorance
concerning the governing laws of reproduction.—
And a series of internal observation, through Clairvoyance, have served to strengthen the impression
that a general knowledge of the sciences of anatomy
and physiology, and of the consequences ol organic
infringement, js absoluiely necessary and demanded.
Perliaps no organ presents stronger and more numerous evidences ol cruel tieatment and continued
abuse, than (he human stomach. Its membranes indicate the repeated intrusion of deleterious substances, aud its chamber* seem inhabited by uncongenial

Bradford’s Medicated Tonic!

Belgian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov

■

Middle Street, where every variety of RubGoods can be procurod, at Manu/hcturers* prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
junc23ti

Fashion ami passion should ever be subordinate
and subservient to health and happiness1 If mankind would but do as much toward harmony of body
and mind

At 7| o'clock.
Is desired that everv member be present.
Per Order of Committee
Nov. 16,1866.—dlt
It

ier

relief is obtained t he patient must surely
know that he is fast hastening to a premature grave.
These are sad details for one to sketch of one’s
winding up of life, yet they are nevertheless true.
The disease is so flattering, jet so rapid in its effect,
that unless the old adage, ‘‘a stitch In time saves
nine,” is adopted, the victim is carried swiitly and
suddenly to a«tage where recovery is Impossible.
I have detailed some of the causes of
consumption
to the end that the atiiiclcd may pursue the course in
his mode of treatment. It is easier to prevent than
to cure consumption; and yet it is easier to get sick
than to get well, alter the sickness is upon us. Let

neglect to obey

■

IS at 147

mediate

young men and females not
ciples ol nature a”dreason.

——;-r

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

slight stimulating tonic, which In
most cases wonld certainly give a permanent relief.
In the third stage, when fatigue and emaciation
succcod every physical effort, and general symptoms
a

capricious, unless

147 Middle St.

july21snti‘

the treatment must be to use.with

are

n

Reception.

universaijst society
The
Pastor Rev 1. M.
ATYVOOD, THIS EVENING,at
LANCA8TF.R HALL.

IMPORTS.

N. Warren,
Bkrtshy’s Be3t,
Eagle,
Cabinet,
MoClslan.
Chamimon,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without

in season, he may rccovor, but these cases are very
rare, as in the early stage of this disease, they are
too apt to neglect themselves till too late, and the ter-

and

Beep

for Eastern
Grain, Flour,
Pork, Lard, Ham's, Butter, Seeds, etc.
brands
ol Hour on hand:—
The following choice

slight cough, enlarged glands, occasional pain, and
soreness, with no perceptible loss of vitality,
then, in some cases, if soothing remedies are applied

tuberculation,

Oct, G—s

and

pearl st.
will givo a reception to their

dawlyt

an v

Advertisements.

Levee

years-children

tV IS C6SSIN.

account

Buy

some

Indicate

New

Boston Stock

White Note Paper, 10 cts.per Quire,
BUFF ENVELOPES, 5 cts. per BUNCH,
At the New Store, No* 30 Centre Street*
First Door from Congress St:
Nov. 3. dtf

Consumption Curable P
I answer it is. Food, air, sleep, witli tonic remedies aiding che magnetic currents of the system, are
Is

ing crisis, then
soothing syrups

I

Sales

DIPHTHERIA,

ui>on the

London.

9T A PhMiolonical View of Murriagrt
—Containing nearly 3(H) pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the
Anatomy of the Human Organs In a state of Health and Disease, with a Trcatico on Early Errors, its
Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
ouro, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truth Ail adviser to the married, aud those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at *o<ir physical condition. Sent Oreo of i*ostage to any address
oil receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or
{Hiatal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CBOIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.

CO.,

Organisation of the House.
I
Has been found by experience t > be the
The intelligent and reliable telegraphic corBEST REMEDY
respondent of the Boston Advertiser, In his
For the various diseases of the Lungs and 111 oral,
dispatch of the 18th inst., says, ‘‘Upon the ausuch as
thority of Hon. Edward McPherson, late Clerk
of the House of Representatives, it can be
stated that he will not enter upon the roll of Asthma, Bronchitis, CoiiMUiuptiou, Croup,
luflucnzu, Pleurisy, Pacuiuoutu, or
the members of the next House, nor call the
laiAvuihintion Of the LuugH,
names of gentlemen who may present tliemnntl Whooping Cough*
selves as representatives from the states lately
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPEin rebellion. So far as Mr. McPherson is con- RIOR, and while thps ettic eious it is perfectly safe to
administer to perrons of all eges.
cerned, these claimants of scats in the next
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative ami inere
to
tbeir
will
be
required present
Congress
valuable os a reventat ive of all the diseases o! the
dentials to the House of Representatives, and Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world Is challenged to produce a compound of
await the action of that body to determine
equal efficacy and safety.
whether they shall take their seats as mem*•* Prepared and sold by AMBttQSE WARREN.
Botanic Druggists No. 1 Granite Block East Market
bers of Congress.”
nol4jNd&ww6m
Square, Bangor, Me.

favorably

n

SPOKEN*
1(5, ship Loch Lamar, from

Ion 68

Ointment

The author may be consulted upon

WAHKEN’S

COUGfl

act

41 "6,
urn0,!2’„’ot
Shields tor New

Scratch l

upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world

WHOLESALE AO ENTS for llie STATE of MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Streot, Portland.
July 22-amHf

tient readers will doubtless avail themselves of
this means to get the sequel at once.
Short & Loring have it for sale.

as

miyttudBoi

ITCH !

ITCH !

Picketing

Liverpool/*t 30—Ship Culioden, for Portland, vai
tun Into
by sehr in the river Mersey 31*t ult, and
sunk, carrying down nine ol the crew.

-BY—

be roceived with very general satisfaction.
As
a month or two will elapse before the work is
concluded in Harper's Magazine, many impa-

such influences

Callao.

eases

and. Iiotail,

Wholesale

City.

Hamburg 31st ult, Anna Decatur,

Ar ai

and nil Rruptlon,
qf the Shin, Price 50 cents. Kor
sale by all druggis.s.
By sending 60 cento to WEEKS & POTTER, 3o!c
Agent*, 140 Washington St., Boston, it will be lorwarded by mail, free ol
postage, to any part of the

At

HAIR

in the

3(!tb ult, Alice Ball, Ik ea. fi>r

England.

Will Curs the Itch iu E’orly»Ei|fli« Hours.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,

Elevators I

SEELE’S

best

Wheaton’s

ANDEHSON’S

Ouk Mutual Friend.
T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia,
have issued this last serial of Mr. Dickens complete in a thick octavo pamphlet of some 360
pages. It is profusely illustrated on wood, and
is sold for one dollar. Those who have been

steamer Persia, at New York)
Ian,don 1st lr.st, Jennie Eastman, Boston
Passed Ileal 3J, Criterion, Stetson, Iroin Louden for

(Per

Chi at

TUBES DOLLAR*

Ul

Scratch, Scratch,

NEW YORK SKIRT & OORSET STORE
ootl8sAd3ni

DOZEN,—Ulc*

Me.

decSOtl.

35 Cents per Set!

,,,

OGHAPHER, Bsid’flu Brcnict haven

ITCH I

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,

Dress

GenS^r^in,
SUTer

WOKMELL,

t^CARD PHOTOGRAPH*

Portland,

Loek-

J«fel-

Ar ak

,,

No. 90 MiJ.SIe Sited, P«rilaud.

and get a
EXTRA PINE.
Nov
i.sd3w

....

5

21-^-"******' Porth»»rt. Box 132.
E. S.

■■■

.Vo. 80 Middle Sired,
Copying done in the best inauer.

oEadiei

Set

[Additional per City of Washington.)
tendon 30th, Andaman, 011a, Philadelphia.
Elvmoutn Ini, Jane, Cuxnston, Swamea
for Portland, I>ee extrcoia.)
Ai at N- w rv Slth ult. N< ten. Had, SI John M;
at binyrua 13lh ult, t II
Yarrir.gtin, Mayo, fm
Boston,
Ar at 0u.xl.svon 28 th ult, Humbclut, Boy ten, frcm
New York.
LondW^ Nov 1—The City of Bangor, from Easecin.
arrived In the r.ver, lost anchor and eighteen tithe
! of chain off North foreland.
PI) mouth, Not 1 —The Jane, Cumpaton, from
Sva.isoa lor Portland, lias put lu leaky, anu with
-«.—
loss cf bulwark., and stanchions.
^

_

gent’e stimulant and

--

Vast cEn, No.

P?ncii

CROSMAX Sb CO.%
bottle of old Catawba wliioh la Pt’liF. and

Ho cent Publications.

poverty.

Shakspeare Society has lately
and

and all who wish

Invalids

cuts

GoMBing <«*Chaln Pin,

Get

Catawba

<

Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold w,...
Plated Pen-Ilolder, Pen ami'
Address

,38 Market Square, 20.

the theatrical
agent, and Mr.
Jarrett, the manager of the Boston Theatre,
will leave for Europe iu
December, to engage a
number of novelties for the American
public.
—Of Shakspeare, it is said
Richard Graut

by

Lv,

-—

Old

actor, Rouvier,

that he never
re-wrote, re-touched or
amended one line of all his
works; he wrote
for money, and got his pay, he left his works to
take care of themselves. He never wrote
anybody a letter, and when he died, left but four
signatures behind. There were probably no
autograph seekers in those days.

demand, bearing

5

tor about it, the rogue, probably anticipating
search, hurriedly took out the money, replaced the elastic b and, and without examining
the apartments, threw it ®ut of the window.

Palmer,

White,

on

tsOOJf!
tt.LL.VS, bv noil, and I wUI
ofi»rsr ';»ld-riaW Articles:-*

ONE

,aa*?,‘N®5k

n^ftep-wit, pay-

Sp

■■

TNv'T

interest at tkvorable rates.
\V. G. GOULD, Ca»hicr.
Nov.
8 N
ISCt.-dtf
Portland,
13,

able

XOTICES.
j^

^>*>11,

ME

Sj*J&

DEPOSITS.

OV

wflfternu CertHIWe,

THIS ftant

to

the coast of Maine, will present to
capitalists fine opportunities for woolen factotowns

W IF 'Xi

||
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l.VXEREs!

SPECIAL

_

Ational Balk
Tl^First
io.V

formerly superintendent of the State Inform
School, had his pocket-book taken from the
breast pocket of his coat while he waa entering the cars at Manchester, JT. H. Th« pock-

bank in this city for $1,700, which he had endorsed preliminary to presenting it for discount. Last week the pocket-book was found
article in the December Atlantic
Monthly.
The Secretary of the Treasury believes* about half a mile from the depot in Manchesthat the regular and systematic reduction of ter, bj the side of the track, and forwarded to
the public debt may be eommeucedloii" before
Mr. Scummon, the papers undisturbed, but the
the year 1870.
money—which was in the centre—abstracted.
gyit is understood that the President is The finder seems to have been an honest
justly indignant at the ill-concealed disloyalty man,—Mr. Timothy S. Mitchell,—to whom a
of the galvanised rebels in
Mississippi, and suitable acknowledgement has been made.
may possibly give them a severe rebuke.
Mr. Scammon supposes as he entered
fty The number of sick and wounded solthe car in a crowd, all rushing for the only
diers yet remaining under treatment in the
empty car in the train, that the lapel of his
several General Hospitals
throughout the c >at was brushed
hack, disclosing the pocketoountry, is less than four thousand. Eight
months ago the number was upwards of niuebook, and that it was then taken out; that as
he missed it at once and spoke to the conducty-seveu thousand.

jy Henry J. Gardner, ex-Governor of Massachusetts, of the firm of Gardner, Dexter &
Co., of Boston, has purohased the Portsmouth
Steam Mill forfcSSO.OOO.
ty-Lady Raglan, wife of Lord Raglan, of
Crimean fame, died recently in England.
cy-Judge Underwood has condemned Governor Wise’s personal
property for confisca-

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

M. A.

BRADFORD,
Portland, Mniue.

No. 13 Dow Street.
These medicine* ore kept constantly on hand at
II. H. HAY & Co.'s, Whoiestile I >ruggi*ta, Portland;
Druggist* generally throughout the county.
Nov 16—dtif

and

William H. Hill, Jr., & Co.,
LY
that they have In
RESPECTFUL
her 1 bth,
press, and will Issue No
announce

vena

I.

Jewels from the

Quarry of the Mind•

A choice twice ion of the brightest
gems of American and Englis
authors, which willlive as long as a
love of the beautlml and the true spirit of
poetry find
an abiding place in the human
heart, and making an
appropriate present for oil seasons and occasions.
Printed at Riverside Press on laid tinted paper,and
elegantlv bound in ftney English cloths, Aill gilt.
Price, $3. A few copies Uncui Gilt Top.
II.

SWEET

CLOVER;

Or,NELLIE MILTON’S HOUSEKEEPING.
the First Volume cf the Sweet Clover Stories.
The story is graccftilly and tou<-hing!y written, and

Briny

one critic avers that “the most blast, novel rcaJer
would be refreshed by it.” The heroine at the age of
fourteen
years becomes the guardian of three motherless children, and the events ol the two years succeeding furnish the materials of the story. Many of
the characters introduced are living, breathing realities. “Nellie Milton” is not a myth; she was well
known to the author when the cares of her housekeeping devolved upon her, and she now raldes In a
citv of the far west.
This story is calculated to please a wide range of
readers; for while the fortune* of “Nellie” and
“Cousin Joi-ie,” oi “Mr. Living tun” ar.d “John
Potts” will be eagerly followed by minces of twelva
and fourteen years, the child of eight and ten will
acquaintance of“Harry” and “Wilgladly make the
lie,” and will welcome as a dear friend, “Roby’s little Friendship.”
Many of its readers will recognize the old “Squire”
and good “Aunt Betlie;” even “Beaver,” the big
and on the fkrm at “Scuthi ort”
dog, still
keeps watch ami ward.
280 pages, 16 m.)., Illustrated
by four new and original designs. Price, $1.25.

NEWPORT—Ar 14th, brig Geo Burnham, Mountfort. Providence for Philadelphia.
In port, barque Andes, Balling, Portsmouth for
Philadelphia: brigs Sophie, Strout, Cherrvfleld lor N
York; S Small, Torrey,Bangor for do; G'E Preseolt,
Pierson, Vinalbavcn lor do; sehs M B llaskcll, Haskell, St John NB for Philadelphia; Veudovi, Bray,
and S U Jameson, Jameson, Rockland tor
do; Wm
II Mitchell, Cole, Machias fbr do; ltosina.
Hunt,Calais for dc; Maria l-ouiaa, Robinson, Rockland for
uo;
Engineer, Willard, Bangor for Baltimore; Lucy, Appleby, Lamport for Philadelphia: Pavilion, Snow,
Bangor for do.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 13th, sehs Hortcns’a, SpllJives,
lcr, Bn Little River NS for Boston; T K Hammond.
Cram, New York for Ban vers; Clara Jaue, Armstrong, do for Bangor; Lbeu C Brow n, Burns, do |lbr
Thomaston.
m.
Sid, sehs Alpine,Waterloo, Willow, Pallas, PhilanIn preys and will be
published about December 10,
thropist, Cornntluan, Ocean Ranger, Richmond, I L
Clara
Snow,
Jane, and others.
Prank NelfOu, the
In port, brig Thn Field, and Clara Brown; sens
T It Hammond, and Henriolta.
The first of the True Blue
...
Stories, by Mrs. P. A.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 7th, tch Neil Sumter. Lord,
H annafobd. Four
Illustrations.
Ne>v York for Providence.
...
for
iv.
Ar 0th, brig Yankee Blade, Coombs, Bangor
Now ready a new edition of
W arivn.
r’i.rtlan.l for
Ar Pith, sebs Ocean Ranger. roLiri.I.
BOSTON POSTAGE STAMP ALBUM.
I
Providence; Mary Fletcher, i racy, bilodelpbia tor
For American and
foreign Stamps.
sebs Ocean Ranger,
A large quarto Stamp Album, oen
bri.r Yankee Blade;
piled on a new
& Willie Peuclufan
by a distinguished collector
plan,
others hound feast,
sJnlmfa.r'rbojHU and
Beautifully printed in Mauvie Ink, neatly bound In
Bessie
sells
tom
(Er) MarteU,
muslin, and containing place, for more than 4 000
!ktV)\-- U lttb
MatanzasVor Monti cal; S C Loud, Cook, tin Jersey .tamps. Price, S3.

Bnnaway Boy.

__

B^?J>12I1I

Friendsbfe l&rrwfcbarUe
S"h,

lllli. brig r.ichmnnil. Powers, for Mobile: sch
R:»cklaii 1.
Delaware, Crockett,
Ar t5tb, brig Jeremiah, Fotd, Philadelphia; solis
New
Roberts,
York; Augusta, Gregory, do;

JeJdJe,

Iiecatur, Murphy, Bangor; George Brooks, Heuley,
Portland.
Cld 15th. brigs Foster, Hutchings, for St Thomas;
Minuio Miller, Audorsou, Portland; sehs P S Smith,
strout, Savanuah; Rising Sun, Jones, Philadelphia;
Sterling. Adams, \Vlsca>set.
SALEM-Ar 13th, sch Thomas Hix, Hall, NYork
BEVERLY—Ar 11th, sch Black Warrior. Hand,

Calais.

NEWBURYPOUT—Sid 15th, brig Sally Brown,
Matihcws, Wisca.Hsef.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 13th, sells Maine Law,Ameshury, Bangor; .Marietta, Hall. Roc tlaud; Warrtnton, Gray, Ellsworth.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Valpariso 9tli ult, nliip Kentuckian, Freeman, Baker’s island tor England, in distress.
At Matanzas 29th ult, barques Evelyn, Bowden,for
Havana; Etanir Coombs, Bucknani. just ar; brig
Rio Grande, Lawrence, disg; J Pollcdo, Mai wick,

just

ar.

St John NB 10th inst, sclis Ambro,
Portland; 11th, Algona, Haiey, do.
Ar at

Brown,

v.

Also

Ho Can

a new

Conquer

edition of

who thinks He Can.

A boy*, book which presents words of encourageexamples ot nenmverance to youth,
effort, bard study, and a filed
tk
determination, thy may reach the goal which i.tn
"
make them honored and respected
m pages, lCmo„ ihney cloth.
Price, 90 cents.
For sale by the Bookseller*

ment an.l hr ght
.bowing that by

W Jt. Ji.
Nov 1C-J31

HILL, Jr., ,t
33

C*rrtU,<

Co.,
Lom<mv_

Board Wanted,

fot *
lnJ wite »uJ two
Kwaflv?tanJ^SflT
“T““ years ofuge;
religous faiullv
)y mSn]
P”»yw- Adtoey, “Enquirer,1' Press OiHce.
a

AM

To Let

V*rH01,E HOUSE No 18 Gray Street. P Mtsalea
JU
immediately. To lie leaded for a term oC
Wlttdwir*d%
Hoyle dlw*

lhursuay Horning, ITovsrAerJy,

Board of Trade.—A meeting oi tliQ Board
Trade will be held, at t%ir rooms, this' evcning ut 7 1-2 o’clock. A paDctual^teiHlance is

|

10657

■.jivjyixy. j
j requestod:; ^

porTlaxi> 4*i>

...S1

Advertisers will behejll thevnsc 'tfcif ds \2&llas
accommckktiLUS. bu. sendinq yi iUzir Qfaertisefteptt,
as

an

.art,, /««•
New

ft

ttejftjr.

"

*''

■*

V;

jj*

|

Ad«£4ia^nvMp^ X^-Cay«
AUCTION COLUMN.
^

Society
givT aTefteptlon to
their pastor, fcSv.
I.'M.rAtwood, at Lahcitet

evcDing

..

|

Auction Sale—Henry Bailey & Op.
NEW AUVEHTIflKUENT COLUMNNew Books—'Wm. H. Mill Jr. &>Ofc
A-tBrai'ioia.
Bradford’s Medicated Tunic
L^vco—Pearl Street UnivcrsalistSociety.

at 7 1-2 orc!oek.

^

.V'

T—'

~~

ovescbibehSi ta.the North Star Assemblies
i will bear in mind that the first dance ot the

| course

To Let—House 18 <Jrav Street.
Board Wanted—Prcus Office.

to-morroWJVeningJ'Friday, Nov.
17th, aftiainjaster Ball.'
*

j

A Surprise Party.—Last evening the
members of the Third Parish assembled at
the residence of Dr. Morse, and at 8 o'clock
marched over to the house of their pastor,
Rev. Mr. WaU#m, iu large numbers, lie was
taken by surprise but soon learned the purvisit. All the rooms were
filled,
pose of the

occurs

|

BY

TELEORAPH
-10 TEE-

EVENINGTwo

PAPERS.

Day» Later 1'rom Europe.

New York, Nov. 15.
The steamship Persia, from Liverpool the
ami there was literally a “jam.”
Soon the
4th, via Queenstown the 5th, has arrived.
dining room presented the appearance of a I
The Pali Mall Gazette suggests that the
dry goods establishment, a clothing store, and I ministerial arrangements are doferre J in cona provision simp.
A splendid overcoat dark- sequence of there being no speaker to issue
ened one of the windows, and under garments writs, while an interregnum would be prejudicial to the sitting members should a contest
were hung about the room.
The gas fixtures
take place.
were draped with various
The Daily News says Gladstone’s speech at
articles, such as
stockings, handkerchiefs, towels, delaines, &c.< Glasgow leaves no doubt of the general course
that the Ministers will pursue,
if supported
while the table was loaded with all sorts of
by the country they will not he slow to comprovisions. Seldom have we seen a dining plete the work ol reform. Gladstone has aldeclared himself In favor of the extension
room contain more of a
variety, or a greater ready
and in view of this tire Liberal
abundance of the good things of this life. Dr. of sulfrage,
Unity has designated him leader oi the ComMorse was around the rooms, apd liis hands mons. What doubt can
remain of the true
were filled with
“greenbacks,” gifts from many wish of a party which selects such a man for
its acknowledged loader.
present.
v
The London correspondent of the ManMr. Walton was greatly surprised at such a
chester Guardian says, notwithstanding the
kind and generous demonstration, and thanked tone of Secretary Seward's
speech at Auburn,
it is generally understoo 1 that tbc President’s
the givers in a neat, touching
speech, closing Cabinet
have
no
intention
of pressing to a
with a brief prayer. Mrs. Walton sang a-few

patriotic songs, and the party
pleased with their reception.
Aebbst

fied, the

much

man

The

named Nevins hired a

city and consulted
obtained a descripsent dispatches to

to this

with Marshal Ilcald, who

property, and
offices, among which was that of
Portsmouth, N. H. Monday our City Marshal
received a despatch from Marshal Dresser of
Portsmouth, describing a team at Ifye, which
so accorded with the description of the stolen
one, that a dispatch was immediately returned
to him to seize the horse and buggy, and arrest the pretended owners. This was
done,
and Deputy Marshal Irish went to Portsmouth
on Tuesday after them.
On his arrival there,
he found that there were two fellows
arrested,
tion of the

Prussia.
The Brazilian maiis had reached England.
The Allies had commenced crossing the Uru-

guay to march on Corriento.
Mr. Thornton, the British Envoy, had an
interview with tire Emperor, and declared that
it was the desire of England to resume diplomatic relations.
The Eirmeror’s reply was

friendly.

Melbourne advices of the 25th say Lire war
in Now Zealand continued.
The colonists
have been successful against the fanatics.
New gold fields had boon discovered.
Too action against the Royal Bank of Ireland had been settled.
It appeared that Mr.
Leary, one of the Fenian prisoners, had a sum
to his credit in the hank, which the Government alleged was the proceeds of hills remitted
from Amoriea for treasonable purposes; and,
with the view to put a stop to such remittances and prevent the money being supplied,
tile Crown Solicitor requested the bank not to
pay it without the sanction of the Attorney
General. The bank having refused to pay any
further checks, Mr. Leary commenced tire action. An application from Mr. Leary to draw
part of the sum deposited for the purpose of
Iris defense was at once agreed to and paid* accordingly. Alter the commencement of the
action Mr. Leary’s attorney mentioned that
the balance was also required for the defense
of the prisoner, and that it would be so applied. it wa3 at once permitted to be drawn,
and so the matter ended.

as

iSlake; but

aud some other articles at another.

recovered, and

with the rogues,

Ail were

brought

authority states that Mr. Adams
spring. It will be difficult to lind

same

The Frankfort Senate iaul repeated the rental to a..cede to the demands ol Austria and

Charles Stevens and
George
they had almost convinced
the City Marshal of Portsmouth that
they
were innocent, and but for the
timely arrival
of Irish, would have been released. As soon
as they saw Mr. Irish,
they owned up that
they had hired the wagon at Lewiston.
They had add tho buffalo robes at one place,
names

Alabama

gerat.-d.

various

who gave their

controversy regarding the

retires next
a man to succeed him.
A special commission hat been issued to try
the Fenians at Dublin, with power to adjourn
to Cork.
No information had been received in England of the negro in-urreetion in tiie island of
Jamaica.
The Mouitcur says the rumors relative to
the insurrection in Algeria are much exag-

in Lewiston to go to New
Not returning at the time speci-

owner came

the

claims.

Hoeqe Thieves.—Last week,

of

Wednesday, a
horse and buggy
Oil

Gloucester.

separated

quai-rel

to

this city.
Keep Youe Doons Secdeeh.—Tuesday
some ladies wflre calling
upon
a friend at her house on Free
street, a person
supposed to he a woman, walked in through
the front door, went up stairs into one of the

afternoon, while

rummaged all the closets, examined the
pockets of dresses that were hanging up, stole
a dress pattern of
alpaeca and some other articles of wear, purloined the currency and silver that were in a
portmonnie, and quietly
decamped with the spoils. Fcrtuyately, a
valuable gold watch that was upon the table
was not seen by the thief, a handkerchief
being

rooms,

The action brought against the magistrate
and police by the proprietor of The People
newspaper will be defended by the Government. The defense is that nothing was seized
in the office of The People except what was
necessary to the purposes of the prosecution.
The London Post says that Mr. Gladstone’s
speech conujjits him to a hearty espousal of a
reform bill, whenever a practicable one shall
be produced ami when public opinion and the
slats of parties shall allow of its being passed,
but not one word seems to intimate that any
such bill will be brought forward by the Government in the coming session.

thrown over it.
The thief, it is supposed, watched her opportunity, and entered the house after she 'saw
the ladies go In, tind when, she, knew they
would be engaged with the niistioss of the
house in the parlor.
Let this circumstance warn every house
keeper to keep all the doors fast. It is but
slight trouble to unfasten them for visitors.

New York, Nov. 15.
The World’3 Washington despatch lias a
sensation minor that the strongest possible

grounds

will be taken in the matter of our relation with Croat Britain, and the indemnity
question will be backed up, if necessary, by
our whole naval and military three.
Also that
an army of observaiion of not less than 50,000
will be iilaeed on the Canadian frontier before
the 1st o<’ December.
The Times’ despatch says Lney L. Cobb, the
noted parilun broker, made oath bofore the
Gsand Jury yesterday, that Brevet Brig. Gen.
L. C. Baker did take Ibrcibly and feloniously
from her, Nov. 8, treasury notes to the amount
of $200, and Joseph L. Cobb, her husband,
makes oath that said party did in like manner
take from him the pardon of Clarence CJ.
Howell, and a letter add; used by said Howell
to Secretary Seward. It is quite likeiy that
will bring in an indictment.
the Grand
The Times’ special dispatch says two companies of Hancock's corps stationed at Albany
were dispatched to Darlington, Vt., yesterday,
P. M., via the Northern Railroad. Supposed
destination Maine.

A Sharp Thief.—John Wiley of Booth-

bay, one of the bands on board schooner fualiola, stole a lot of articles from that vessel
while in Boston and brought them to this
city. Among the articles was a hid of maekeivl, which he sold twice here, stealing it back
again after each sale. On attempting the
trick the third time be was caught. The
caplain of the Mabala arrived here
Tuesday evening and entered a complaint again John, wUo
was arrested yesterday, and nearly all of the
stolen articles were recovered.

jury

The Fair and Promenade Concert given by
the Ladies of Park Street Church, comes off
this afternoon and evening.
We learn that
about 500 tickets hare beeu

that

more are

called for.

already sold,

We have

and

seen some

Capt. Reginald Cliauncey, a British officer
in the West India service, was arrested in
Ashland, Va., recently, charged with being implicated with Bamov and Foliam, in the late
attempted Custom House frauds, and was arraigned in the Tombs Police Court yesterday,

of the articles to he

sold, and they are all useelegant. We understand that a particularly fine time is expected in the evening,
and that no pains have been spared to afford a
pleasant entertainment to all. Let U3 all go.
ful and

Pearls and Bhotee?.—White teeth
cropping from out of ridges of ruby, a breatli spicy
as

the airs from

Araby

the Blest.

resist such fascinations ?

Who

can

To realize them, to

perpetuate them, to make the mouth a casket
of pearls and rubies, and every sigh a
gush of
fragrance, ail you have to do, fair ladies, is to
use that matchless vegetable’
preparation,“Francvl4d3tcod
grant Sozodont.
Brown's Bronchial Troches, for Pulmonary and Asthmatic Disorders, have proved
their efficacy by a test of many
years, and
have received testimonials iroin eminent men
who have used them.
Those who are

suffering front Coughs, Colds,
Hoarseness, Sore Throat, &c., should try “The
Troches,” a simple remedy which is in almost
novl3dlweod&wlt
every case effectual.
New Music.—We are indebted to the courtesy of Win. Paine, music dealer—who lias
them for sale—for several pieces of now shoet
music, published by Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. Among them are “The Mountain Boy’>
—a song; “Songs of the Florences”—comic:
“Bouse the Blazing Midnight Fire”—a winter
song; “.strike for Freedom,Ireland”—national
song of the Fenians.
Gold.—Fault was found yesterday with our
quotation of gold in the 2d Boat'd in New
York on Tuesday, and it was pronounced incorrect.
it canto to
146 1-8.

only say that we gave it as
by telegraph from Boston, viz.,

We can
us

We notice that the Boston papers
had it 117 1-4. There was
gross carelessness
ttoincivJurc in sending the quotations.
Mceie at tub Lucrum:-;.— The M. L.
Association have engaged the Portland
Baud,
and they will play some half an hour previous
This will certainly be
to each lecture.
quite
an additional attraction.
This association are
determined to give the people their money’s
worth and more too.

Bills.—Edward Edaeli
arrested yesterday by Deputy Marshal
Weal worth, on a charge of passing altered
hills. They were ones altered to tens. He will
have an examination before the Municipal
Passing Altered

was

Court.
St. Luke's Church.—Bev. J. G. Auer, tor
several years a missionary of the Episcopal
Church in Western Africa, will deliver an address in St. Luke’s Church, this evening at
7 1-2 o’clock.

I

and detained to await further examination.
The steamer D. II. Mound, which sailed
from tiiis port on the 20th uit, for Jackson, FI.,
has not been heard from since the 22d, when
she was seen seven miles south of Cape Hattcras, and fears are entertained that she may
have been one of the victims of the late severe

gale.

_

•From Mr-riro.

New York, Nov. 15.
The Times’ Havana letter of the 8th, reports
the defeat and capture of the republican Mexican General Ortega, in Michoaean, and the
destruction of his array.
His troops were divided into three bodies to capture Morelia, Regas, and some other city, and were beaten in
detail and dispersed. Four hundred prisoners
were laken by the Imperialists.
The republican Gen. Dias, is said to have
led the attack on Morelia, and though at lirst
successful, he was finally obliged to retire.^
The republican General Rossols was defeated
an l killed at Alamos in Sinilox
The adhesion of Lower California to the empire is announced. Small hands of libeials
are said to have been dispersed at
Chilchotla,
Folura and San Felipe. The latter place Is in
Oajapa, where they are represented to have lost
2j0 men.
The Liberals are also reported io have been
repulsed In an attack ou GalaMugo. These
statements are all on imperial authority.
Other accounts, represjnted to be later, say
the city of Miehoaeau is still in a state of
seige, the entrenchments well guarded and
the main body of the republican troops aie at
Purnandiro; also, that they are organizing a

Custom Uouse and establishing their authority. The Imperialists are strengthening the
fortifications of Morelia.
The F.stalette states that there is a minor
that General Ortega and five of ids principal
officers laid been executed.

Search and

Seizures.—Deputy Marshal

Irish yesterday seized small quantities of
liquor
in the shop of Patrick Feeney, on Union st.,
and in the shop of John Conly, on Fore Bt,

~

From

;

Washington.

vt
Ifov. IS.
Already numermlA peftorrt have beeta suggested for the New Vork Collect srsbip, but the
President will not immediately make the appointment... In the meaa.tiine,<J. p. Clutch,
Assistant Collector and Special Deputy, under
the law' of 1789, will act. as Collector of New
■■

■

X'ork.

Ferry. The work has already begun.
Intelligence from the south represents Gen.
Howard’s tour of inspection among the frecdmen, as having been of great benefit.
AU of the military detectives in this Department have been discharged. They belong
t

>

tlie western reserve’.

By uitler of the Secretary of War, Fort
Richmond, in New York harbor, has been
changed to Fort Wadsworth.
Companies A. 15. C. D. E. F. G. I. and K.,
ot the 12th
Regiment, 15. C. D. E. and F. of the
14tli
C. and 11. of the 18th RegiRegiment,
ment, ami D. of the 7th
Regiment, of the Vet^'03eive Corps, were mustered out yesterd

iv'

i he President lias
informed the rebel Gen'll1 Eangstrcet that he will consider his pardon at the proper time.
He has only pariloued three or tour who were
educated at West
I omt. and they were not iu
the army
J when
tlie war broke out.

Tlie 3
for

o

Aeeltlenl nut! Jjos,
of 1Aft

Newark, N. j., Nov. "15
.’lock morning train from New Yiirl-

off the track near the
Washington,
Chestnut street depot in this city. Two were
killed and several wounded.
ran

OnsomKJtTi, Nov. 15.
despatch to the Gazette, dated Springfield,
111., Nov. 14, says, Judges Davis and Went
fiiye filed a decision iu the case of the United
States ^3, 1Q0o Hides cotton <Jfcin*ed by parties
in New Orfeini, Cinciidatbind. Ha*re| dis*
missing all claims on the ground of incapacity
of claimants to .nuke pBroba^ss jatlnsurrectiaft-

|

Auction

UCEUM 1ECTURES!
3
i

,.

■

*

;

b:•.; M"oS-rriS n^fir.d;•

Clay has addressed a letter to the
Convention of French Canadians.
■Sometary of State, dated at St. Petorsburcb.
New York, Nov. 15.
Oe£. 17th, warning fhe United States against
A convention of' French (Canadians aneets
the importation of the Russian cattle plague
here
tc-nigbt.
Delegations are here, from
Air. Clay minutely describes the
disease, and Springfield and Worcester, Mass., Oswego,
comes to the conclusion that there is no saniRochester and Syracuse, N. Y., Detroit and
tary precaution that can arrest it short of abChicago. Their aim is to establish an organsolute non-intercourse. Congress should
pass
ization through the country, with headquara law, prohibiting the
importation of cattle ters here,
to promote the interests of French
from countries afflicted with this scourge and
Canadians
and in Canada. Among the
it would pay well to call
Congress together for resolutions there,
to be proposed is one stating that
that purpose, only.
the French Canadians are ever ready to rally
Hon. Kenneth Rayner, of North
Carolina, to tlie defence of this Republic.
had an interview with the
President,
to-day,
011 matters connected with the
political interests ol that

State, including the restoration of
its rights and privileges in the Union.
Action on the many
applications for special
pardon is nearly altogether suspended by the
time is occupied in the conPresident,
sideration of business of a
pressing, if not of

whose,

inore important character.
Supplies of five-cent currency will be sent
south, where but little of it is in circulation,
but no more will be transmitted at
present to
the north, the demand there not
being so great
as in other sections of the
country.
Owing to the many counterfeits in circulation, banking and other parties frequently send
note3 of large
denominations, to the United
States Treasurer’s office, asking whether
they
are genuine.
That office has not yet lost anything by counterfeits, its expelt3 readily detecting spurious issues.
a

Complaints having frequently

been made to
Secretary, that letters addressed to that
Department and it3 various Bureaus, do not
meet with prompt replies, an order has been
issued that they shall be answered immedithe

ately.

Iii a letter to the Navy
Department, Lieut.
Whiting states that two men on a ratt, which
was recently discovered oif
Cape Hatteras,
were the only survivors of fourteen men who
escaped from the steamer Republic. They belonged in Tennessee. They had been eight
days without food and water. Some of the party
were washed off the raft,
having no strength
to hold on, and others becoming crazy, jumped
into the sex
It is said that the recent eomplaint to the

Grand Jury against Gen. Baker, Chief Detective of the War Department, originated in his

raid on certain alleged pardon brokers, whom
he accused of fraudulent practice?. The merits of the question will, however, be tested by
the court.
Accidents<titd Loss of Life.
Newark. N. J., Nov. 15.
The accident, this A. M. to the train from
New York for Washington, was caused by the
neglect of the switch lander. W. C. Gordon,
proprietor of tiie Willard’s Hotel coaches, of
Washington, was killed outright, and a boy
named Brick was so seriously injured that he
has since died. J'. W. Mosley, a recently arrived Englishman, was fatally injured,’ and
Capt. Mitchell, of the steamer Collier, and
several of his crew, were slightly injured. Mr.
Gordon was from Iloldemess, N. H., and was
accompanied by his wife and two children,
who were uninjured.
llaUt'oad

Chicaoo, Nov. 15.
Tlie Journal publishes the
following: The
express tram on the Chicago and Rock Island

Railroad, which loft Rock Island last eveuing,
owing to the misplacement of a switch, two
miles east of Moms, 111., was thrown from the
track, and the whole train with the exception
of the locomotive and sleeping
cal's, was precipitated down an embankment, two of the
cars
and
of
two
the
passenger
baggage cars
turning upside down, smashing them to pieces
—the other cars were more or less
injured.
The train

one

was

was

killed.

bruised,

filled wih passengers, but no
Six person were seriously

and others were slightly injured. Mr.
Davis and John Curry of New York, were
among the injured.
The consecration of Rev. Dr. Clarkson as
bishop of Nebraska, took place at St. Jame3
church to-day. Six bishops «and over fifty
clergymen assisted at the ceremony. An im-

congregation
present. The ceremonies were very imposing, the
new’bishop
leaves immediately for his diocese.
mense

was

New York, Nov. 15.
The Steamship Java, for Liverpool, took

out

$530,000, jirincipally

in

-‘**v*"'r*

J

twenty-six days.

Gen. Me Clellan

was

steamship Persia.

not a passenger in the

The Persia and Bavaria were allowed to
come up to the city this afternoon.
A verdict has been given in the Supreme
Court, against certain lottery dealers, to the
amount of nearly $2,000. The suit wa3 to recover for an advance made to the
lottery men.
It has been ascertained that Mr.
King purchased a twenty-five pound bag of shot, which
he is supjiosed to have placed in his
clothing
before jumping overboard.
The far-famed corvette Fresiama, built here,
made the passage to Rio Janeiro in
twenty-

eight days.
There is

truth in the report that General
Logan was killed by the railroad accident in
Newark, N. J.
no

Thg, Comftiercial’s Washington dispatch
says the Secretary of the Treasury is considering the best method of promptly collecting
the direct tax of 1801, due by Southern States.
He has refused the application of South Carolina to assume her quota, to be paid in one
year.
Arrival of Seamen—List of Vessels lost between Key lFgst and Carysfoot.

Yobk, Not. 15.
The U. S. supply steamship Memphis, from
New Orleans and Key West, has arrived here.
She brings as passengers from the latter
place,
nineteen sh rip wrecked British officers and
crew, and George L’avi3, late Adjutant GenerNew

al of the rebel government. The latter is to
be delivered up to the United States’ Authorities.
The following is believed to be a correct list
ot the vessels wrecked on the coast from Carvsfort to Key West:-American vessels—ships
Caroline Nesmith and Panama, barks Waltham, John Wesley, J. M. Harwood, and two
brigs, names unknown. British vessels—ships

Theobald Mersey and

Ossainingo, bark Queen

Mab,
Havre, and two dismasted vessels, names unknown, French bark Marijuenta, Spanish brig, and two schooners,Lames unknown, and one large schooner bottom up.
schooner

Jlelurn

of the Indian Commissioners.

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 15.
Col. Taylor, and Rev. Mr. Reed, of the Indian Commission sent to treat with the tribes
of the northwest, arrived at Fort Randall,

Dacotah, on the 5tli inst, on the steamer
Calypso, tiie other members of the commission

have gone home overland. The commission
concluded treaties with nine tribes of the
Sioux Nation, and a treaty stipulating for
peace among the Indians themselves, as well
as with tiie government.
Congressman Hubbard, of Iowa, who has
been investigating tiie frauds perpetrated by
Indian agents on the different tribes of that
country, was a passenger on the Calypso, ea
route to
Four companies of the 4th U. S. regiment,
Col. Thornton, compose the garrison of Fort
Randolph for the winter.

Washington.

Siege of Matamoras—American Soldiers
fired upon by an Imperial Steamer.
New Orleans, NoV. 15.
The latest advices from Brownsville say the

liberals under Gens. Eseobado, Cortinas, Canales, and Mendez, were vigorously continuing
the seige of Matamoras. They captured oil
the 3d «!ie steamer Rio Grande, and brought
her to Clarksville to transfer her into a gunboat. The liberals held the river below the
town, which had been evacuated by the women
and children, who sought refuge on the American side. It i3 thought the republloans will
capture the place. While the federal forces
wen- enthusiastically chc-ering the
progress of
the liberal besiegers, on Thursday last, the
Imperial steamer Pessano fired four shots at
them. The casualties by this strange proceeding are unknown.
From

Savannah.

New York, Nov. 15.
The Savannah Herald of tiie 11th instant,
etatts that Sam. Whaley, a freedman, in the
latter part of last month, attempted to shoot
Rev. George H. Eaton, Superintendant of the
Freedman. Hope McIntosh, an abettor of
Whaley’s was lodged in jail at Savannah.
Eighty freed people have arrived at Savannah, from St. Simons, St. Catherines and Ossaha Islands.
Tboy ielt there with their
household ihroiture and crops, on learning
that the islands had been surrendered to their
former owners.

The

Loss of Steamer Greyhound.
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 15.
steamer Greyhound, from Boston, for
and Charlottetown, was totally lost on

Haiifax
Bird’s
Hock, Beaver Harbor, Monday night,

passengers and crew saved.
Yors: and Boston for

Insured in New

$100,000.

T. d»V

L

V

U«* V?.

-AND-

I

iI

tJ.vi

•.•••.

*1

A

3

AT COST.
Having determined

in

now

store,

WILL COMMENCE THIS

January, 1800, by issue of

new

A Great

Closing-Out

Sale!

Missiisippi.
Jackson, Miss., Nov. 11.
The house has passed the bill
providing for
the support of disabled and wounded soldiers.
Gen. Howard has Issued a circular instiuctiug the officers of the l'reedmen’s bureau to
endeavor to overcome the false reports, industo unsettle labor and

rise to disorder and suffering.

HOOP
-A.3STID

Loring’s,

Stores.

COST,

,v.

•e'i'-f"

CITY

ANDERSON’S,

Skirt and Corset Store !

Skirts at 1.35 marked down to 1.00
“
“
“
1.50
1.25

1.15

“

#

2.00

“

1.45

“

**.

1.62

AND OTHERS IN PROPORTION.
A

splendid 35 Spring,

extra

CORSETS!

A wto d»uK

:

1.00 marked dawn I*

nt

.88

“

1.73

“

“

1.50

sleaniship Persia at New York.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Nov.
4.—liour firm, and in some cases Is per sack dearer;
no barrels in first (toads.
Wheat in steady demand
and 2 % 3d dearer on the week; winter rod 10s 2d (eg
10s 8d.
Corn 61 better on the week: mixed American 208 9d (q> 30s.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Nov. 4.—
Bqcf dull; choice scarce. Pork declining for Euro-

“

2.00

“

«

1.75

Per

1.83

The

Maj. Gen.

opportunity.

GOODS

MUST

BE

OTJT

Members’ Tickets to be bad at E. C. Andrews, ExEach Member is entitled to two
change Street.
Course Tickets at $1.00 each.

THE PLACE

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY!

John O, Procter,
Geo. H. Saiardon,
Chao. II. Fling,
John Q. Twitcuell,
chas. E. Jose,

ANDERSON’S
New York Skirt and Corset Store,
MARKET SQUARE.

20
HEAR

OLD

THE

The opening

days.

2C.

CITY HALL!

Whiskey—unchanged;

2 43

@ 2 45.

Sugars-tirmy

sales 360
Havana, 016 boxes, at 14}c.
Coflee—firm.
M classes—quiet.

NO

VARIATION !
tFP

ip

n r

Naval Stores—quiet.
Oils—firm.

ELDEMWHITMAN,
5 Free Street

Chicago Markets.
Nov. 15.

Chicago.

Flour—dull.

Wheat—firm at 1 45 @ 1 47 for No. 1; fresh receipts
1 41 (a? 1 43 for No .1; old receipts 113
117 for No 2.
Corn—firm and advanced 2c; sales at 54} @ 56c lor
No. 1, and 52 (a) 53}c for No. 2.
Oats—quiet at 22" @ 29 }c for No 1, and 25 @ 25}e for
No 2.

HAVE

Block,

in

and
DOMESTIC

GOODS!

DRY

Provisions—quiet.

lligli Wines—dull.
Receipts-3,800 bbls flonr, 34,000 bushels wheat,
37,000 bushels of corn, 23,000 bushels of oats.
Shipments—15,000 bbls of flour, 59,000 bushels of"
wheat, 93,000 bushels of corn, 44,000 bushels of oats.

Our Stock

Milwaukee Markets.

Milwaukee,

Wheah—declined 2c; soles at 1 40
On's—steady at 23c for No 1.

Nov. 15.

DRESS

@ 1 47.

Corn—lirm.

Freights—quiet.
Receipts —1,500 bbls of flour, 99,000 bushels

wheat.

Shipments—3,630 bbls

In stylos of Plain
in the Choicest

wheat.

Cincinnati Markets.

Flour—quiet.

Whoat—dull at 2 00 @ 2 05 for old red.

Whiskey—in good demand;

and 2 33

Provisions—unchanged.
Meats—nothing doing in
warm

sales at 2 31

for old.

weather.

green meats

owing

and Fancy of the best fabrics, and

Freights-easy.
Exchange—on New York

akes that

r

Woolens,

Prof.

Flannels,

Markets.
New York, Nov. 15.

Second Board.—Stocks steady
Amei lean Cold.1471
United States 10-40 coupons. 9(W
Treasury Notes, 7 3-10, (2d series),. 862
New York Central. 97

Erie.*.92?
Reading..1144
Michigan Southern .75I
Chicago and North Western..
433
Cleve'BJid and Pittsburg..
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy. .110-1
Fort

Wayne..'lOSJ

Domestics,
V.\

BLANKETS,
1

tJ

H

\

V.

’t\",

\

And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

S H AWLS

,

Received !

200 Fore Street,
A

LARGE SUPPLY

CLOAKS,
Of the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATand of the BEST materials, which we olfcr

at

One Price, and N» Variation!
Trimmings

Also—

Small

Best Quality. Kids Imported.
MAKERS

SHAVES.

We would
Ladles to onr

I

Nov. 13—dlw&w2w

White
WEAR;
BitlC’S,
We

IUC
tllG

,lay admitted as partner, D. II.
SiLtl, and lor the future wi l contine fn

through

Grocery

down and to he sold at bargains.
C. K. BABB,
(listf
No. 9 Clapp’s Block.

MARKED
novll

Just

Received,

CillA ER SKIN ONIONS fit
$l,9ft per bushel.
RED
U3
do
at
,85
At No. 2 Central Wharf,
cargo schooner Clyde,
novll <12w
TlioMF.S.
y.
q.

Copying

Goods

manner;

and try It.

a

oct3eod&eow3in

BUSINESS SUITS, of tho beet Canada
tjp** * I Grey, mode to order, at
A. D. REEVES,
....
nov.dtf
92 Exchange St.

nature.

FTVHERK will be
A held at

arc now

R

wnis

reasonable prices.

true

one

to

secure

our
the confidence

of our customers.

SOf-Remember the Number

5 Free fit.

Block,

ELDEN & WHITMAN,
ONE
And No

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Ore** V.’lotliN,
A. 1). REEVES’,Tailor,
MS Km Uaaua St.
Nov

A

1—dtf_

31,

French Fluting !

EVE,

J, M.

CVLL

inn

u. u. o

J. 9.

AT

be

TO
Nov

Mtfyhury.

by Chandler's

fell

Quadrille Baud.
..

Variation.

*~9°°9

Square.

Ko. 13

byCI(AiibES CLSTIS Si CO.
pon
Nov 31—dlw_—,

D, REEVES’,Tailor,
08

“

1.25

A Superior

“

“

“

1.50

Remember I
We carry the largest Stock of HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the State; do
not resort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

A

Exchange St.

At
Nov

OVERCOATS
A. I). REEVES*. Tailor,
»S Exchange St.
4—dtl

Socie-

meoting ol the above named
will ba held at the issessors’ Room,
AN ty,adjourned
next,

BIG

/

BBIVE!

100 Uct. Ladles C&shmeie all Wool Hose, former
Call and see

price $1.50, pnesent price $1*00.
them, they have, no e^ual.

103 doz

WE
100

Bargain,.

Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and 13c pr.

COMPETITION I

DEFY

doz Ladles ALL WOOL RIBBED HOSE,50c pr.
CASHMERE
doz.

00

CLOVES!

ladles, for do

cents per

pair.

Remember!
Kalt Woolen Good* by the Case, and
afford to sell them at very LOW PRICES.

We.buy
can

ouf

lOOdox. liooih m 65c cnehs werlh 1.00
lOO «loz. Hood* ul 73c each, worth 1,28
lOO dox* liood^at 1.00 each, worth 1*30
lOO dux.Cloadsai 1*00 worth every where 1.3 3

Remember,

We have a tew more Ladies Vests, hiRh neck,
kr.g
sleeves, for $2*00 each.

Remember!
Ladies, U will pay—if you want to buy a IK.
Cloak, we have got them beauties—Manutac turf'd by
Paine, Berry & Co., ol New York. New ones tn
everyday.

Remember,
We Manufacture Hoop Skirts to order.
best qualities of French Corsets which
S 1.73 per pair.

Keep the
tor

sel

wo

Remember,
We fefccp the best linn of Ladles DRESS BUTTONS in Portland, anil our place of business la
No. 148 k 150 Middle St.. ll.rll..J, Me.
FITZGERALD & HODgDGN.

Novl3—dtf

V

MEDICAL jELECTRICITY

TT4 MIDDLE STREET.

Hotel.'

Til THERE he would respectfully announce tofhe
T T citizens or Forlland and vicinity, that he has
permanently heated in tills city. During the t,l\o
years wo have been in this city, we have con'd soiree
of the worst forms of disease in persons whoJmTe
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curipg
patients in so Bhort a time that the question hr often
asked, do tliev stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we wftl
doctor the second time without
Dr. D. has been a practical Eloctricirmfor twdrt*.’T
one years, and is also a regular graduated phwclan.
Electricity is perfectly minuted to chroeie-dlseinies In
the form of nervous or sick headache; nesngr»C»
tb* head, neck, or eilreroilies; consumption wjien
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not Aifft
Involved; acoto or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
disease:., white
spinal diseases, curvature'
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or
St.
Vitae’ Dance, deafness, stamparalysis,
palsv
or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, Indigos,
core
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
bronchl•very case that can be present*!: asthma,
forms
of
all
temale
and
tlA strictures of the chest,
1
1

swellings,

mering

piles—wo

complaints.

Electricity;

By

„

The Rheumatic, the goutf,
leap with joy, the heated tfrahl IB
tw Iroit's
itv ot* vouth’
restore.1, tbe uncouth deformities ro.
bitten
weakness,
tr
converted
to
vigor,
moved faintness
to see, tire dearth hear ami
Srmlrih the blindto made
Slid form move uprtihtl the blendaheeot
vouth are obliferated; the Adofetwro blmatutalil*
and art
rented; tbe calamities of old age obvlqfed
r
Zati\e circulation maintained.

yi?mbs

new

GENTLEMAN

No-

City Bnilding, on MONDAY EVENING
vember 20th, at hall past 7 o’clock, when officer, win
be chosen, and other legal business transacted._
S. B. BECKETT, Secremridtd

LADIES
Who have cold banns and feet: weak stom&ChB, lame
and weak barks; nervous and Blek.he9dache: dlts!-

liesa and swimming In the hcfel.Vitb iiytltifttpfcn Sid
constipation of the Dowels; paiuJjQLjhc Rule and back;
Wucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of tho womb with internal cancers; tumor, bolyttus, and air that'long

train of diseases will find m fcWtThjlty a wire means
of cure. For painful menetru&tlcRt,4-to# profuse
menstruation, and all ef tliww long It we or trouble?
with young ladies, ElecJXAcjty is a certain specific,
and will, In a short time, feature-the sufferer to the
r
vigor of health,
—■

TEETH 1

TEETH 1 TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth byJSUirtbicity without paln. Person* harkg-dcuayed

teeth or stumps they wish to lmve rctnoved ror, rceefc»
ting he would give a nolita invitation to calltor saJe
Superior Elf.ctiuj hXcnk'H*’lor family use, with thorough lustxu. lions.
Dr. D. ran accunim>4ate a iew patients wllh bpatij.
and treatment at hisTuwseOtflce hours from A o’clock A. J*. to 12 M., from
to G P. M.. and 7 to Bin theevening.
neviu
Consultation free.
u

Gentlemen, get yo'.ir

VESTINGS,
A.

14,1865.

En"'pAlVEr£
Market

SALE

FANCY

Nov.

Under-Vests

Also nice

!
Cardigan Jackets

fbee.

Portland Horticultural Society!

PRICE!

No. 13 Market square.

3—d2w*

Not 3—J2w*

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,

Nov 4—dtf

PAINE’S,

New Goods !
sold CHEAP, at
I’AIVE’S.

TY)R $1.50.

A CASS1MEUE, and
At

MujuHro,

No. 13 Market Square.

d2w*

Ladies9

.$4.00

Single Tickets for tlio Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tickets tor the Ball,.ld>0
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies).
Spectators to the Ball fifty cents. No Checks given
Clothing checked

“

.-

The New Perfume

ugs,

Tickets (or the Course, including the Mali,.

from the Gallery.
oct24 to nov22

Square.

Nov

managers:
*1. II. Costelle,
Jolrn Cleban,
P. C. Ward,

D. O. C. O’Donogbue,
Edward Lamlregan,

Music

mice
YOU
50 els. fo *3. at
GLOVES, varying
3 2w*
PAINE’S, 13 Markot

Nov. 3.

flAob

Maloney,

Gloves, Gloves, Gloves !
And a splendid as*orimei!t of LADIES’
in
from

can

Fran'.i» O’Bciley,
KCi Ward.
J. II. Costello,
Xhoiua* Nooiuui,

Hale,

French Fluting!

and see Sample* at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
40 Preble Street.
Notice one door below Oiiord Street.
Sept 2( —d3m»__

ARRANGEMENTS:
D. J. Farr,
John O'Donnell,
James O’Donnell,

John C’lelian,
J. J’. May bury,

F. E.

HXE PRICE' and Ks Variation'
Being convinced by our SUCCESS thus flur that
MOTTO is the

Avery

Under the auspices ol the O Donoghue Circle of the
Brotherhood of Portland.

Hugh Dolun,
P. McGliuchy,

.75

“

charge.-

rich ami choice assortment,
for sale by
CHARLES CUSTIS Sr CO.
Nov 11—kliv

Fenian

OF

Ladies Skirt for

A Better

Nearly Opposite the United Slate*

At

THANKSGIVING

COMMITTEE

A Nice

Casco Street Seminary.
rpiTK WINTER TERM at Uii» Sellout f>r Young
I Ladies and Misses will Commence MONDAY,

Scarfs and Cravats !

week in succession on the Wednesevenings ot November, together with a
ON

Remember!
If you want HOOP SKIRTS buy thorn from the
Manufacturer and save 20 per cant.

DR. W. N. DEMING,
Medical
Electrician;

for Children*
LLLKN M. FREEMAN, Teacher.

&AL1L,

October

as a

JUST
novl3dtf

Separate Pcparanenl

Following each
BALL

Cards marked
nov7d2w*

ncvl3d2w

Commencing

Tuesday evening,

ll'H Federal Street, second iloor.

t//'Manuscripts Copied. Visiting

and continue ten weeeks. For terms,
&c., enquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
MAKY C. HALL, Principal.

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

opening a choice selection af

Ha-ncllcei'cliiefs! I

Oct 20—dti

a course

and

Bankiupt

Nov. 2*>th.

^

LANCASTER

most desirable goods lor EVENING
all <■ lassos of PLAIN and PI AID CAMMuslins and Brilliants.

kind

a

a

RECEIVED and for sale by
HURROUGHS k HUDSON,
4 Free Stueet Block.

ON

SIT

Department!

Pictures

done at A. M. McKENNEY’S. 281
any
OFCongress
now method, in
St,, by
superior
cad

snptrio?

Brackets,

Ilall,

COMMENCING

John McAleney,
John ICelley,

at

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets,

SIX LEC-

Ticket fbr tfte Course,'
$1.00
25c.
Single Evening,
j.
the principal stores ami at the door.
To be had
Fir»t Lecture tiraiuitous.
ov. 4- eodlw tedtcl

Invite the ai-edol Attention of the

and Produce Business,

Under tho firm name of DANFORTH & BICKER,
185 Fore Street.
F. A. DANFORTII.
Portland, Nov. Ttli, 1865.
nolM&wtl

of

Elegant Antique Reception and
Hall Chairs and Fancy Cawed

Moudny Evening, Nor. 13«at,7} o’clock.
And continuing through live consecutive Monday
Evenings.
Hfe will give special prominence to lh > LATEST
TEACHINGS of SCIENCE; what she Uvi to say of
the origin of things; ol life; of man; oi the antiquity
olmun; of the prophecies ol his creation, uttered

Comprising the

NOTICE.

*

S\

day

Wares, Hosiery
Glove** including the

and

and

HOOP'STKJZUCARk/AGf

Course ol

at

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.

—

OF

was

shouM call immediutelv at hia
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

TEENS,

Just

mining-,

Mechanics’

Including

Lineti Damasks,
;*

O

Hoop Skirts,

our own

of course we can and do sell them LESS than
any house in the trade..

matter

permitte

•

DIAGRAMS!

a

Remember!
We manufacture

pb istm: anship i

AND

Of Boston, will deliver
TURES on Geology, at

Housekeeping Goods,

at par.

PAINTINGS

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St

OVERCOATS which he Is
HASStockl toofsellRUBBER
nt #3.00 each. Any person In want

dtf

Amply illustrated by carefully prepared

Oh3 .J*}j

Presents !

size.*’

IT. A. HALL
just received on consigainient

LECTURES

recommend for SERVICE.

we can

1

Stock

as

Nov. 8—iltf

Shades*'

New Orleans

New Molasses—1 15.

J

weft

as

Mr. Barry, of Roche iter, AT. T., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking fcerf.”
Mr% Hovey, Prest. of Mass. HoTt. Society, thought
“it was so hardy as to resist the cold which so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it certainly was its suuerior.’*
Hon. M. P. Wilder and lion. Joseph Erect, Ex-Preaident of the same Society, say they “can endorse all
that has been ..aid in relation to its excellence.”
Pn ice.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30per doz. Smaller $12 to $24
J. W. ADAMS* Nursery,
perdoz.
Oct 20—diwGw
Morrill’s Corner.

I

M. A. BLANCHARD,
Portland, Nov, 6, 1$€5.

GOODS

And

Sugars—lGJe.

quality,

-ON-

to the

Markets.
Ne w Orleans, Nov. 15.
Cotton—depressed; sales 800 bales of Middling at
50 @ 52c.

folk Ay. Soc.
The late Dr. Drmckle said “It

Bookstores.

comprises

15.

for new,

SBjJbut
ZjLc-tory,

less

Black and Colored Silks,
in this art tvfll be given,both in the
GEOLOGY! INSTRUCTION
afternoon and evening, by EMMA IS* COOK*
From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
in n

Cincinnati, Nor.

similar to the Bartlett In form,
musky in flavor j vinous, melting, butand j nicy; line texture; ranks best.’*—
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—Nor-

“Very large;

fimfr

lor sale at ilie
Paine’s Music Store,
Crosman <& Co/e, and Lowell & Senter*s.
!
JACOB MeLELLAN, *
fSHALL WASI1BURN, Jr., I
Commltteo
ot
BKNJ.KINGSBUKY, Jr., V
OLIVER GERRISII,
Arrangements.

Prices!

of

flour, 97,000 bushels of

of

Cash

Clapp’a Favorite Fear!

SHAW, Esq.
TICKETS admitting the bearer to the Course $1.25.
Tickets admitting'to one lecure, Twenty-fivo Cents;

m

-AT THE-

Lowest

by the following

■>

store,&nd are weekly receiving a full
carefully selcted stock of FOREIGN and

now

do not Jail to call

mu k HBM

A

N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this Ilouse
will be guaranteed a return cargo of Cotton. Prison!
rates ol Freight aro one and a half cent * per t»oqn1
(on Cotton* to Boston. An experience of fifteen
years here in the business ju3tities vfe in all'sring to
secure cargoes us above.
Correspondence solicited
and promptly answered.
THOMAS
F. WALKER.
noviodlm

Nov. 17, Hon. GEO. S. BOUTWELL, of Mass.
Npv. 21, Hon. RICHARD H. DANA, Jb., of Mass.
Dec. 1, Mrs. FRANCES W. HARPER,
of Maryland.
Dee. S, FREDERICK DOUGLASS, Esq., of N. Y.
Des. 15,
(to be announced.!
Dec. 19, Rev. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
Jan. 1,18CG, Rev. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Jan.
5, Hou. JAMES HARLAN,
*
See. of the Interior.
Jan. 12, Mai. Gen. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. A.
Jan. 19, GEO. WILLIAM CURTIS, Esq., of N. Y.
In addition to the above, the Committee feel Justified in saying that they have good reason to expect Mai. Gen. Kilpatrick, of N. J., and Hou.
Ly^nan Tremaln, of N. Y.
MCJSIC under tbo Superintexulance of JOHN L.

r

reception, and

Valuable

Asrent,

Refers to—Messrs. T. & J. B. Cummings; K. 0.
Conaut & Co.; Watson Newliall, Eu«i.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Baugur, -Maine.

and

17th, 1865,

Nov.

And bo continued weekly thereafter,
distinguished Lecturers:—

Merchant,

Sh.ippi.nsr

HALL,

Friday Evening,

>-AND-

lihds. Muscovado at 14c.

Petroleum—active; calcs 8200 bbls of crude at 981
@ 39c.
Freights to Liverpool—heavy; cottoned; wheat,
per steamer, 7}d.

Commission

COMMENCING ®N

One Price !

Mess at

PORTLAND.

No. G8 Grailcr Sl.r NEW ORLEANS.

THE

CITY

House,

GENERAL

Portland Frccduien's Association!

One Price!

a warm

gome

CO.’S

&

15—dtf

COUNTRY,

third Annual Course of these favorite
popular lectures will be dollvcrcd in

sccrure

_

-AT-

bbls western' at

Bales llo

GOODS!

and

THOMAS F. WALKER,

IX AID OF THE

DRY

ROOM FOR

No. 63 Commercial St.,
Not.

—ON the—

STATE OF THE

Flour—oponod firm,

Boel—steady.
Pork—heavy and lower; sales 6350 bbls
32 87} (it) 33 20, and closing at 33 00 cash.
Lard—steady; sales 500 bbls at 24@28}c.

Committee.

*

York, Nov. 15.

Middling Uplands

MAKE

Co m miss ion

Edw. P. Glerish,
Lecture will be announced in a few
novl3dtl

20—dis2m

a

Spirits Turpentine,

RICE

Lecture

Independent Lectures !

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.

have

Give them

—AT—

Bailey,

James

TO

Oider, Butter, Pickles, Bnckwluat Flour,
Apples, &c.,

Street.

FIND

Oct

but closed dull
State and
Western unchanged; sales 12,000 bbls.
Southern
steady; sides 500 bbls. Canada quiet; sales 350 bids.
Wheat—opened a shade firmer, but closed quiet;
sales 44,530 bushels Chicago Spring at 1 77 («; 1 88.
Amber Milwaukee 1 89 @ 1 90 for new.
Corn—le better; sales 71,000 bushels. Mixed Western at 93 -Q 95c

Wednesday

remaining Lecturers will be announced as soon
arrangements auU dates are fixed.
Tickets for the Course of ton [10) Lectures, $1.25,
to be bad at the Bookstores on Exchange Street, ul
Paine’s Music Store, and Crosman & Co., Middle

SOLD)

44

8

The

THE

STOLP

44
lOO
Wilmington Tar,
44
200
Wilmington Pitch,
44
50
No. 1 Rosin,
44
No. 2 Rosin,
75
630 Poxes Mnnutactnrrd Tocncco,
46 Cases Manufactured Tobacco,

as

New York Market*.

@ 51c.

on

Bargains!

250 Bamdi Choice Qried Apples,
44
Jncksoia Potatoes,
500
44
Coffee Crashed Sugars,
250
44
Granulated Sugar,
lOO
44
No. 2 Syrup,
250
4*
No. 1 Syrup,
lid
44
50
Fancy Ealtiiuore Flour*,
44
Kerosene Oil,
50

N. P. Banks.

Evenings.

*

BE

—

-and** the B'ys and Otrla
table a. the old homestead,
glorious Thanksgiving this year.
over

all to meet around the

are

——AT TIIE STORE OP-

nolfitl

MflTST
LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.

November ?3d,

Thereaflerwards the Lectures will be

Remember!
“The War ia

05 Exchange Street,
Nearly opposite Post OlHce.

Great

delivered

will be

Thursday Evening,

COME AND GET A BARGAIN!

Provisions—firmer.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Nov. 4, P. M.Cousois closed at 88£ @ 89 for money.
Illinois Central Shares 82.
Erie Shares 534 (u 54.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—U. S. 5-20s <&* @ 64],

at 53

opening lecture

Scarce,

ut

Portland. Nov. 9th, 1865.

viz.:

BY

Ladies, avail yourselves of the

Bacon lower and a further
pean, with larger stock.
decline is expected.
Laid is 2s <a) 4s lower. Cheese
firm. BiAtcr, line in demand, buc high prices check

New
bales

t > BOYS* CLOTHING—
th« .Store.
By strict attention to wants oicuBiomorsanu prices
reasonable, a share of pa rona^e In ‘solicited.
Remember the place

Rev. Heavy Ward Beecher.
Bishop Mallhew Siuipaou.
Rev. A. A. Willets,
Rev. Edvr. H. Chapin.
J. Dc Cordova. Enq.,
John li. Gough, £Uq.,
George VV. Curt is, Ettq.

CORSETS !

Commercial.

Cotton-steady; sales 2000

at ontioii
Cutting done to go out

Particular

No.

CORSETS!

are

Prices Advancing !

and

Fumislilnar Goods.

Gents’

HALL,

Course,

Goods

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

will be delivered at

i

ULOTIIING

which will be manufacture! int> Garnrmtot which
cannot be surpassed for style and mako in tbeciiy.
Abo a Fine asusortment 01

Thirteenth Annual Series of Public Lecture?,
the direction of the Morcautilc Library

THE

Tailor,

of

under

A8ssocia;ljn,

BE IN SEASON I

CHISAM,

FIRST CLASS

a

••

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!

Ko. Sit Exchange Street,

Lectures.

Library

micssse’*

recently ocsnpied by .Messrs. MoCARTHY fir BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

Wednesday Evenings.

«

tendency.

Evening?

clasp tape skirt,

“

ward

opened
HASSTORK,
at

*

city

l.SO

up-

Mercantile

of Bni.eeilt Carpel., Black
WalnutCeutre Table—marble top, one Carved 'ak
Extension Table, Oak Lining Room Chairs, Black
walnut Side Board; IS Oak and jainted Chamber
SLdr Can eta, Straw Carpets, Solas Otlomane,
Min-.,1*, Laniask Curtains, Bedstead,, Bods', Vat-“> Brackett Lami«, Twelve Chamber TolleS
Model Cook Stove, with Crockery,
" oollcn Ware, Ac., ®e. T- la
l iunitarS’uron aPd

KEW STOREl

Merchant

The fallowing gentlemen have been engaged for tills

C*r*etn

STORE,

W. F.

1

“

“

an

a

O/ 'There will be a good assortment of useful and
Fancy Articles for rale.
The Hall will be open at £ o'clock P. M.
CHANDLER’S BAND will be in attendance at S
o'clock.
Tickets 25 Cents—f>r sale at S. Rolfe’s 153 mm.ii.>
Street, and at the door.
NOv 11—d3fc

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

Norfolk, with the passengers and cargo of the
steamer North Star, have arrived. The steamship Merrimae, hence for New York, has returned .to tile bar leaking badly, and with
seven feet of water in her hold.

Breadstuff's—rather quiet, but closed with

KEW

November lGth*

New

qualities.

Argus ami Situ- Copy.

and

an

EitMituro, consisting

terms:

Ionic n,.$4.00
The term will closd on the twelfth evening with an
Assembly; with nunic oy the m,l Band, without extra charge to the pupils.
Nov 15—ilw

HALL!

Thursday Afternoon

WEDNESDAY, Nov. P2d, at rifles, comtneneON iagat
IV o’clock A. M.,
Invoice orgenteel

ha-lies.$2.oo
Gen!

-05?-

YR tV YORK

Block,

ladies class at 7 o’clock and Gentlemens’ at 8 o’cl’k.

bailey «£ Noyes’ Book

rnirn relics ot park st. church wm give
X FAIR anJ PROMENADE CONCERT In the

J

Clapp’s

MONDAY EVENING, Nor. 20,1803.

-XT-

only 1.50 iormer price’2*25*

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Nov. 4.Aslics quiet. Sugars unchanged. Coflee quiet and
steady. Rice firm. Linseed 6d dearer. Linseed
Oil quid at 33s a} 33s Gd. Rosin quiet and
steady.
Turpentine dull. Petroleum In steady demand at
2s 9d ^ 2s lid.
Latest by Telegraph.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Nov. 4, P. M.
—Cotton sales to-day were 7000 bales, including 4000
to speculators and exporters.
The market closed
unchan ed for American and irregular for other

Andrews,

commence

Congress Hall,

LADIES' FAI8AN0 CONCERT!

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN
.■»

liis Kall Term tor beginners in
dancing, Cotillons, Contras, Lancers, and
Polka Quadrilles, at

Nov 3—dtf

«

••

Will

common

Lectures to commence at 7i o’clock.

CONTINUING FOR TEN DATS!

’**.'«

Genteel Furniture at Auction.

^5
and

ob

Octa-JtfaBY

To be had of the Committee and also at Short &
E. C.

M.,

A.

we
Carriages, Harnesses, Blankets, Robes Sleighs, etc., etc.
BAILEY * He., Auctioneers.

$1.00

Evening Tickets,

did

AUCTION!

wi-

F. G. Rich.

CORSETS I

HOvl5

Apple Trees at Auction.

SATURDAY, at 11 o’clock
br,?lSY
Lime St.,
shall sell Horses,

Lecture will bo delivered by GEN. CA-

....

poatponemeul.

AJ

on Sunday
Evening, Dee. 17lh, to which perholding course tickets will be admitted free.
Committee of Arrangements:
Rufus D. Beah,
E. A. Sawyer,

Tickets for the Course,

ON

Horsey Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.,
AT

t,m3 to he auuounced hereafter.
hW. JUDGE FRYE, of California, Jan. 25tb.
The Course will consist of eight or more
Lecturer,
commencing Thursday Evening, Nov. 30.
tjr-The first Lecture will bo delivered by Judge
Russell of Boston, Mass.
MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.
An extra

at
Anetion.
SaSurdav, Nov«m!>cr lAth. at 10 A. bf., Tables,
Chairs, Lounges, Softs, Bed-tea'Is, Bureaus,
Itockers, Feather lieiis, Maitre-ses, Carpet*, fJruoltj>il (jlasa Ware. X c-uupJcle $et Ql C2uuuJ«ilieiii
ak« Hrackeis,
together wiUla variety of Dry Goods,
Groceries, Stored, &c.
|Als.», a* 11 o'c'oek, one sccond-IianJ NASO, tv, eat* barrels
APPLES, choice fruit.
xso

Y. Nuv. is, at 19 o’clock A. M., at
f
handeomc. healthy
Anni !,'rS’.oii1in
/UOUSAND
ftoca: all elmire
Appk
irnit and true to their nurnes.
IIL-SEYBAU^V &Co., Auctioneers.
novUdtd

^» orOMo. Dec, I4th and 17th.

sons

From New Orleans.

consumption.

EVENINGS,

Sales.1

Furniture, Beds, Carpets, «£c.,

i

HDijr. SAAl L HASTINGS, of'Wisconsin, time to be
announced hereafter*
H°N. JUDGE THOMAS
RUSSELL, Of Boston,
Mass., Nov. 30th,
HON. S. L. TILLEY, Provincial
Sec’y of New Bruns-

SKIRTS,

AT

give

Orleans, Nov. 15.
The steamships Guiding Star and Morning
Star from New York, and Costa Rica from

KALL.
SUBJECT—Justice in Government.

—-

.& If. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange SI

CITY

as

REY,
—OF—

bonds.

From

triously circulated,

DAY

*.

I

Tennessee

railroads of the State to the extent of tlie State
endorsement; Also a bill for funding tlie State
debt, as it matures, together with the interest,
in part due or to become due on the 1st of

f, Vi5,

seme of the besb talent In the
country, many of whom
the citizens .at Portland have never had the
pleasure
cf hearing.

o’

reduce the largo stock of

to

Hoop Skirts and Corsets

Nov. 15.
The steamer Meteor was burnt to the waters’ edge, at Chester wharf, this evening.

Legislature.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 15.
The Legislature to-day passed a bill authorizing tlie Governor to issue uew bonds for the

1

-—at—

no

CnESTER, Pa.,

Canadian Troops sent to the Frontier.
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 15.
An order was received at Toionto, C. W.,
on Saturday, by Col. Denison, from the Adjutant General, to select from hi3 battalion, a
captain, two subalterns and a company of sixty-five men, for service on the frontier. A
similar order was received at Hamilton, on
Monday. It is understood that nine full companies will be sent to different points on the
frontier.

•*

the coming winter. It is with
Rinded floilliM Ytai -i>ilriug
small degree of pride that.tbo Commit too invite attention to
C t> B. SET S ! ; •P3
it does
following eminent orators, comprising

Dispatches.
Toronto, C. W., Nov; 15.
alarm here as to Fenian rumors.

There is no
It is thought probable, however, that some
sort of raiding operations might be attempted
on the frontier, and the authorities have
merely taken necessary precautions to prevent
mischief being done. The prevalent feeling is
altogether derisive of the whole business.

Friday Kvtlhijr, Nov.

On

.ICITYHALL,
ox
THURSDAY

COUNTRY!

fioutweil,

tlift

_

Miscellaneous

bar-gold.

The Steamer Montana, hence for San Francisco, had arrived at Rio Janeiro Oct. 3d, in

Tortthat they have made all necessary r. Trancefor a Course of FIRST CLASS Temgcthuee

HOOP SfclltTS,

■

THE

OF

FJ^st Actus wU^t^ttelderad kf\ ^
Hon, God. S.
Irl. C., <&f

Rients

at

——ON THE

IN ADI OF
Thu Portland Frecdnicu’a Aid Assouiation

triiuld respectfully auneuuii to the clUzeu* of
laml
Lectures, to take jiiace

-YDEPE.VDE.Vt’fcpcT UttES

STATE

K-h Arcana Lodge, IV<». 1,
Order hf Gpad Templars,
>:Li Va Independent

For, v

f
b
g’-u
ary distriatg.
Mobile papers of ths 11th inst, report the
steamer Duke, burned in the Tumbigbee river
with 300 bales cotton; also, that General Duff,
Green, of Alabama, died at Mobile on the 11th

instant,

1
v

The undersigned ConjpiittEC.in behalf of

Minister

Resignation of Judge Ames,

Providence, R. I., Nov. 15.
Hon. Samuel Ames, for ten years Chief Justice of tlie Supreme Court of Rhode Island,
resigned his office this morning, on account of
ill health.

ic; -ivj TL-

Miscellaneous*.

....

The

Washington,
New York, Nov. 15.
The ordnance dcpai Uncut has determined
to rebuild the national armory at Harper’s
J''rom

IZailrorul

Independent Course of Lectures.—
Those who have not secured
their tickets lor
this course should purchase
them to-day.
Hon. G. 8. Boutwell will deliver
the introductory lecture to-morrow evening.

Tjp XU® .PAJEV, PRESS.
w.r
.i'l .si ■-

Various Items.
Various Hems.

Items.

A

-k

I JjSvee and Reception.—The Pearl Street
/;!/..■ imperialist
will

j

Important Derision—3Toh.tr

Board.
on t Wife, or

two

A men, will be accommodated with
winter.
|

Apply

at 101

Nov 14—dlw

single gentle-

board lor the

for
Suiteriorhleal
Southern

■W

■“

, DE from

by

Brachett St.
>',¥.

prime

.CHASE

Ke«l Long WbOTf.

XOe'J'fA t. ,:l .»
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Gem, km Ml*

US OTHERS,

»-»,TftTtr
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Table Ueo!
Yellow
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c-f)

For Sale aild to I>*

j Poetry.

-=

For &aie.
UNITED STATES PaTENT

[From the Round Table.]

MARSHALL’S IMPR0VtS>
I^HE
particular,

The Sabbath of the Tear.

rapture

And we her

r,rm °f

yaJuable

,„ayor,

Brown Street-*
That

L>. H.

y”t

Up lightly
L

"11

uu“'
Where
thjo'^ands kneel to
\v nere www
pray.
"“,,De

lingering wild flowers blooming fbir.
Though dreaming of the frost of death,
Send upward, like uwittered prayer,
fragrance of their brea h.

Like friars, the aged frees around
Seem telling beads in fitful prayer,
Wneno’er a dry leaf to the ground
Drops through the misty air.
We feel a presence undefined,
As If or spiritual things;
We catch their vague words on the
Wo hear them wave thek wings.

A LOT
and is

wind;

AT

neat

FEW

tliou shaft know that it was good,
Listening, to join in Nature’s prayer,
And wandering in the solitude
Her silent rapture share.
W. L. S.

THE GREAT

WHITE PINE

Is now ottered (othe afflicted throughout the country,
after hiving been proved by the test of eleven years,
in the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part
»
it derives its virtues.

irrNww?!^
££??.N, 83

storied

Street;

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES

_

will

A. B.

3—isdtl

bly rewarded.

STEPHENSON,

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., lor English and Irish Ports, at highv
Kestratos offteight.
At■-S'
Alin,

To load lumber at same place for GalveseB
and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE
*
* Ceatrai^t.

Railroad Stable
**^a^®

A-*’

Compound.
“The White PineJCompound is advertised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that

sept^KJ-—j'*86**

the demand for It is Increasing
beyond all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine
“'I Colds we know of, and no
that has once
family
used it will he without it. We speak front
our own
knowledge, it is sure to kills cold and pleasant as

The greatest inventions Some by accident, and
arotSat
S* Vyi'it,c, Phie Compound made
lot Colds and
Coughs should prove to be the n eatest
remedy for kiduoy difficulties known. Butsolt isWe cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to
ns
from well-known men. Besides the character nf rtr

information inquire
NKWTnu^M^mE'
,7™”, Othce 115 Exchange Street, up stairs,

of DR.

lL‘V*iH?

tffie wifconn-'

S'K^ltt

delicate consumptive

look, standing
wiUi one foot
upon the grave, be made .he di-cover v
wffich hae saved
and called out from
dreds of others, the strongest tesUmonials
possible
We have known Dr.
for years and Mver
knew

a more

Julyitsdtfb.

hun-

himself,
Poland

that we believe
Pine Compound."

KI£°-37
HZ%X
House
Lot
WaterviUe

man
IhoteLl
t> t0var ,ui

and

corner ol

Sts.

Perms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37j Vliddle St.

^Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

FOR

PERKINS,
The

W. F.

PHILLIPS,'
H. H.

General Agents
Oct ,r—dfcwam

for

n

for

Forage and

Real Estate for

Straw!

as

oAwo^1

may be

Tw°

ty«"

”*

*****

PoundrirSn, exclusive

To

LAAppiyCm

P,ain,y'U'« doantity, price,
Straw will be inspected
a?d
by a Goyern- I aplOdtl
_®5?Tl*y
apumt
weifhed befere being sliipped
TAi^ i’i°Ct0r(,a5J
will also be received
Proposals

•SRRStiSS&g*

to

menu.

Apple#!

Capt.

and A.

Copartnership

nov2dlm.

feet and for

h«*an
bcau‘

H. T. CUMMINGS, M.
D., &. CO.,
And will continue the
Apothecary business In ill it*
brunches, at the old stand No. 434
434
ot State, (the "Up town
D*ugSt
^
Thankful for past fayors to the
old es‘-v"-’

ComLm
w*

sisV essa®

Lease for

a

1500 !VNS

Ql^AXta^J^

laml, where

eeen,
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for settlement. ^a“18t
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&
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/"COMMISSION MEBCHAN
orders

F^r
Oct.

*?\*xec»t*
required
dimension with d
lavorable terms. Ships'

rv.rH
‘ENICK,

por
SX?0*?* for«f|P»
and N'

lo

™

»»wn

to

*^alF
order.

Farr
rpHE

1

in

sub'

Gr“

contain'

P^tu
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Boat-House

Inquired

Oct 13—dtf

--

at Main

and Stock tor Sale.

CHAS.J. TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs.

Acrlber offers lor sale his farm, situated
It
ay, one mile and a half from the corner.
about 57 acres of land, divided into
a1
and
e and wood land.
It has on it a story
house, well finished, and in good repair, togetliThere
with barn and other usual out-buildings.
a mill privilege on the farnty with a good supply of
water.
He will also sell a voice of oxen, two cows, two
horses, and ether stock. Terms liberal. Enquire on

tillage,

the premises.
Gray, Sept. 15, 1865—eod&w3m

GEO. DOLLY.

Two-story Brick House and Lot,
fpHE
X street, at a great bargain.

particulars, enquire ol
BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.
octl8dti_
For Sale.

mHE Dwelling House and Lot of Land No. 3 MontX gomery Street, Portland. Lot32 x 50 f oL
House two stories, in good repair. Inquire of
S. L. CARLETON, Attorney at Law,
No. 80 Middle Street,
HOV2dtf

A RARE CHANCE l

Implements,

on

soon.

Oct, 3. 1865.—dtl

reasonable terms it

and Bak-

applied

lor

PK*aSOS * 8M‘TH.

R E MOV Al,.
undersigned take this method to Iniorm their
customers and the public geucrally that they haw

THE

V£h

REMOVED THEIR BAKEItY from No. is
lngton Street to their new Bakery. Nos. e and BTJnion
Street, where they wll be pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones as-wlll be pleased to
gtye us a call.
R. W. SMARDOH
R. S. SCAM M AN,
S. E. 8MARDON.
August 16—dtl

Copartnership

Notice.
undersigned have this day loriued a copartunder
the style ot
ners’-ip
8- K. dACKSON <t SON.
lor the purpose of doing a
COAI. BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Wharl, foot general
ofHigli Street.
S. R. JACKSON,
JACKS0*’
Portland, Juno «, l^SCEOhA

THE

JAMES T. PATTEN &

utes

r°a'1-

by BaiLand thirty by the county
J. U. THORNTON.

A Desirable House & Lot for Hale.
resiHouse aud Lot on Franklin St,
dence of the late Edward Fernald. The house
witn
in
repair,
good
two-story, roomy, and
good Stable. Lot about 50x120 feet.
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Portland, Nov. 11th—d3w

MThe
is

FOR SALE.
11 flAA acres heavy timber land
Gsta ^
tfor 75 cents per acre, to cl«se an
Couiitv
ln,township No. 2, Lange 5, Orford
and atiVn J1?®* we!1 accommodated by two rivers
Also
o«run?m£,0£*int1 Androscoggin river,
urPer Aininpnusue Valiev, in
towns of

be^f with belt P?an<iij0llinaTl‘l

do All Long flax “Govornment contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland ol Boston,
Bath, April 20,1863.

timilS>ryCie’

H„ heavdy

PiTieB

c ‘cct in

300

We

are

prepared

Dollars !

to issue

policies

Dwelling

on

years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
Houses lor

and ship

Those who really wish to know all the fhets, vitally
to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerfully offered to understand the

a

term of

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

Mew York Estimate of Ike International.
As an indication of bow this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of tho
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RE-

PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! T1 Us list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
far behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.—Mew York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most grat Lfying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know tbe real merits
and s illftil manageraent cl this sterling corporation,
CEIVED MORE
NEW YORK

which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from

quarter to

p

a.

a. m.

m, and 2

00

u.

CARPENTER, Supt.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
To CO MMENCE MONO A Y. June 26/ A
805
Trains leave Portland, Grand
Trunk fetation, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1225 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. ill and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7.30
A M and arrive in Portland at2.15 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due In Portland at 1 P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this lino.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville. June 22 1865.
jbne23tf

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

color and beauty
returns* Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result.
will

Ladies and Children
appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance and rich,
glossy appeai'ance imparted to the hair, and no fear

of soiling the shin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress*
Depat 188 * 200 Greenwich St. R. Y.

Workg
Arbroath.
Arwoain,

ap22dii

Sept 27, 1SCS—<liw«m

to##re

DR.

STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH

o?t6<lly

Uni-

diame-

tect, ot Boston,

Its arrangements ios Hqtel purposes are pronounee<l by competent Judges to be Tufty equal tp those of
any Hotel In the country. Its construction Is most
thorough to all respects; the basement and first
stories bding qu|tc tire-proof, and all other parti
nearly so.

Ite original estimated cost was Sm,80D, reclusive
ol the land: ot this sum about SUO.Aoo 'hart be«*
it to its present stage of progress,
e\u tended to bring
notwithstanding tbo
U is
lor occupanoy
it
enlianced prices, can be completed
for ft7r» (koo according tO the original plans.

anil

believod^tbat

presonl

of sale and fltlter particulars,

November 11, 1865.—dtf

on-

JOS. ILSLEY.

GOQDWIN

Boston, Sole Agents tor Netf England.

hovlOdGm

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
f*br Caught, Coltjij «n«| Consumption 1
in 1832, anil stilt the lest known
remedy for all affections of the Lungs, Throat anil
Chest. Be caretnl to get the genuine.
UEjiD. CUTLER £ CO., Boston. Proprietors,1
Small, on cent,,
Largd Bottles, ?1,09.
Pure Cod Liver Oil

ESTABLISHED

Bottled expressly for Medicinal hso by REED.
CUTLER iS CO., who have iacllllies for obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottlos, *1,00,
Vox »-d*w8m

THE

SOUTH

AMERICA,

TINKLEPAUOII, Commander,
Will leave on WEDNESDAY, the 23th Nov., and

fortunate should be PAimcuLAU in selecting bis
as it Is a lamentable yet incontrovertablo fact, that many syphilitic patients arc made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from Inexperienced physicians In general practice;
conceded by the best syphllfor it is a point
ograpbers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time ol those
who would be competent and successful in their tn.au
The inexperienced general practitment and cure.
lior time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
in most cases makof
one
treatment,
pursues
ing an imiiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

will call at Para.

experienced Surge > is attached

An

ship.

physician,

to each Steam-

letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ARF.NCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASEXCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Nov 4—dtf
Portland, Me.
All

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE

generally

opportunity

system

I

(Accumulated iu Six Years.)
— —1

on

all

cease

traordinary prosperity.

Auburn at 7 35'A m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Banjjor, Gorham, Islar.d
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 1101» m

This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. 8‘eeping Cars "attached from
lan <1 Pond to Quebec and Mont real.
or checked after the
N o Baggage can be
m e above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
810a. m
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
145 p.m.
From Montreal, Quebec «lc.

revived

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 iu value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the late of
one passcng'.r lor every $50 > additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2u3t
Nov.
1, 1865
Portland,

G-rand Trunk

and 5 were 40

EllINIiLE, Agent,
90 Exchange Street,

Ot whloh here has been redeemed by

819,691,090
12,653,730

Cash,

Applications

jj.
Keh'diodlm

W.

r<c?)ved

HUlfGBB,

llraeodtew6w

108 F<frp 8t.
PORTLAND.

Mirror Plates l

A

LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly
for sale by
A.

Oct 3—eod*eow3tn

Mo McKENNEY,
284

on

hand,

Congress St.

International

Steamship

Calais and

ant of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such eases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organB.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so <»y writing, Jii a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
8treetj, Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Go.

p.

x.

Portland, March 20.1865.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 5
find arranged for theii

DYSPEPSIA!

ARRANGEMENT!

ami

Oct. .'U)th,
fast-going Steamer

Monday,

Cholera Morbus.

Dysentery,

*

and In fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
and in every instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition u disordered stomach, enabling t ho
patieut to take healthy food without daoge- of distress front it. It is the most wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world Noonewill do without It in the house that

On and after June 1, the tare between Portland and Bangor will |«e
Rockland $2.00: other landon the River reduced in proport ion, per steamer Regulator.

$3.00;

icings

has

ever

no

T A.R

YOU

such Word

fTa.

Cubebs and

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
for California, by the Old Line

Passage Tickets

Mall Steamers and Panama Railroad way be secured
by early application at this oRioe.
marOOdkwtf
March 20, 1866.

os

of it.

Full.”

Atlantic V .lite

Certain,

a Sure,
es of the Madder.

IS

Copaiba,

Lyon’s

there ie no nood of confinement or change of diet
In its approved form of a panto, it i< entire!v tastelees, and causes no unpleas >r»t rcnsatJtm 10 the pationt, and no expesure It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that in the above
class of diseases, Cnbets and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that can be rolied ujon with

A

Copaiba

JVE VER

SCIENTIFICALLY

Better than any

EXCEPT

&

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

Dealers

Yoilowness ot tlie Skill
FT
“} L?ta">Coated
and Si?®
Sick Headache,
hAGs, JTu
longue, Billousot Appetite, Debility,
2f™Vi.w pj22mKS?1ltS.
Vs**
and
all
Pains,
JJcatMy
Irregularities, Neura'Ma
FatBtnesfl, *o,
frartlera find the Lottnnes Sri
,he1t
vt*"\aa
oompact ami inodmma
be
hat ft^
earned in the vest
thep map

Coe’s

No Medicine ever known will onre

pocket. 1’ricoSO
For sale by

eeuls.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

J.

oABUSON <& CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. "Will he mailed to anv address on
enclosing 80 cent*,
july4dly

S.

Influenza, Whooping Cough,
OR REL1KVB

Particular attention given to shipping by quickor-t
Water

St.,

Chicago, Illinois,

Rrfortnc.#—Mww*. S. G. Bawd'.etr ft Co Maynard ft Sons; 11. ft W. Chickorirr; C. 7i. iHiXiupors
ft Co; Chaa. U. Btooe;
ft Co; Bo,.ton.
J. N. B*rpn, a*.
Newton National Bank,
U. B. Coffln.Eaq,
fobasdly

Great

\itavla

N.Y.Clty.

Indnoeme^s

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a laro^c quantUv pi
building lots In the West End of the
Vaughan', Bine., Neal, Carlton. Thomae,
city, lying
Emery,
Cushman, Lewis, BratnhaW. Menu-*
^«t,
ment,- Danforth, Orange and Salem fedryo*--.
pell
will
m* yow*.
on & credit of from <me.
'they

THEdesirable
GE

who w.11
tout cut-

U’de^vad by \he purchasers, and to parti**
houses of bgiibStfctovy yhurwtar, they
the cost qfbuuuing. on
utttye, if desired. one JbtU'th
completion Of the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUEUED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ton
A.M., atlbe office of the subscribers, where plans
may be saen, and fuR

Portland, May 3,

tartteqjar^ob^l^ gQNg

lift

Sold by

Cough Balsam!

SVKKS,

itteaidcit

LYi>N, M. D.

For U. 8. and Canada.

ao

*

HOUR. GRAIN, SRS11S, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTRR, and WWSWX WWI1U0* gonerally.

P. 0. Box 471.

L.

TS also’ Headache, Dizziness,

t

Xo. 152 South

the directions which accom-

J. W. PERKINS 4 CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS * CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

routes.

CASES

A

287 Pearl St., NE\V YORK.

oheapest

Cimplaints,

C. G. CL AUK & CO., Gen? I Agents,

no pain, act
promptly, never require increase oi dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females ami child,
Two taken at night movren, are just the thing.
the bowels gtice the next
morning. Warranted
in all oases of Piles and Falling of the
Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms ef the Dyspepsia.
eating, Sour Stomach, Spit-

Boiled

General Agents,

and

Powders !

pany

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

W.

or

IN CERT MN

forbidden in
especially
each bottle.

Red

generally,-and by

J.

Pills

For all Female

and Refined.

Druggists

PREPARED

ami is safe to use at all times

WHITE

Rav

Drops!

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

FAILS,

Manufactured only by
TAU KA NT A CO..
278 Greenwich Sf., HtW Yof<
8ol<I by Druggists all over the Woijd.

etc.

For sale by

Periodical

FLUID PREPARATION

.ED LEAD,

Also, LINSEED OIL,

trial

THE OREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

•a

Lead,

one

—

Jr,

Glass-rac crs’

LITHARGE,

to make just
Dollar per bottle.

New Ilaven, Conn.

Tarrant's Compound Extract qf Cubebs and!
Copaibs

Lead

Manufacturers of PIT E

SUFFBR1XO,

H. II. HAY, W F PHILLIPS Sr CO, and J. W.
PERK IMS Sr CO., Agents, Portland, Me.

Speedy Cure for all diseasKidneys and l/rinary Organs,
female, frequently performing
and

either in the inale or
a perfect euro in the short space of throe or ’our
days, aud alwavs in less time than any other preparation. In the used

and Linseed Oil Co.,

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

ARE

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

oertaiaty or success.
Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Lead.

;

TUAT

Sold by Druggists every whore.

NT\?

any

Whit

once.

Price One

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

And all needful information oheeriully furnished.

Porlimd Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)

used i t

Webegofyou. ifyou aresiek.

“There Is

RATES OF PARE,

TitA.YBLI.Ka* will Und it greatly totheirsdvantsgb
to proonre Through Tleket* at tho

£iclc Qeadacho.
Sickness at Stomach,
Ague.
Heartburn,
Colic Fains,

Fever and

for

LOWEST

BOWELS!

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst or ye of
Dyspepsia in existence, aud one dose will instantly
relievo the most agg'avated attacks of

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

LITTLE

a'l diseases of the

STOMACH AND

and Lawre jce.

in

Remedy

—for—

Passengers ticketed through on the Boston, Maine,
Eastern Rahroad at the Depots in Boston, Salem,

,at*,iri

attend

jan1.l866d«&wly

The World’s Great

mch21ti

ing

^

of theh

one

of exi>eriente in constant

Dyspepsia Cure

Coe’s

!f jot of State Street, I'urtl and, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at
luifelock, connectwith the 3 p a train from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a* 6o’clock, touching at Rookland, Camden, Bo-fast, Seargport, Buekeport,V\ interport, and Hamden, both way.-.

~TT
■^-toiraRAiiWA

lJTy

A

until 4 o’clock

A. SOMKRBY, Agent.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dtJ

all the groat Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Ali waukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Crtro,
Quincy, 8t. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Tickets
Uo. and is prepared to furnish Through
from Portland te ail the principal Cities and Towns
In the loyal States and tho Canadas, at the

IS

N. B.— Lading desiring may commit
own »ex.
ance.

For Freight or Passage arply to
A. SOMEHR\, AffPMt,
At Oflice on the Wharf.
Portland, Oct 2fTtb, I860.—dtf

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

Agent

DB. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

C. C. EATON, Agent.

On and after
the new and

n

Dr. H.’s Elec tic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will tlna it invaluable in all cases of ob
structious after all other remedies have been tried in
It is
vain.
vegetable, containing nothing In
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all timos.
Sent to any pari of the country, with full directions

purely

!

PORTLAND &PEN0BSC0T RIVER
FALL

LADIES.

Temple Street, which they will
especial accommodation.

w

Passports required.
Freight received on days of Bailing

THE

TO

St. John.

Infirmary,

Medical

Elect ic

On and after Monday, March 27 the
H W Chisholm, win leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St,
at
6
o'clock
P.
u
and
the
Steamer
Monday
;
every
Maw Brunswick, Capt R. B. Winchester, will leave
every Thursday at 6 o'clock p.x, for Eastportand
St. John.
Returning will leavo St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. x, f ar Eastport, Portland and
Bo84on.
At Eastport the Stoimer “Queen” will connect
for St. Andrews, Robin *ton and Calais,with th**New
Brnswick and Canada Railway for Woodc ock and
Houlton Htations.
Stage Coucho* also connect at
East! ort tor Machias und intermediate places.
At St. John the stet mor Emperor will connect, for
Windier, Digby ana Halifax, and with steamer* for
Frederic and the bt John River.
Through tickets
procured of the agov ta or the clerk on board. No

Lynn

or

Charles Donate,
WdUum K Dodge,
WHO Moore,
t*e»UiS Perkins,
Henry (Vdi,
Joseph Uailard, Jr,
Win O Pwiceraglll,
J Henry Burgy,
Lewis Ourtw.
,,
Cornelius Urinnell,
Charles 11 Russell,
C A Hand,
Lowell Hr lbrook,
Watts Sherman,
R Warren Wooten,
B
J Howland,
Royal Phelps,
BonJ Babcock,
Caleb Baretow,
APPillot,
JWdhrWestray,
Rob B Minium, Jr,
Datiel 8 Miller,
Gordop W BugnUm,
Joshua J Henry,
tevedevlok
G
<jhaupiey,
leorge
5ob»oa.
James Lew,
Javid Lane,
Chas H Marshall.
mea Bryoo.
J6bn D Jones, President,
Charles Dennis. Vide-president.
W. H. H. Mooee, 2d Vioe-Pres't.
J. H. Chapman, Aoflpg Secretary.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the ago of thirty who are
trouoled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
turbid appearance.
again changing to a dark and
There are many men who die of this difficulty, Ignor-

The splendid and tut Steamship#
W. W. SlurSSSiaSA£Koc<l auo FRANCONIA. Capt. U.
will
nntil
further
^■“^^■■SaEEWoOD,
notice,
run an follower
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and L.uve Pier
# North Blver, Now York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. M.
These vessel, aro atted up wrt tine accommodations for passengers, making this the moat
speedy,
safe and comfortable route lbr traveller, between
Now York aud Maine
Passage, in state Room,
*6.00. Cabin passage *5.00. Reals extra.
Goode torwaided by this line to and Irom Montreal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers os early as 1 P. M. on til. day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. 86 West Street,
Hew York.
May 29. 1866.
dtf

^fcrji«LCHE8APR4KJC,.i:apt

I

The Company has Assets, over Sieve* Million
Hollars, vis;—
United States snd State of New-York
81,974.700
Stook, City, llank and other Stocks,
2,187,950
Loans secured by Stooks and otherwise,
Premium Notes snd Bills Receivable,
Real Eetate. Bond and Mortgages, and
3,140,530
other securities,
\il ,a»j
United States Gold Coin,
Cash In Bank,
JW,43fi

Jr,
jf® Sturgis,
Henry K Bngert,

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY

PORTLAND.

August 1C—<IGm

•

the

New England Screw Steamship Co

and

E.

JAS.

Company

deemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1863 1
per cent o»cb.
The Profits for 99 Years amount to
sue# oi
v
v

whom are as weak and emaciated as though they lmd
the consumption, and by their friend* supposed to
All such eases yield to the proper and only
liavo it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice ill perfect health.

*‘REGGLATOR,”(apt.\V II.
Jfow*«, will leave Hail road Wharf,

from $4 to fcT lower via. tlie Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt. I WM. FLOWERS.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
276 Broadway, New York. |

ear. William, NEW YORK.
January, 1855.

The whole profits of the Company revert to tbs
Assured, anil are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and for which
Cortifioates are issued, bearing interest until re-

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCEl
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wc are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot

...

Railway.

Fares

of New Y

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation liisks.

run as

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
very .Monday, Tuesday Wedaeswmm'^ *SSi»i»(iay, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at6 o’clock P.M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
K/- Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $:>oin value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $->*> additional value.
L. UiLUNCH. Agent.
fob. 18, Si*; —.iff
Aug 5, 1SCB.

APPLY TO THE

ATLANTIC
51 Wall SI,

Montreal,

A

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

Fifth.—All of it9 profits are divided among the
insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts is
less than that o| any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are os low as
those of any other first class company.
Referesces.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B* HALL, Agent*
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

Mutual Insurance

STEAMERS

Will, until Airther notice,

«rpilB

On and after Monday, Nov. 6/A, 1865,
will run as follows:
Lewiston and

W. D.

Assets,—$1,500,000.00.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an execs* ol any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the utinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer year.-,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains &nd Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, ore
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that la sure to follow : do not wait lor U nslghtly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Arrangement!

Summer

yEjBjSLtJjLZJstoaancr Raw YoRK.Capt

trains

TRPVTKSB :

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It give* immediate relief, and effects a perIt is warranted to
manent cure. Try It directly,
For
sale by all Druggists. 00eta. per bottle.'
cure.
& CQ.,'38 Hanover Street,
GEp. C.

CAUTION TO THE PLTLIC.
and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their etlicocy established by well tested experience iu
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but alwuys injurious.
The un-

Every intelligent

TRAINS.

OF

Morning Train for South Paris,

WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, Presidents
GEOHOE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

John D Jones,

in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered fer sale and can be purchased at a CHEAT BAUGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet of
laijd, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-fiye feet, ft is Five Stories High, and contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments for
the use of guests, besides lour c&pocjous stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences f<?r a EIKS.T
CLASS HOTEL.
It *yas designed by Wm. WASununif, Esq., Archi-

,ii

cess.

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

Eastp#rt,

Importan t to Travelers

THE

•11,133,500

On Mid«IIe* Willow and Silver Sts*,

IS.,

Ihe

cn

Pier 43 North

from

or

River,

RAILWAY,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

LIFE INSURANCE

vw

HOTBJ,,

at 3 P.

witli

standing or recently contracted, entirely removtoa
the dregs of disease from tlio system, and making u
perfect and PERMANENT CUBE.
lie would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of his long
standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing suincient assurance of his sMU and suc-

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

Argents.

FOR SALfEI

MABBLB

month,

e..re

l“

Canada.

90 Exchange Street.

OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1GG Fore Street, Portland, Me.

Fib ST.—Premiums
regular Life Policies
at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies dec arefl non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount. ^
Third.—Its cash income ia greater than that oi
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized cither in Europe or America, has experienced such ex-

natural

h

^

General Western Ticket Office,

whole subject*.

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

ea.

THE

p. m

Portland, Oct 26.1S65—d’.f

half

century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
a

Considerations for Insuring in the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

Central Office 30 Exchange Street•
Portland, ,fotyl«, lses-kttf

dispatch regularly,
2!>tli of

anti

connuited privately,

time .o tliat particular
vodug hl»
.uaiithe niodkal proleHalun. he teels warrantedu
whether of long
kanieeing a (Joke in all Cases,

TRIP.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Forest City, Lewiston and

The940 a m ami 200 p m. train* will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
C3T'Stage8connect at (jorliam for West Oorham,
Stand itb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark:, Sohago,
Bridgtou, Lovell, Iliraiu, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limiugton, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Maa sr.a and Eaton. N. ti
At Buxtou Center for West Buxton, Donor-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Limerick, Newtield,
Parsons field and Ossipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily

INSURANCE,

MARINE

important

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

p

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

ALTERATION

will Confirm these Facts.

Sold by all Ornggls;*,

Valuable Hotel Property

f0For6price,aSrnis
of
sarswax 'sis aarja quire

ter

Comparisons

THAT (SPDEUPID UNFINISHED

Oct 25,18C5.—coilSw*

a

CO.,

BATH, ME.
AAA BOLTS Superior Bleached

Of 70 acres, or more, on very iavorable terms, on Oak Hill, In Scarboro,
now occupied by the subscriber.—
Distance from Portland fifteen min-

a

Horse8’ Bread Carts

Scotch Canvas,

Farm lor Sale,

making change
THE undersigned contemplating
would dispose of their Retail

I1
ing

No. 2 Deer

For

LESS to insure

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

wr\r\ AAA FEET Hackmetack. Flank
and Flat Timber for Sale by
C. S. CLARK. Agent St, Francit'MUlt.
Smith’s Wharf.
Oct. 17,1863,—dlmis

JAJVj

For Sale.

_

HP"

__

_

n

Butter.

-FOR SALE BY--

Wharf, is for

costs

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

/\

Boat-House for Sale.

it

K0BrNS0N,

OUU.UUU

Room 3 No. 30 Exchange St.

The necessary result is,

in it than iu any other.

No. 1 Portland Pier.

Hackmetack.

2.-dtf____
Customs

Muscovado

OOUU

For Sale.

THE
sale.

.nftieeos

Muscovado

BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW MEALING CORN,
Bbls.
“Oswego Family Flour,”
200
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
from
Baltimore, now landing ana
Cargo Sch. “Aid,”
tor sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf,
N. B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn per wh.
oclOTTfcS
Va.
Norfolk.
irom
Convoy
»/v

TWO

at

H ,

20.—dim

»

Yellow Corn and Flour.
,,

# Brio Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement.
dc
in perfect order. The draft ot the spars can
u at our
RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Commercial Street.
lunelG_dtf

Oct

Ctr

j41oa

Dividends, and
oft them, than'any other Co.

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.

by^

Ei^-

and Rigging lor Sale.
otandin* Engine, Sails and Blocks ol the

Inquire

rs, 71 Broadway. New
Southern Timber of any
.espatch, and on the moat
.ents made directly to all dots.
They are also prepared to
jrthern Pine Timber, hewn or
ocl2d3m

Com mercial St.

OAA BBLS. FaU and Winter Apples.
Clioice Butter.
£}» JU 100 Tubs
Just received and tor sale
^ SMITH
Nos. 0 and 8 Silver street.
Oct. 20.—dtl

ed House Lots in Cape
.os' walk from the Cape Bridge*
Port^RRY, at the ShernTs Office,
« «* EU,.b.C»

To Rent.
in
large Furnished Room*, centrally located,
Good reference required.
a private family.
Apply to W, 37* Middle St._<>c1*4tl

Molasses;
sale by

Rene

Apples aipd

T°^nu&cturlng bUKine»" f°<)ne of'the befit things
in the market. Small c&uital required.

io'

hogsheads

20

js

—

j

and Molasses.

Molasses;

tt<JJgGILyEltYi

will press

el

.'OSES Yellow Sugar;
“

kor far"

for Sale.

TAYLOR,

% fs hogsheads

a

*• Cumm13JT-E5ES&“£5«
all
haring demands againstlt^*«JJf‘J|eir accounts

L-

Sugar

“JSu"

re-

more

sq'iare Hactmetafk Timber. ;
^ Hackmet“k

andH^dVL MSi^y

term of Years.

JO°NoH

inquire1!)! e.1!?. pS?p

1%!*'

aame

THE SAFEST ;

in the United States.

No. 1 Central Wharf.

Oot 24—,)tf

comprising 43,000 fret ol
E^Land^on^PVnArw-0^'
Emery> Cushman ami Lewis st. for
Portland, April 2G, 180o.-)ltfH' STEpHENSON.

may25dtf
nu.

Co.

members larger

Let!

asta&^assss- ^

partnership

BENEFIT

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

44
Cape Cranberries:
the Lowest Market Pikes, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.

Oct 30—d3w*

AMBERS °VOr 110 and 112 F«leral
st.

a*dehv

io Let or

Notice.

1st,--IT IS

and 2 30

m.

and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6, 1666—dtl

organ-

John W. Munger & Co.,

Cider;

Pure

Million

One

Apples!

Choir« MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
48 Shrt®',
Tcs^JIholcc MUSCOVADO
MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudoru
now landing and for sale by
H. EATON,

COKgre"Ad.ile.

INMAN.
Q. M., U. S. A.

an"

virion

House Lots.

above roquirc-

reAiv«i

HENRY

oO
at

sale,

ever

Original Capital

a

Life Insurance

LS Choice Ealing Apples;
lOO.Ba rrels Greenings;
200
Selected Baldwins;
4‘

For

Wisely”

c t

MUTUAL

139 Commercial St.

8—(l2W

k?nrj
^ yjy*

& CO.,
jEofrErS°N
C^LICE
Cor, Commercial
and Franklin streets.

deliver JravAnr?

Bids will be accepted Irom
time to time “
to mmt1
the requirements of the
Government.
ma^e 011 delivery, or as soon there
“ft®ra8 funis for that purpose sliali
be

Oct 4—dtf.

Nov

WHO

-IN THE-

THOMAS LYNCH,

cor-

THOSE

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

muscovado

50 BOXES WHITE HAVANA SUGAR.

..

Thi« Co. Is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

TU

bmldings. Thn lot contains bo.oou

designated.

to the

“A

Sugar.

REASONS

WHY

7 5 Tierces Prime early Muscovado Molrsaes.
40 Bbls. Prime early Muscovado Molasses.

Sale,

one

Straw must be securely baled ard

H**-’ S-subject

1

MOLASSES.

A-r

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 a.

DAN

Tr inidad
VERY desirable residence in
Sugar & Molasses. 2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST; Equitable Life Assurance Society
Cape Flisabelh
A
mile from Portland Eridon
?eT
Of the United States*
two stories,
13
fCHOU E
containing
MUSCOVADO
Because it is paying bach to its
rol?, Zsete, &c Xto
SUGAR
(Located in New York City, Organized July 25, 1859,)
orn«r’ ^80 wt‘M arranged Stable and out- 80
3**

t?AooUVI'S
A,,. h‘iAeIt»«vry
*****

TWO

dlm

THE

p

In Cape Elisabeth.

October 3d, 1863.
TiTinpoa ato
by tie undersigned, ior
r
*5® lo,?t«l1
merchantable Timothy hay
board of vessels, at such wharf In Porte
Rarbor
ft

the

on

H.

—

and

hov3TT&stf

Portland, Nov. 1, 1805.

on

fcA hhds. peik; early

uuiy

Assistant Quartermaster's Office. U. S.
A„
PORTLAND, MAINE,

“55

i

Now owned and occupied
by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
pv.r
1
For particulars
enquire of bis Attorneys. Mess-s
Deblojs & Jackson, 58
Exchange Street.
o.—ati

Stale of Maine.

1

Molasses

»

State and Danforth
Sts.,

HAY,

JOHN ii. now & SOJVS,

BLTRGIN.
City jfffag No-. 120 Commercial Street.

•-

JulyUdtt

Estate,

car

TJ)W.

SALE.

finely located Real

freely.

29 Exchange St*

November 14,

Sherbrook

and

by

Valuable Heal Estate!

T. W.

Proposals

Commercial St.

lteal Kstate for Sale.
Middl8 street>kn°™

conscientious, honest, upright

and are glad to state
says about his White

or

road

137

Against
Companies.
The public ar-» Invited to inspect our Rooms where
all information in regard to Insurance will be given
'Accidents!

In the most reliable

Meal, .Meal.

and 2 20

a. m.

Freight trains leave Portland

Aneti Jan’y 1, 1805.

INSURANCE,

Insurance

And

1? an«ty, at any place of
hnd'J^bl
business in ^,(icBlevBllVany
the city,
by
’.otul
any Une ofrail-

anJ Henr^
K' W'

LIFE

A,“’

prict^.l0ad

House Lot for Sale.

Poland is such that we know
tenance what is wrong. For
years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to And remedies for bin

kinds of

Steamboat.

Yellow Corn,
prime quality lor mealing, now P, store for sale
*“ 0n tlack’ " Ule
ver/ lowest’market

A

or
E. DOW, comer of Milk and
6 Streets.
Exchange
Portland, Sept, lath, 1SC5.
dtf

of J.

given to insuring all

Particular attention

Farm Buildings, Stocks, Tools, &c.
Hp*Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

JCSitS"'Brophy-

sure.

Office*

Certidentes Given at this

PARA

bo

can

tbJ utinoJt .a.iibile.Ke kjK. aflifeted, at all
W
bourn
ATJ«Tho„ wbo'are suffering under the
affliction mpnvute
vice •»*£*»■.
g*t£r
the terrible
intnure conned ion
brand,

M

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

Prime High Mixed Corn,

To be L,et.

£rPSShS

a

work

paid in.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.

6,100 BUSHELS

Spring street, several
or family use.

on

Binding;

Merchandise.

Horses for Sale.

all

Branch,

T$$ued.

Ang.ZO-dtl_N°-

present occupied by Messrs. .JefferPossession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

& Co.

$1,000,000

$1,537,000

ton, Philadelphia

Leave Portland for Boston at840

and 5 30

CASH CAPITAL,

$500,000

I3E-0PBN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPETUAL FIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies

11THEBK lie

if.

notice:

Million Dollars in Gold !

#

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
rpHE
A streets, at

Bept 27—dtf

Twenty

Assets of the New York

-rth-'l

Store to Let.
Coolldge

augSeodtl

Wanted.

OTHER

AT

—

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over

EVERY

Temple Street,

Ko. !i

AT

Pernambuco,

Thomas,

1SC3* pn»8i>ger
CH2ii2I,0»
after,N,?Tleave
as lollows
^tesa+Trainsa?d

mate On and after Monday. Oct 30, 1866,
*h*fljPBBfi^g»traiDS will leavo as follows, until farther

$1,204,188,40

New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

a

Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,

Commercial St.

THE

son

two

Wanted.

a

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent In
Payson Block, No. 37} Middle St. Applv to P.
s. W., on the
premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
ocddtf

White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, bui
is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Piland
the inventor, has the confidence of
many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. His exPerience as A sufferer led to aim to m&ke exDerimpnfH

or

family witboutchiMrcn, small genteel tenByement^near
the centra) part oi the city

The

with

one

Oct 10—dtf

121

cut

ailments,

a

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

And Bahia, Every Trip,

PORTLAND

PORTLAND &ROCHESTER R.R.

Surplus,204,188,40

$360,000

Assets

Please address Tenement, Box 1603.

Fare as Low by this Route as aky other.
Stagos for Rockland connect at Bath; and fur Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norrldgeweek, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan
and for China, South China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassal boro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s
Mill’s.
W. HATCH, Trail. Manager.
*
Nov. 6 1SC5.—dtf

Leave Portland for Saco River at 800

Travellers Inr,. Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

tenement suitable for
WANTI
small families, with good water privileges.
D

INTERNATIONAL

$200,000

Assets

Tenement Wanted.

trains.

aug2C’6BJly

Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Hartford Qonn.,

at

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
Oct IB—dtf
147 Middle St.

to tbe

Nov. IB.

$576,000

Assets

an

Aiiply

State Agcat for Maine.

Hampden lire Ins. Co., of Springfield,

Green-house proprietor In the vicinity, to
take charge of
SOME
India Rubber Treo during the

winter.

$1,035,000

Assets

Wanted.

Portland for Bath, Lewiston and Augusta on Satat 8.00 P. M.
Portland for Brunswick dally (Sundays excepted)
at 5.30 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11.30.
Augusta (on Mondays onlv) lor Portland and Bos6*30 A. M., Bath C.30 A. M.
ton^
This 13 the only route east without break of
gauge
at Portland. Through tickets fcr all Stations on this
line, also ou the Maine Central R. It., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first
depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house.
Superior
and well ventilated, cars are run with the
through

St.

urdays only

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40

Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of Springfield, Mass.,

maylbe found,will be suita-

H.L. TAYLOR & CO., Temple St.
Portland, Me., Oct. 2S, l«Go-dtf

For Sale and to Let.

vllna-'

she

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
T
excepted) for Bath, Lewiston via AnAugusta, Waterville, Kendall's
'!» okowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at

and 3 40

Pi3cataqua
Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000

o

For Sale.

Oct

Assets

Strayed

Raymond,where

Office No. 64 Middle Street, Boom No. 1.
8. JET. 31cALPINE,

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Fire and Marine Ins.

CAN EE FOUND AT HIS

RIO DE JANEIRO,

ARRANGEMENT, 18G5-GG.
Commencing November, G, l©Gf5.

__

HUGHES

0

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

TlROM the premises of S. T. Raymond, Cumberland
13th.. one Chestnut Mare, 6 years old,
?•
3 white feet, striped ftce, 11 :ht rnano and tail,
information to the subscribers, or
o '^3?»onc

of Free Street, above
tnereon.
For particulars apply to

from the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints
For Piles and Scurvy, it
be found very
b
Give it a trial ii you would learn the value
of a good
and tried medicine. It is
pleasant, safe and sure.

more

distinguishing feature

$360,000

Assets

via Waterville
Keudall’* Mill*.

CALLING

INSURANCE COMFY

Enterprise Insurance Co., of Phlla.,

lost.

a

Also in the selection of risks, its losses lor the last
six years having been from 30 to 70 pr. ct. 1cm
than ofgauy other Co. of as long slandiug.
These Iscts in connection with its well-known character for integrity, commend this Company to the
consideration of ail desiring Life insurance.

Hanover Insur ance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

Unless called for within four weeks,
it will be sold, and the
amount, alter paying charges,
held subject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shah substantiate his
claim thereto.
nov2 d4w

S. r.

payment of losses is

this Company,

CAltE

$560,000

Assets

than
APIECE
six months ago, which had been previously advertised

desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Oak St., with the Stable

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diplit heria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It Is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes,Difficulty oi Voiding Urine, Bleel-

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Wanted,

An Owner Wanted.
of goods vra« left at this Office

as

$697,000

Assets

returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravmgs and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE
CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

undersigned
6
490 Congress Street,
octMdtf
JOHN J. Vf. ItEEVES.

at

or

$1,312,000

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Gentlemen. Remember that
EJor
WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements

MAINE.

In tho

IT EEYEH ITA TING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,000,000

Pori land Post Office.

RETURN.

The advantages of this system over that of dividends payahie after a term of gears without interest,
No other Company pays dividends in
are obvious.
this way.
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without [interest payable in four or flee
years, or at death, suifer a remarkable diminution
when red uced to their present value.

$1,300,000

Assets

to

aud Clark Street.
Tbe property consists of a lot of
Land 83 feet front on Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient
twosteded dwelling house thereon: fitted np for two
families, and being in a good state of repair.
*PPuc?u°“ m*y be mads to JOHN

COMPOUND,

IMMEDIATE

Y.,

LoriUard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,

HAIIR Y,”

Agents

THE

W. POLAND'S>

N.

Assets

RETAIL GROCERY STAND.
Address:

Nov. 10,-dlw

House aud Land lor Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ot
Charles H. Place, Charles HT Kinsman, and
others, would offer for sale the desirable Koal Estate
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

England Remedy.,

Co., of

Insurance

Niagara

Skowhegan

anti

1.15 P. M.

an

=-DkTJ.B^

United States Mail Line
-FOB-

declares

Y.,

$1,518,000

R.^

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC

Company.

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

Medical.

Steamboats.

WINTER

oi

can

GOOD

A

tion. House contains seven linished
Rooms besides Hail and Closets-never tailing weU
of good water. »
Upon the lot are 40 or 60 large bearing Fruit Trees,
mostly grafted with choice h ints.
Located in one of the most desirable streets in the
village, within five minutes walk from the Seminary,
Churches and Railroad Station.
For sale CHEAP if applied for soon.
Enquire at Gorham of J. A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
or Messrs. REDLON &
CARD, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.
Portland, Nov 2.—d3w

And

N.

7

cottage, wood shed and
jgjffilp Si BARN, together withTWO ACRES
0| wfAyi,1 GhKr-CI'" LAND, in good state of cuitiva-

that wide fane not reared by hands,
Shall blessniga unto thee be given
As pour upon the parched sands
The welcome showera of heaven.

Life Insurance

PROMPTNESS

Assets

Wanted to Purchase.

half

rep-

Co., N. Y.,
Assets $1,430,000

be accommodated
single gentlemen
with board at 54 Cumberland Street.
ANov.
13. dlw*

_

a

are

Insurance

Phoenix Insurance Co.,

A

For particulars,

and

o.ie

Metropolitan

wiio

FEW gentlemen boarders can be accommodated
at No. 39 PARIS STREET.
Portland, Nov. 14, 1806.—dlw

the main Aveof two lots in one,

VILLAGE,

A

t

In

September, 1866.

GORHAM

a

illage

one

Wanted.

FOR SALE !

comes the Sabbath of the Year,
Within the wildwood enter thou;
Cares from thy heart shall disappear.
The shadows from thy brow.

Dr. J.

a

«-J*rooma.
finished for two families, with
abundance of hard and sott water. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and in
good repair. Termv
easy. Apply to
>
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct 2i-dtt
144 Middle St.

When

The following First Class Insurance Offices
by this Agency, viz

resented

State.
understands the Business taorouehlv
permanent situation will be given.
The best of references requirod. Apply to
S. T. CLEVELAND & CO..
novl4 d3w*
No. 4 Free Street Block.
'To

all it branches.
■

AND

For Sale.
The two-story house and lot cornar oi LinA£|rt.coin
and Mayo Streets,
Ifjjj
containing twelve
It is

If thou art wearied with the Jar,
The dust, the noise, the fret of life,
And thou wool 1st only hear from lar
Tho tumult of the strife;

Insurance in

Portland, Maine.

a

isliing

Life and Accident

Fire, Marine,

Tailor Wanted.

on

very handsomely laid out.
address Box' 5i)6 P. O.
4—dtf
Nov

Yes, all we feel, and see and hear,
To serious mood the soul compels,
As when there falls upon the ear
Tae sound of Sabbath bells.

New

In

Agency in the State,

over

a rare

Hoarders Wanted.

For Sale.
Evergreen Cemetery,
Said lot is composed

nue.

Fire Insurance

LARGEST
Capital represented

PRESSMAN is wanted to take
AOU'ITER
cliarge ol
Tailoring establishment in Hour
t
in this

For Sale.
nPHE Stock and Fixtures of a Provision and GroA eery Store, with a
good run foi trade. Location
as good as
any in the city, both for buying and selling.
For further particulars address P. O. Box No.*C9.
novlOdSw*
Portland, Nov. 8th, 1803.

The

The

or

Nov 15—d2w.l*

..

The rustling of the leaves aloft,
WUOTi the bland breeze the branches stirs,
Is like the murmuring low and soft
Of myriad worshippers.

MAINE.

CB‘-CE

to make money should call on, or addrenss,
J. HANKJSKSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,

Middle Street.

Erick House INo. 70, comer of
X D»nforth and Tate Streets. It hae all tlie moderu Improvements and la in excellent condition
The house can be examined any day.
For termb, &c.t applv to
ttUFITS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
T
n
Portland, Nov. 8,18C5.—istf

Far-spreading, floa*^

29

a

rjlHE throostorv

uunuratK

from

Mr

a

Railroads.

Portland to

*

in every town in the State of Maine to
ANBdlAgent
new, convenient and useful patented artiThirty Million Dollars,
Ladles
Gentlemen wishing for
chance

cle.

House for Sale.

flown,
v
now the west wind's breathing
-ms
Like the religious organ’s tone,
dreams.
in
heard
music
O
lias

Agents,
Exchange St., Portland,

Insurcmce

Wanted.

INGRAHAM,
101

St.

& CO-,
169 Middle St.
---ri-4- i -4_

_

Nov4--dtf

WM*

Insurance.

JOHN F. COwTsU;
CHARTER OAK

___

Makers—HIGHEST
Exchange

Insurance,

at once to

NovlA-dat
Not
L>—d3t—

..root'

M.wm

Wanted.
Apply

wo-slory Brick House No. 23 Fore St.

Lao*'

Subdued
ola”.^
dun,
aisleB and archways
TbroMb woodland

Pant*

and

A,.reI^cId.T_e,th';rallu,ytreent'6r'-e“;

TENEMENT, No. 14
,ery desirable residence—in

And tenderer melody.

Wanted.

A

ttae»*tOry HHICW

■sk&wSsF1**
Tbevespers oi the year.
Tiinneb the winged choir afar

Estate\

Heal

[

Found.

Portland, Nov.

Co.

&

Lost and

Coat
CUSTOM
prices paid.

Fvr>lt SALF

share.

^"““jjloe,l0ng

The streams, that all

Steven*» Farraian

U~4tf

r

RIGHT
frt.
T f°r
ANCHOR

enq^f^V*
GEO. L. KIMBALL,

r- further

When cemeB the Sabbath of the Year,
*Tis sweet in woodland paths to stray,
Ero yet the loliage, fluttering sere,
Is Bwept to damp decay.
Tomuse in Nature’s quiet halls,
stands
Where, like a saint, she
"While solemn thoueht the soul

Wants,

•^-L»

,

may4ti

CONSUMPTIVE COUIGHI

TSy Them ! t»ml be convinced of their rt»per*.0rity over everything e’ne of the kir.d ever “-tred to
the publio trr Bronchitis, Coughs Colds, Hoar sene#* Sore TOroat, Catarrh an**. ntlueDM
Numerous tcfttimoDias ire® the Clergy, and ethers, acMd® by the
box.
EftT
y‘aco
oompanyimr
prino;pal
may27eodtf
throughout *h« **T’

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
^
ft cough, hut loosens It
patient can expectorate freely. Itiawuum
the
the reach of all.

ALVAH LIBBF.Y, who haa had tlie" sole
Agency for OOLI/S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER rfEATm APPARATUS, and
V°r *&Jfr Furnace, both of which
celebrated
nave a world-wide reputation, can be inund hereafter
STUART* CO., 171
ojQ.l 173 Mi.ldlaSk., where J1'
he will be happv to Dit-et
“Wi roealve thdr' orders,
‘h2ff
h‘ru\kfe*>
kte attends personally m Furnace work.
ALVAlf LIBBEY.
B
M

Price

thcJu?Hy

_

Portland, Aug 71,1865.

MECHANICS’

as

It does not dry up

Special Notice.

MR.

quick

aug22dSm

C ents ! !.
ltclng Only *1®
and It for f ale by all Druggist*.

C.G. CLARK A CO., Proprietor*, New

1

w, *t.

4- CO
W. F. PHILLIPS Sr CO., J.
and H. II. HAY, Portland Me., If koteaa/e Jamta.

W.PJJtKINS

August 31,1865.

HALI..

eod&wlyr

PRESS' HAY PRESS!!_Tlie Side-Pow-

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, Ex.liit.iHayHAY and COTTON PRESS.
WELL
tions, Levees, &c., may be obtained
applidP- uortnble and efc.il>- sot nj» in

Thl.imtcliineni
a ooiumon tftrn floor;
will press one ton of hay into SO cubic feet in 30 minutes; no beating, rolling or treading; no Injury to
the hay; »i** ot bale 30 in. by r:0 in. by»44 In.
No
other machine can press as cheap.
The invention is
one of those “happy hits” acknowledged to he Just
the thing. Model and Bale of Hay may be seen at
Blake & Jones’ Commercial St. SendJbr Circular.
er

on

to

RICHARD COLE, Superinteiulout,
I ui$!5dtf
No. 3 Tohuan Place.

uon

<5^0

A YEAR made by any one with
Stench Took*. No exptriaiice
lln* President*. Cashiers, and TreaaorCftkbftBSeb Banks indorse the circular. Sent free
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
oo0d3ni
Works, Springfield, Vermont*

Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Portland, Me.
Oct 21—eodlm

